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ABSTRACT

ORAL performances AS RITUAL ANIMATING THE INVISIBLE IN

MORMON WOMENS miscarriage STORIES

kristin leifson ballif

department of english

master of arts

this thesis is comprised often mormon womens miscarriage stories and it is theirflicirflicia

stories that are used as the text for my analysis the purpose of the study is to provide a

space for these women to share their experiences and to reveal their cultural values and

beliefs because the women are all mormon there are some distinctive cultural and

religious values that are shared within their stories and it is these aspects that are

analyzed and discussed within the text

women need to be able to share their miscarriage stories so as to alleviate feelings

of isolation and grief many of the omenwomenw in the interviews agreed that talking to others

about their miscarriage helped them to feel less isolated and that they were not alone in

their experience because there is no specific ritual in our society for miscarriage women

struggle to know how to deal with their grief again being able to talk about their

experience provides a marker to remember the pregnancy to animate the invisible

of ten is
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A common response found with women who miscarry is a sense of guilt guiltgulit

that they somehow caused the demise of the pregnancy by strenuous physical exercise

feelings of uncertainty about wanting the pregnancy or taking medications that could

affect the baby these feelings of guilt extended into religious issues as some of the

women questioned whether the miscarriage was a result of their spiritual state or their

relationship with god

the women also talk in detail about the actual physical occurrence of the

miscarriage many described how they felt about their bodies during and after the

miscarriage there were feelings of embarrassment or weakness and they questioned why

their body had reacted the way it did enabling the women to talk about their bodies in

such an intimate and personal way can be empowering as well as an excellent means to

educate the womens societies about the real physical and emotional effects of miscarriage

issues

in
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CHAPTER I1 introduction
MY STORY

A miscarriage is a natural and common event all told probabljprobably

more immenwomenmomen have lost a child from this world than havent most dont

mentioninen ittion and they go on tromfrom day to day as if it hadnt happened and so

people imagineini thatagine a omaniton2an in histhis situation never reallymeally knew or loved

what she had

but ask her sometimesonie howhoittime old would your child be now and she II7111 know

Aanimalnimalnimai dreams barbara kingsolver

our baby would have been four years old april 199811998.1 can still recall quite

vividly the events that happened four years ago from this date the day of my

miscarriage began like any other day I1 taught my class at three ran some errands and

went home after returning home I1 felt that something wasnt right I1 used the bathroom

and noticed then that I1 was spotting I1 was amazed at how once again I1 had sensed

changes in my body I1 had spotted briefly after finding out I1 was pregnant that was

almost six weeks before the nurse said that this was common the spotting had finally

stopped and I1 was relieved but when after six weeks later it appeared again I1 felt that my

fears of losing this baby were being realized by this time it seemed almost inevitable

that was friday saturday I1 was still spotting and when I1 called the doctors office the

nurse said to rest so I1 did my parents were in israel so bryan my husband and I1 went

to their house to watch a moviemovle the bleeding turned from brown to bright red I1 was

devastated this was what the nurse had warned me about I1 couldnt believe it in fact I1

didnt want to believe it how could this be happening to me no one that I1 knew in my

family had ever had a miscarriage why me I1 still tried to talk myself into believing that

like the first month the spotting would eventually stop and go away but now there was

blood bright red blood by sunday morning the bleeding became heavier and by sunday

evening it began to be accompanied with cramps dullduliduil painful cramps because I1 was the

onfironi

y

itouldyour
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I1 knew that she wasnt trying to be callous or insensitive but I1

was deeply hurt by her response I1 was tempted to tell her that I1 was having a miscarriage

and then watch her face flush with embarrassment and shame but I1 bit my tongue

smiled and walked to my car in the parking lot As soon as I1 got in the car I1 broke into

tears I1 felt so alone and hurt and angry that no one seemed to care no one seemed to

know what I1 was going through then I1 began to feel angry at god I1 didnt know what I1

had done to deserve this my mind reeled back into past mistakes wondering for which

sin I1 was being punished the more logical side of me knew that god did not work that

way I1 knew that I1 believed that strongly so why was I1 feeling as though god had

turned from me hormones I1 thought its got to be those darn hormones

relief society president for our ward I1 needed to attend a stake leadership meeting that

evening I1 remember I1 became very emotional as the speaker spoke of trials that we each

have to bear the sister sitting next to me from my ward looked at me curiously as I1

rarely showed emotionnotioner in public I1 wasw kristinas the relief society president the

emotional rock the woman who had it all together the person who never seemed to

have any problems

after the opening meeting the stake relief society presidency asked us to break

up into specific groups according to our calling the cramps became unbearable and I1 felt

that I1 needed to go I1 was becoming an emotional wreck I1 kept thinking im losing a

baby im losing a baby and I1 was on the brink of crying uncontrollably I1 approached

the stake relief society president and told her that I1 wasnt feeling well and if it were

alright I1 needed to go home with a laugh she responded gee I1 wish I1 looked as good as

you for not feeling well

when I1 arrived home I1 collapsed on the bed sobbing my husband held me im

sure he felt sad helpless and hopeless we both did I1 changed my pad and went to bed

As sunday night continued on into early monday morning the bleeding became heavier

and I1 was passing large blood clotsblots I1 couldnt believe that something like that could come

out of me the cramping also became more intense and I1 couldnt sleep neither could my

2
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husband each time I1 got up to go to the bathroom to pass more blood he would follow

me in and stroke my head and ask if I1 were alright we knewkn weeN needed to save some of

the tissue and so bryan got a rubber yellow glovegioveglogio910 frome the kitchen and fished through the

toilet water to try and find anything that looked remotely like tissue it all looked like

blood to me we would save something and put it in a small plastic bag then throwtl itirow

away once I1 would visit the toilet again with a new batch of blood to sift through I1 dont

remember how long this went on in the early morning hours the night seemed to be

drawn out especially for me just so the pain would be prolonged I1 do remember though

the gentleness of a loving husband I1 felt such a bond such a love for this young man a

love id never felt this intensely he was by my side through the whole terrible ordeal and

I1 kept thanking him for cleaning up the blood in the bathroom cleaning me up and

stroking my head

monday morning I1 didnt attend my classes or teach and stayed in bed I1 was

exhausted both physically and emotionally the bleeding had finally tapered off and the

cramping had stopped for that whole day I1 rested and I1 remember my older brother

coming into town from idaho he came over to visit and I1 told him what had happened

he expressed his sympathy and that his wife who was presently pregnant with their

second child had experienced a miscarriage before this second pregnancy I1 had no idea I11

felt somewhat comforted to know that I1 was not alone at least in our family

the next day tuesday bryan bought muffins and orange juice for us to eat for

breakfast we ate and talked together on the bed he needed to leave and go to his lab lo10to

do some work I1 decided to take a shower within minutes after getting into the shower I1

started cramping again more intensely than what I1 had felt before I1 started to cry I1

thought that this ordeal was over that I1 had already passed the fetus in that bloody mess

in the toilet and now I1 needed to rest and recover I1 began passing blood clotsblots again

although not as big as those of the morning before but large enough to cause me concern I1

kept wondering how I1 could lose this much blood and survive I1 became very frightened

in
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and called the doctors office again the nurse told me to come in promptly I1 called bryan

in tears and liehelleile ran all the way home praying weve lost a baby please help me keep my

wife

we quickly went to the doctors office and the doctor examined me and said that

he could see tissue he was concerned that I1 was losing so much blood and that we would

need to do an emergency dac because he didnt want to have to do a blood transfusion

the fact that I1 had eaten within the last two hours was another concern but one concern

overruled the other and the doctor said to meet him in same day surgery at the hospital

so off bryan and I1 went I1 remember walking into the same day reception area and feeling

the blood literally running down my legs I1 didnt want the people in the waiting room to

see blood coming through my sweat pants so I1 asked if I1 could go to the bathroom to

wait by this point I1 was gushing blood and I1 felt so weak and tired

the dac was performed and I1 got sick only once right after in the recovery room

I1 remember feeling a great sense of relief that everything was out of me that the bleeding

was in control and that I1 had no cramps we went home and my husband called his father

and mother and told them the news they were sad and sympathetic I1 asked for a

blessing and my husband and his father gave me one and I1 remember feeling much more at

peace

we hadnt told anyone that I1 was pregnant so it was difficult to have to tell our

families that I1 had a miscarriage when they didnt even know that I1 had been pregnant

my sister cried on the phone and was sad that I1 hadnt told her that I1 had been pregnant

and that I1 hadnt called her in the midst of the miscarriage when my parents came home

from israel I1 told them the news and they came over with a beautiful plant that had

blossomed pink flowers after a few weeks the flowers shrivelledshrivel upled and the plant died

it all seemed to symbolize my inability to give and nurture lifeilfe I1 was devastated when I1

finally went back to teach my freshman english class a few days later the students asked

where id been I1 told them that I1 had not been well and some of the young men

it
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responded that they had been sick but they still came to class tears welled up in my

eyes but I1 didnt answer I1 wanted so badly to make them feel small and ashamed at their

insensitivity I1 recognized that they didnt understand because they didnt know and I1 did

not want to tell them

what became unbearably difficult afterwards was the loss of expectations I1 had

bought a small diaper bag and some infant shoes bryan had bought small red sneakers and

we had these items on our dresser to remind us of our excitement at the new prospect of a

baby after the miscarriage I1 put these items away as I1 couldnt stand to look at them any

longer there was such an empty sad feeling inside of me I1 remember my girlfriend from

high school had written a couple of months previously and told me that she was pregnant

I1 was waiting until I1 was safely out of the first trimester to tell her that I1 too was

pregnant I1 was so excited to tell her my news I1 had actually composed the letter in my

mind and was anxious to write it after the miscarriage I1 remember the sadness I1 felt that I1

wouldnt be writing that letter

I1 also felt sad that my husband was married to a woman who would miscarry I1

felt that I1 had failed as a woman I1 expressed this to him and he continually reassured me

that that was not true and that he loved me I1 expressed to him that maybe he felt he

should have married another woman one that could produce a child again he told me that

he wouldnt have married anyone else in the world but me despite his sympathetic and I1

might add logical reassurances I1 somehow and strangely so felt that the miscarriage had

been my fault that I1 was responsible in some way for what had happened I1 lost

confidence in my body I1 had always felt that my body was so strong and healthy and

that when I1 did decide to have a baby I1 would not have any problem I1 felt as though my

body had failed me and I1 was confused as to why all of this had happened I1 also felt

embarrassed embarrassed that my body and that this pregnancy had failed I1 felt that

since I1 hadnt produced a strong healthy fetus I1 was weak

the

anxious

in
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I1 began to blame the mormon church for aggravating these feelings of inadequacy

there is such an emphasis on families and motherhood that I1 felt resentful because I1 was

unable at this point to participate in these specific roles for women I1 found myself

having extreme feelings ofjealousyofjealousy and anger at women who were able to have children if

I1 saw a pregnant woman it was all I1 could do to not stop where I1 was and cry injustices

in the world became very apparent to me at this time I1 continually asked bryan why is

it that women who do not want their children are able to get pregnant its not fair

there was also a deep sadness that I1 had missed a wonderful experience and I1 was

hurt by that I1 felt that I1 would never get pregnant and that the experience of motherhood

would altogether be lost to me this frightened me with much effort I1 fought these

feelings of fear hoping that perhaps this actually would be a onetimeone ordealtime and that

there were children who could and would come

altogether this was a difficult time for both my husband and myself and we both

became very sensitive about children and childbirth we also became empatheticpatheticem to other

women and couples who had experienced miscarriage and infertility problems that was a

very positive thing for both of us we had grown together through a difficult experience

and we had also grown closer to others who had experienced the same event

after the miscarriage I1 did not perform any ritual to help with the grieving

process nothing to help me sort through and make sense of my experience I1 did find that

talking to other women who had experienced miscarriage helped ease some of the pain by

simply expressing my loss and sharing my hurt and feelings of disappointment I1 began to

slowly realize with great comfort that I1 was not alone in my pain and this helped to

alleviate my tremendous feelings of isolation

this realization served as the starting point for this thesis project I1 desired to

uncover the feelings of other women who had experienced miscarriage and provide an

opportunity for them to feel understood and perhaps less isolated I1 also felt it was

critical to explore the nature and origins of these womens thoughts and emotions

6
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allenailenalien

surrounding their miscarriage experiences with particular attention to influences generated

from the mormon religion and culture in order to accomplish these goals I1 interviewed

ten mormon women eight of whom had experienced one miscarriage and two of whom

had experienced more than one miscarriage their transcribed miscarriage stories found in

appendix 11II of this work are the text from which I1 drew my analysis

my purpose then for this thesis project is to first provide an opportunity for

dialogue about mormon womens miscarriage experiences ive come to realize the

importance for women to talk about their personal experiences which usually include

those events that happen to their bodies as julia kristevakristenaKris explainsteva poignantly about

what our generation of women are attempting to do today with discussion she says

these women seek to give a language to the intrasubjectiveintra andsubjective corporeal experiences left

mute by culture in the past 474 women are usually not encouraged to talk about their

bodies and those experiences unique to them most of the women interviewed felt

uncomfortable sharing their miscarriage stories with others when ironically sharing their

stories with me was an important way for them to work through the loss of their

pregnancy and dreams thus for many this apparent taboo of verbalization needs to be

broken allowing women to lift their inhibitions of discussing their miscarriages

although I1 have two healthy children now the feelings resulting from my

miscarriage are still quite vivid I1 dont feel it is ever too late or that it has been too long to

talk about this difficult experience in many of my conversations with women of all ages

they easily recall their miscarriage and the details that surrounded it likewise a narrative

reported in another work about a woman who had experienced a miscarriage many years

before recounting it still reports a great sense of loss she says my miscarriage was 21

years ago yet I1 have absolute recall of the devastation and the sadness alienallen and marks

9 while this devastation and sadness may not be felt by every woman who has

experienced miscarriage in my personal conversations with women including the stories

7
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which I1 have collected here the women talk about their miscarriage with great emotion

and as said previously in great detail

secondly my purpose is to analyze the miscarriage stories and to pull together

and present the similar themes and responses to their varied experiences this thesis

began as a personal journey to understand and make sense of my own experience mary

catherine bateson suggests in her book composing A life that women today read and

write biographies to gain perspective on their own lives and that self knowledge is

empowering5 thus it is through dialogue and analysis that we can learn and

understand more about ourselves miscarriage our mormon culture our culture at large

and about women in general who are a part of our human condition but whose

unexpressed experiences are so often left out of the human experience

the mormon religion teaches to value ones own experience as terry tempest

williams explains As a mormon at a very early age you are encouraged to tell your

story in mormon culture I1 was taught to value my own experience williams qtditd in

pearlman 124 1I wanted to provide a way for these mormon women to tell their

miscarriage story and in doing so to help them and anyone who reads their stories to value

their experiences I1 perceive this as one important way to empower and legitimize women

and to validate their life experiences and themselves as human beings elizabeth dewberry

vaughns character in her novel many things have happened since he died expresses

this empowerment when after she has taped her autobiography and then transcribed it

she says making these tapes gives me a certain kind of power authority 4 these

women telling their stories and then having them transcribed and written down on paper

is a way to help them know that their experiences are important useful real and

authoritative

I1 conducted these interviews using a small portable tape recorder before starting

each interview I1 asked each woman to read a set of questions that I1 had previously

thought of and had written down see appendix 1I 1I explained that they could address

is

empowering 5 is
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these questions or feel free to simply share their experience in any way in which they felt

comfortable I1 wanted them to talk openly and as freel as possible and so I1 tried to

conduct the interviews as though we were in a conversation I1 responded to them

periodicalperiodically b nodding verbally expressing acknowledgementaclaiowledgementknowledgementac asking questions and

making comments most of the women shared the actual miscarriage experience A few

women briefly talked about the actual miscarriage and then concentrated more on how the

miscarriage affected them afterwards because of the nature of my questions most of the

women talked about discussing the miscarriage with others so there is a sort of

metanarrationmeta occurringnarration within their stories which I1 feel is just as valuable as the actual

telling of the miscarriage experience after recording the interviews I1 transcribed the

stories from the tape cassette using a transcription recorder with a foot pedal

I1 tried to gather age variations as well as occupational variations the majority of

the women however were under the age of thirty and were in the english graduate

program at brigham young university they were all married and in the majority of cases

the miscarriage was their first pregnancy see appendix 11II for biographical information

As I1 conducted the interviews I1 began to hear similar responses from the women

responses that struck a familiar cord with me as well certainly every woman will

respond differently to her experiences and there were some contrasts in their stories but

the similarities in some of the womens stories were interesting and even a bit surprising

as I1 didnt expect that such similar feelings would exist with such varied experiences we

all had three things in common we were mormon women who had experienced at least

one miscarriage I1 found other collections of miscarriage stories in my research but what

makes this small collection unique is that all of the women are mormon and as a result

there is a distinctive religious and cultural influence in each of their accounts

As I1 reviewed the miscarriage stories I1 pulled together common themes that

generate discussion within the following chapters chapter II11 animating the invisible

storytelling as a means of legitimizingoflegithnizing the miscarriage experience introduces the

in they

freely

in
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perpef rmancesromancesfaf0

theoretical foundation of storytellingstorstop andtolling narratives the opportunity to share their

miscarriage story for these women is a way to empower them and to give life to or

animate the pregnancy that they werew neverere able to see fully develop according to

sandra dolby stahl storytelling provides listeners an invitation to intimacy 37 and it

is this invitation that these women are extending by telling their miscarriage experience

this chapter will also discuss how talking about our experiences can help with the healing

process and alleviate feelings of isolation and conversely acknowledges the inherent

complexities that occur when such an attempt to share is made chapter ill111lillii oraloraioeal

performances replacing the nonexistentnon ritualexistent grief guilt and god describes the need

that women have to do something to remember the miscarriage many women need a

ritual or marker of some sort to help with the grieving process telling their story is a type

of ritual that can help women pay homage to their lost pregnancy and allow expression of

their grief an extension of the grief that the women feel is guilt many of the women

interviewed expressed guilt for having miscarried I1 will analyze some of the possible

reasons for this guilt much of the guilt and feelings of failure that the women expressed

seem to stem from some religious and cultural beliefs that women today have inherited

when looked at carefully and thoughtfully mormon theology can help dispel some of the

conflict that is felt concerning guilt as well as the nature of the spirit as some of the

women expressed concern as to what the miscarriage meant for the embodiment of the

spirit chapter IV speaking the female body discusses the need for women to talk

about their bodies historically women have not been encouraged to talk about such

intimate details concerning their bodies I1 will present some of the arguments why these

types of topics have been ignored and suppressed I1 will then give specific examples from

the miscarriage accounts where the women discuss their intimate encounters with blood

fetal tissue and the death of the fetus as well as how they responded and viewed their

bodies during and after the miscarriage again much of how the women viewed their

bodies has been inherited from past generations but women can find comfort in knowing

10
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the value of their body according to mormon theology chapter V hollos echoes to

filled reverberations discusses the conclusions and implications of my analysis both for

the women and for the mormon and medical communitiescorrucarru withnunities which the women were

affiliated richard bauman talks about the implications that an analysis of this sort has on

culture as he states at its most encompassing performance may be seen as broadly

metaculturalmeta acultural cultural means of objectifying and laying open to scrutiny culture itself

for culture is a system of systems of signification 46 these mormon womens

miscarriage accounts can indeed lay open to scrutiny culture itself by their verbalized

experiences and their perspectives on these experiences

11
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ilagilmg talking out of the passion of our 0 n

experience weve are taught not to trust our onoin experience but experience is

all

CHAPTER 11II

animating the invisible storytelling as a means of legitimizing the miscarriage

experience

we are just u

e ha e

terry tempest williams

telling our story

telling our story is an important way to relay who we are and what we believe or

value particularly within a certain community the stories we tell bindsbin usdjs to that

community williams qtditd in pearlman 122 carolyn heilbrun says of stories we can

only live by the stories we have read or heard heilbrun qtditd in murphy 81 harold

rosen says in stories and meanings that stories become a way in which the storytellerstory

appraises

teller

his life experience rosen qtditd in murphy 81 the need to tell our story

almost seems as natural as breathing it is our way of saying look at me here I1 am see

me im alive and think sandra dolby stahl states in her book literary folkloristicsfolklonstics and

the personal narrative that people tell personal narratives to be listened to 37 stahl

also suggests that when people tell personal narratives they offer their listeners an

invitation to intimacy 37 through the stories individuals assert their connection with

other people 120 often women who miscarry miss the opportunity for intimacy and

connection available from narrating the experience because many women feel inhibited or

simply uncomfortable telling their miscarriage stories As a result the listeners miss an

opportunity of experiencing this intimacy and profound learning experience as well

both men and women share stories about their lives but there are certain subjects

particularly for women that arent talked about and even more often are not considered

appropriate or worthy of any serious discussion miscarriage is one such subject

certainly depending upon the individual and external circumstances women have talked
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about their miscarriage experiences oftentimes though it is how the information from the

story is received and interpreted that becomes problematic occasionally there is a lack

of sensitivity on the listeners part and many women who want to share their miscarriage

experience whether to share the grief and loss or for whatever reasons feel inhibited to

talk about this experience feeling that quite possibly no one is really interested if telling

our stories binds us to community and is an invitation to intimacy then there are

many untold stories that are absent from the binding process the most tragic result of

this as neil postman exclaims in his essay learning by story without a story our

selves die 122 if a womanscomans miscarriage experience is never recognized and validated

she may herself feel unrecognized and ignored to not allow women to tell this story not

only erases the miscarriage experience but a part of the women themselves as individuals

story allows us to view a self that is only accessible to us by the actual telling of the

story stahl 22 therefore the women are able to see themselves as a separate self to

view and examine what that self did and felt and then leamlearn and heal from their experience

storytelling provides the opportunity to learn more about our human condition and

specifically about how to talk to listen to or understand the emotions that women feel

after a miscarriage

marie alienallenailen and shelly marks make two important observations about why the

emotional impact of miscarriage is overlooked in our society in their book miscarriage

women sharing promfrom the heart they explain because we do not literally experience

miscarried babies they are quite logically a nonlossnon 6loss therefore the loss that

women feel goes invalidated and ultimately suppressed for many women secondly alienallenailen

and marks explain that society is unaware of the emotional impact of miscarriage and as a

result women have little or no resources for emotional support

this is certainly not to say that all women who have experienced miscarriage have

not received emotional support in one form or another nor is this to say that all women

should first feel a specific way about the experience secondly feel that they need to tell
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everyone they can about their experience and thirdly feel that everyone should want to

talk about it extensively with them not all the women I1 asked to interview formally were

willing to participate for personal reasons the women represented here were those who

were willing to share their stories in a more formal setting these women deserve to be

heard if not for their own desire to be recognized then for their desire to animate the

invisible to give life to the pregnancy they were never able to see fully developed

talking about the miscarriage

many of the women I1 interviewed initially felt either embarrassed or inhibited to

share their miscarriage experience with anyone except perhaps for a family member or

very close friend and even these close relationships did not always encourage the women

to share their experience As a result of this many of the women experienced feelings of

isolation until they were able to eventually talk to others who had either experienced a

miscarriage or even those who had not but were simply willing to listen right after she

miscarried carol states she didnt want to talk about it I1 didnt want to talk to my

family I1 didnt want to talk to the one person that I1 had told 66 she adds I1 just

couldnt tell my students and I1 couldnt tell anyone else so there was no way I1 could make

an excuse for myself 66 she says eventually I1 guess I1 called my parents my mom

was good about it she basically said you can try again carol laughs you know

but its ok and that those things happen 66as carol began to open up to more

people she said that it did help her not feel like I1 was alone cause I1 did feel like

everybody else that I1 knew who got pregnant had their baby 67 carol continues to

explain that her home teachers came over to give her a blessing and she says it was

really good to talk to them because I1 found out that both of their wives had had

miscarriages and they were very open about talking to me and um about the

feelings and I1 was really impressed to how open they were and how much they were

willing to share about their feelings and you know what they perceived their wives

feelings to be at the time and how they got through it and so it was really helpful
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really really helpful because then I1 felt even less alone 68 although it was

therapeutic and helpful for carol to talk about her miscarriage with these two men which

is the most important aspect it is ironic that carol heard the other womens experiences

through their husbands not from the women sharing their experiences with carol

themselves her experience with the husbands did provide an opportunity for intimacy

that would not normally occur between the two sexes concerning this subject as

miscarriage is unique to women and womens experiences are not always shared with the

opposite sex these men proved to be an attentive and interested audience which is a very

positive thing when our society generally tends to dictate what is appropriate for men

and women to discuss and how to interact with one another the invitation for intimacy

was extended as well as carol received a blessing from these men because only worthy

males in the mormon church are ordained to the priesthood and can administer to those

who are in need it was an important opportunity for carol as well as some of the other

women to receive a blessing to help comfort them being able to give blessings allows men

to help and participate in a specific and unique way

shauna felt that initially trying to find an audience to listen to her and understand

was difficult as well she says that she didnt really talk to many people about it I1 didnt

feel like I1 could really talk to my mom I talked a little bit to some of my single friends

who are really close but you know they have no concept so I1 didnt really talk to very

many people about it 79 however she was able to talk to her older sister a little bit

because shesashes had several and I1 can talk really easily to her 79 unfortunately shauna

didnt feel she could talk about it much because if she did she perceived it as a weepy

woman who has to tell her miscarriage story so I1 just kind of kept it to myself 80 it

is disappointing that some women are made to feel that to talk about what happens to

them to their bodies and especially losing something from their body is just another sob

story of a weepy woman talking about her life her body and her self
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I1

sherri also felt this kind of embarrassment when talking about her miscarriageshemiscarriage

explains I1 couldnt talk to anybody about it I didnt want to go into a lot of that detail

you know to go into that kind of detail especially a lot of people I1 worked with were

men I1 didnt want to embarrass them with details of blood you know stuff like that

177in77in177 aIn sense sherri found it difficult to share these kind of details with the men from

her job because it dealt with the birthingberthingbir processthing something that men have been excluded

from for so long until recently so much of a comanswomans life revolves around her

reproductive system the menstrual cycle pregnancy and childbirth and the loss of

pregnancy all of this results in a lifetime of experience and yet women dont always feel

encouraged and in fact they feel embarrassed as rachel says when I1 talked to my

friends theyre embarrassed because

1

they were so happy about it and they didnt

expect it to happen was embarrassed for that reason because id talked about it

pregnancy and I1 was excited about it 166 but as williams suggests experience is all

we have 130 and so it is vital that women feel uninhibited and not embarrassed to

share their miscarriage experiences

talking as therapy

most of the women expressed that they were eventually able to find someone

with whom they felt comfortable enough to share the details of their miscarriage and that

being able to talk about their experience was helpful shauna said she was eventually able

to talk to a good friend who had had a miscarriage and that this friend was great to talk

to it was really good to have someone that was sympathetic she didnt say oh let

me tell you she just said tell me about it and so I1 told her about it and she was

really sympathetic and it was really good to talk to her about it 94 many times the

women simply want someone to listen and to sorrow with them finding a willing

audience has a way of validating the women and their experiences as important and real

katie also found it helpful to talk about her miscarriage with a friend who had

miscarried as she says my friend called and it was really great to talk to her cause she
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lloliohad had one and we talked a lot about it 110 As with many of the women it helped

to talk about their miscarriage experience with others who had also experienced a

miscarriage this helped the women avoid feeling so isolated as though they were the

only ones who had ever experienced it and therefore something must be wrong with their

bodies As rachel states I1 mean nobody ever talked about miscarriage 161for161

rachel

For

it took a sister in law who wrote her a letter exclaiming almost everyone ive

talked to has had one 161 and rachel responded which was nice to know161know1knowknowd

kathy

161

also found it helpful to talk so as to alleviate her isolation she says I1 did

find it very valuable to talk to other women once I1 started you know once people kind

of found out it was amazing to me how many women have had miscarriages its not

talked about 193 once a woman breaks the silence and begins to talk about her

experiences it presents a space for other women to step into and talk about their own

again this helps to alleviate the isolation that many women feel after miscarrying

mckenna found it helpful to talk to other women particularly at her job as she

says it was all women so we kind of had it was almost kind of a support group there

and it was really fun 148she148 continuesShe saying well you think of pregnancy as this

happy little thing that happens to people and you dont think of miscarriage as a common

thing but it is a very common thing my mother had told me that she had had a

miscarriage and I1 was kind of surprised and then once I1 had mine it was like out of the

woodwork all these people were like I
1 had one and I1 had one5oneyonea 151 mckenna

poignantly states what many of the women feel isolation in their feelings of loss As

they find that other women have experienced this they feel much more comfortable and

confident to share their own story it provides the women with what bateson described

as the self knowledge that can be empowering they begin to recognize that they are

not alone in their physical as well as emotional loss

the crazy things people say
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chilchiidrenT

many of the women found it difficult to deal with other peoples responses an

example of how ill educated we are to the physical loss but even more profoundly the

emotional loss of miscarriage the mormon religion emphasizes the family and

encourages its members to prepare tabernacles bodies for all the spirits they can

brigham young qtdby bruce R mcconkie 85 because of this emphasis there is an

expectation for young couples to start their families fairly quickly and when that doesnt

occur speculation arises shauna talks of a neighbor who had three children and was

expecting her fourth child and shauna says concerning the neighbor her perspective is a

young couple whoschos been married three years why dont you have childrenchildrentchildrens and shed

come out and say things like that and was fairly insensitive and so I1 didnt feel like

sharing my story with her because ive resented some things that shesashes said in the past

80 unfortunately the neighbor missed an opportunity to learn more about shauna as

well as understanding and becoming more sensitive to women who miscarry and the

feelings they have afterwards perhaps as expectations on family size become influenced

and governed more by personal inspiration and situation women who miscarry will feel

more comfortable sharing their experience and their pain with others in their mormon

community

shauna also mentioned that she had talked with her bishop about her miscarriage

after it had happened and when he asked why she hadnt mentioned it sooner she felt

uncomfortable as to how to bring up such a subject shauna exclaims well what am I1

going to do hey bishop ive had two miscarriages you know 95 marie also found

it uncomfortable to talk with her bishop another indication of the difficulties some men

and women have discussing topics concerning childbirth simply because this is foreign

for men as miscarriage is unique to women it was difficult as well because these men are

in authority positions and perhaps the women felt at a distance because of that

relationship marie explains what really kind of bugged me and it wasnt his fault he

was really trying to be considerate he really was but what bugged me is he would soft
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I1 didnt want to talk

about it with people like that who obviously didnt feel comfortable 113 katie

explains further that those who think talking about miscarriage is taboo I1 dont feel

comfortable talking about it with them 113 the more we are able to talk about these

types of experiences the more mystery and secrecy associated with miscarriage will

dissipate As well our sensitivity to the subject will increase so that the women who

experience miscarriage will not have to deal with remarks that make them feel worse about

their situation

the difficulty that can occur when such a topic as miscarriage and its emotional

effects is misunderstood is that it then becomes trivialized people simply dont know

what to say and what this loss has meant for the woman marie gives an example of a

relative saying well at least you know you can get pregnant followed by I1 would just

feel so unfulfilled as a woman if I1 didnt have children 141 marie says that it was

just for me such an uncomfortable thing for somebody to say 141 people tend to
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tail around me all the time he wanted to give me room to feel better or whatever I1

mean he didnt know what was wrong or how I1 felt or anything 140marie140 resentedMarie the

fact that her bishop wasnt asking her questions about the miscarriage eventually they

were able to be more open and discuss it ecclesiastical leaders within the mormon church

usually make it their business to know what goes on with the church members for whom

they are directly responsible there is a bit of irony involved as the women feelfeet

uncomfortable talking to their church leaders about their miscarriage and yet feel resentful

that their bishops did not respond more openly to them through inquiry

some of the women found the responses from their families and close friends to be

awkward and insensitive katie responded that she didnt tell some people just because I1

knew it would be so awkward 102 she continues talking about her sisters reaction to

katies miscarriage saying I1 didnt ever really want to talk about it I1 didnt want to talk

about it with people who
x

cause like my sister she just said well you know I1 know

you probably dont want to talk about it but im just really sorry

trivial izediced
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trivialize the loss for women who have miscarried and as a result blurt out insensitive

statements that they would usually never say to a person who has just lost a loved one

although the loss is different in degree as a woman who miscarries never had the

opportunity to know the life inside other there is still a profound sense of loss of

dreams and expectations for the pregnancy these types of interactions do not help to

establish and create an intimate relationship instead they build walls ofdefensivenessdefensiveness and

hurt

the more we are able to understand miscarriage and its emotional ramifications

perhaps the more we can work at this binding process within a certain community and

provide a nurturing atmosphere for these women who are hurting it is important to know

that miscarriage is a very common event but at the same time it is essential not to

trivialize it because it is so common the death of a mature individual is common but

rarely trivialized although unique the death of a fetus should likewise be treated

respectfully as for some women it is a great loss and to trivialize or ignore the event can

be emotionally damaging for the woman allowing women to animate their loss through

storytelling provides not only an opportunity for intimacy and learning between the

storyteller and the listenerreaderlistener butreader a healthy way for the women to respond to their

grief and to gain self knowledge and empowerment
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chapter111CHAPTER III111illili

oral performances As ritual grief guilt and god

the first one s the bereaved the mother she carries a small blacblack jar

from the size of the jar you can tell ho old it

whetherhether or not it was an unbaby the

older ones and those that die at birth have boxes

weive pause out of respect u hiiehile they go by I1 wonder if ofglenofgren reelsfeels what I1I1

do pain like a stab in the belly wette put our hands over our hearts to show these stranger

omenwomen that we jeelfeelmeel u ith them in their loss

the handmaidHand tataletaiemaids margaret atwood

the nonexistentnon ritualexistent

traditionally there has been no ritual or rite providing women who miscarry a

structured and socially supported channel for their grief when someone dies we have a

body to care for or memories of a life to remember A death ceremony pays tribute to the

life of the person victor turner discusses various aspects of ritual in his book the

anthropology ofperformanceofperformance where he clarifies that the performances of ritual are

distinctive phases in the social process whereby groups and individuals adjust to internal

changes and adapt to their external environment 158 for women who miscarry there is

no ceremony to help them adjust and adapt to the new situation in which they find

themselves they were at one time prospective parents now they are not

in a personal essay entitled losing a pregnancy written by michele winkler she

discusses her experience of losing the opportunity of being a parent as she says in our

society there is no marker for a miscarriage A dead baby gets a funeral but a dead fetus

is accorded no rites for thirteen weeks I1 was pregnant and then I1 was not not

bereaved not a mother just no longer pregnant

I1

howhou

itelle

blackjarblackmar

thejarthenar as hen it itfounderedfoundered inside herfloedto

its death twoto or three months too young to tell

winkler found it difficult to adjust to

her new role in life what was she now considered9considered there was no ceremony to
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internalize what the miscarriage meant for her a miscarriage ritual was nonexistentnon sheexistent

was left with the status no longer pregnant

judith savage in her book mourning unlavedunlived lives A psychological study of

childbearingChile lossbearing quotes van gennep saying that death ceremonies further serve as

rites of passage 44 savage goes on to explain that these death ceremonies facilitate the

transition from ones previous roles and statuses no longer appropriate in light of the

death toward new statuses and roles 44 for many of the women interviewed the

miscarriage was their first pregnancy and once the pregnancy was over the immediate

prospect of being a parent was over as well they no longer had a baby coming A

ceremony to redirect the transition from ones previous roles and statuses as savage

states could be a productive way to help the women through their loss and to help them

make meaning oftheir miscarriage experience

winkler writes of the need for women who have miscarried to not only verbalize

their grief but to somehow participate in a ritual or ceremony that acknowledges their

grief remembering is a means to deal with the emptiness of the future by filling this

void with the images of the child they once had through thoughts memories and open

discussion only in this way does loss become a reality knapp qtditd by savage 10

talking about the miscarriage in open discussion is the first step in acknowledging the

grief associated with it and because there is no formal rite or ceremony for miscarriage the

opportunity for women to tell their story can in essence be a form of ritual

rosanne cecil quotes P connerton in her essay memories of pregnancy loss

recollections of elderly women in northern ireland saying that rites are also as it were

porous 187 she explains that the meaning associated with the ceremonial actions can

permeate through other actions of daily living that rites give value and meaning to the

life of those who perform them 187 all too often women who miscarry do not give

themselves the opportunity to grieve and participate in any ritual or rites and as a result

they may struggle knowing what kind of value and meaning this experience has for them
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being able to tell their story is an act that involves using their bodies in a way that relays

the memories and the meaning that the miscarriage held for them

clarissa pinkola estes emphasizes the need for ritual in her book women who run

lvawithTVAiva the wolves myths and sto iesles of the wild nomanwoman archetype saying that ritual is

one of the ways in which humans put their lives in perspective ritual calls together the

shades and specters in peoples lives sorts them out puts them to rest 211 A

womanscomans grief can be sustained unless she is able to do some sort of ritual to pay tribute

and remember the miscarriage and eventually as estes states put it to rest

the majority of the women I1 interviewed expressed no specific ritual to help them

with their loss winkler writes that she was eventually able to do her own kind of ritual

by writing her baby a letter and making a box which included the letter and other

mementos given to her after her miscarriage I1 personally read a prayer for my miscarried

baby and then silently dedicated this project to it I1 also brought out the infant shoes that

I1 had tucked away after the miscarriage took them out of the package and placed them on

my dresser next to other pictures and mementos of profound and important experiences

and there they sit to this day the only comment from the stories I1 collected that was

remotely close to a marker for the miscarriage or a vow to never forget savage 10 was

by gretta she talks of how she feels like im wearing im wearing something like a

sweater I1 kind of feel like I1 have this shirt on like its always going to be there not

necessarily heavy sometimes im sad but I1 think its just going to be a part of me

215 other than grettasgretsasGr commentsettas concerning her feeling that the baby will

always11always be there none of the women described any type of ritual to help with the grief

nor some sort of marker to always remember the baby one possible reason for this is

perhaps the women felt as though it is an unacceptable thing to do because society

regards this arjustasjust a miscarriage

my argument and hope then is that actually being able to articulate this pain of

loss by telling their miscarriage stories becomes the womens marker or ceremony in order
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alienallenailen and marks experienced these same feelings asking what did that say

about our babies were they hallucinations

to have something tangible to symbolize their miscarriage the actual telling allows the

women to openly grieve and to make meaning of their difficult experience

A right to grieve feelings of grief depression and loss

for many miscarriage is in a sense a loss of dreams or a loss of expectations

many women and couples together experience these profound losses as savage states

those aspects of oneself that are projected onto the wished for child such as a sense of

future and immortality or ones hopes and wishes for the childs life are with the childs

death feared permanently lost thus one feels profoundly diminisheddiminished2 I112 many

women in these stories expressed similar feelings of their loss of hope and wishes for the

new pregnancy after they miscarried once the woman has miscarried she not only has

lost a pregnancy but all of the future dreams and expectations that she had for the future

child linda L layne describes this loss as a pivotal event in a womanscomans life in her

essay never such innocence again irony nature and technoscience in narratives of

pregnancy loss she says their life narratives become punctuated by the miscarriage

loss and other experiences come to be understood as having occurred either before or after

this pivotal event 132 for many of the women interviewed the miscarriage was an

event that they remembered quite vividly a definite marker in their lives

A womanscomans grief for the actual demise of the fetus is frequently not taken

seriously and she is almost regarded as being too emotional or taking things too

seriously because she feels such sadness and loss over something that was never really

there

suggestions for healing such as holding our

babies and obtaining footprints and photographs were not options we would ever have

our needs were unattended the nuances of our invisible tragedy went unrecognized 3

alienallenailen and marks reiterate this need to have some sort of ritual to allow women to grieve

because all too often the needs of women are unattended these needs go

unrecognized because miscarriage has not been traditionally considered a great loss when
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clearly all of the women I1 interviewed expressed a profound sense of grief and loss after

miscarriagetheirmiscarriagetheir

gretta shares that after miscarrying she was very weepy and I think you

experience the baby blues 211 she continues on describing her life afterwards

expressing I1 had no idea on how to go on with my day you know if I1 dropped a

sandwich on the way to the highchairhigh I1chair would just cry I1 would find myself in front of the

bookcase to read books to josh and I1 would be just like staring into space how long had I1

been like that or I1 remember being in the bathtub and just you know crying and how

long had I1 been in the bath I1 was just so so in trouble 213 like many of the women

gretta had not had the opportunity to participate in any kind of ceremony in which to

channel her grief the miscarriage was as though webbed through all of her daily activities

and she was unable to separate the grief over the miscarriage from other aspects other

life

mckenna also experienced the same sadness as she explains going back to work

was just miserable I1 was kind of numb for so long

1

I would just come home and I1 just felt

like I1 was in a stupor all the time 146 mckenna admits that I1 wasnt giving myself

time off to grieve or

1

even think about it really and it happened a few times where id

just suddenly break down and just bawl 147 mckenna expresses a key point that

many women do not allow themselves time to grieve she also states that she didnt even

allow herself time to think about the miscarriage in part because of the lack of a ritual in

which to acknowledge their grief these women struggled to know how to cope with such

profound sadness

savage talks of parents who have lost a child saying the occurrence of the acute

wish to die and the intensity of mourning remain enigmaticalenigmatic 6 both rachel and kathy

recall that their grief was so intense that they were either suicidally depressed or wished

to die rachel expresses this intense sadness when she says I1 was just really

depressed was really really depressed like almost suicidally depressed 162
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kathy also expresses a strong wish to die after her miscarriage as she exclaims after

about a week I1 had a really bad depression it was the worst depression ive ever had I

just wanted to crawl into the bottom of my bed and die 186 both women refer to

hormones being the reason for the deep depression but they were also struggling with the

intensity of emotion that they were experiencing following the loss of their pregnancies it

is almost as though they wanted to join that which had been lost to them in death

the grief that these women experienced is strongly associated with their feelings

of loss losing their pregnancy meant that they were losing a wonderful experience as

carol describes how she felt the same loss as she did losing her grandmother she explains

it felt kind of like when my grandma died that it was just a loss

1

I didnt ever feel like

that id lost a whole person I1 just felt like I1 lost something valuable wonderful 66

kathy described her sense of loss similar to losing a body part when she says I1 felt like

I1 had just lost a part of me you know as if anyone were to even lose an arm or

something

1

was so used to feeling a life in me even though I1 couldnt see it 193

kathyskathas point that she couldnt see it is one aspect of miscarriage that makes it so

difficult there is nothing tangible to see or touch other than the blood and tissue the

loss is intangible and thus easier for others to ignore as there is no body in which to care

for and bury

guilt and god

A common response that many of the women experienced was guilt guilt that

somehow they had caused the demise of the pregnancy by their physical activities their

sense of regret for the pregnancy their sense of failure that there was something

inherently wrong with their body or even that their spiritual state somehow caused the

end of the pregnancy savage quotes palinski and pizer in her book saying that

undoubtedly the strongest emotional response after a miscarriage is guilt without

exception every woman we talked with had experienced or was still experiencing feelings

of guilt they looked back for months seeking probable cause in their own behavior just
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prior to the miscarriage 12 many of the women I1 interviewed had similar initial

responses and even continued asking themselves these questions months after the

miscarriage gretta had gone on a backpackingback trippacking and because her muscles tightened up

she took some aspirin and felt anxious about how this affected the baby forming and she

said that she let these things worry her 205 gretta asks herself in tilethetlle interview

could it have been the hike I1 went on I1 was carrying a 35 ib pack and hiking through

waste deep water and I1 was two months pregnant when we went on that hike and you

know I1 took the medication was it because of that 219 gretta questioned whether

her physical activities somehow caused the miscarriage putting blame upon herself for

the end of the pregnancy

katie expresses similar guilt feelings about her physical actions as she questions

you feel you think well was it that aspirin I1 took or that cold medicine I1 took

110 mckenna asks herself I1 drink all my milk and I1 ate everything right and I1 treated

myself right and you know you just think what happened what happened to me

how did I1 lose it was I1 not going to be a good mother 149 mckenna not only

questions whether she did or didnt do something but questioned whether she would be a

good mother somehow projecting this judgementjud othergement capabilities onto the lost

pregnancy

robins guilt not only came from her actions at the time other pregnancy

should I1 have done something different daryl and I1 had had intimate relations right

before I1 started spotting and I1 just I1 just connected that and not really logically but I1 just

connected that 198 but also that she was under so much stress 198 A similar

response about the level of stress in her life came from kathy as she explains I1 did

blame myself for both of them miscarriages because I1 felt like I1 was under such stress

and that life was so hard and and it really would have been hard to have a baby at those

times um and then almost felt guilty for being a little bit relieved you know it wasnt

really I1 was relieved and devastated all at the same time 190 in addition to her feelings
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that she caused the miscarriage because of the stress in her life kathy expresses feelings

of guilt because of the relief that she felt about the lost pregnancy

these types of feelings are compounded within the mormon religion because of

the emphasis on motherhood in fact motherhood is considered according to david 0

mckay a former prophet and president of the mormon church womanswo noblestmans

calling 229 another former prophet and president of the mormon church ezra taft

benson exclaims how glorious is the knowledge that you are dignified by the god of

heaven to be wives and mothers in zion 70 A past prophet and president joseph

fielding smith also declared that to be a mother in israel in the full gospel sense is the

highest reward that can come into the life of a woman 119 this kind of emphasis on

being a mother may exasperate the womens feelings of regret and failure at having tried

and failed at their highest calling in life

for kathy she recognizes the difficulty of feeling regret over an unwanted

pregnancy and the subsequent feelings of guilt that she caused the end of the pregnancy

because of these feelings she explains and to be honest I1 was not happy at all that I1

was pregnant was just very disappointed did have feelings of guilt I1 had a lot of

feelings of guilt because I1 thought like it was kind of my fault wasnt super excited to

have them pregnancies 194 kathy adds you know in this culture the idea of regret

is just an impossibility 185 kathyskathas feelings of guilt were compounded because she did

have such ambivalent feelings towards her pregnancy and as she succinctly states

regretting the opportunity to be a mother is at odds with mormon culture and teachings

marie felt these same guilt feelings about her miscarriage because other initial

response to being pregnant she explains

it wasnt that I1 didnt want to have the baby when I1 found out that I1 was

pregnant but I1 wasnt totally excited right away either I1 was sort of

philosophical like well ok you know I1 guess here we go and so

when I1 started having the miscarriage I1 started feeling really bad about
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shesashes gonna be

disappointed and its gonna be my fault 66interestinglyInterestingly66 carol felt responsible for

29

that I did feel kind of guilty when I1 started having problems

like

1

somehow you had made that happen ya or something like that

134

these women had associated their feelings toward the pregnancy with the actual death of

the baby not only were these women feeling guilty about their ambivalence towards

being pregnant a response that is rarely verbalized in the mormon society as all women

are encouraged to have children but they were also feeling profound guilt because they

felt that they were somehow responsible for the babies deaths by their ambivalent

feelings

some women expressed feelings of guilt because they felt that they had failed

either that their body failed or that because of the miscarriage they failed someone elseeise a

spouse or family member savage states that parents who have lost a child to death

cannot help but feel that they have failed in their enactment of the instinctual and human

act of procreation and the perpetuity of their personal heritage 17 gretta expresses I1

did have feelings of guilt urnum I1 failed the baby I1 failed my husband why didnt my body

work 219 mckenna expresses some of the same feelings as she talks about after she

had miscarried people came out of the woodwork to tell her that they had as well

experienced a miscarriage she says and I1 was just like wow it takes away that guilt

and failure thing you know instead of well how come am I1 the only one that ever lost

a babybabytbabat youre not 151 carol talks about her feelings of failure about herself as she

says I1 think I1 felt like I1 had failed as a woman thats the best way I1 can describe it

cause I1 hurt for me and I1 was feeling bad that I1 was my husbands wife in some ways

feeling bad for him that I1 wouldve miscarried 66 she also describes her fear of telling

her mother fear that her mother would be angry with her she says I1 think it made me

feel better that she wasnt mad at me because I1 think that wasw myas worry that she

wanted to have a grandchild so bad and I1 thought you know

elsea
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her mothers response as well as her husband s A few of the women alluded to the same

feelings that they were responsible for others reactions unfortunately compounding their

guilt

rachel talks about the difference between telling friends and her family it wasnt

as really hard to tell them friends as to tell relatives for some reason I1 dont know

why you feel like your relatives expect something it makes you feel like youre not

living up to something 160 having an unsuccessful pregnancy leads women to feel that

they have not only failed as a woman a wife a mother a daughter and daughter in law as

rachel expressed but that they have failed at one of their supposedly main purposes in

life and so they have failed god instead of viewing their bodies as healthy and able to

take care of a problem some of the women viewed their bodies as defective and deficient

the feelings of guilt extend for some of the women to their spiritual state that

perhaps they were sinning that they did not have enough faith or that they were being

punished for something that they had done wrong mormon theology does not teach that

miscarriage is a sin as jesus taught about another natural occurrence congenital blindness

as it reads in john chapter 9 verses 2 and 3 and his disciples asked him saying master

who did sin this man or his parents that he was bomborn blind jesus answered neither

hath this man sinned nor his parents As this scripture exemplifies natural biological

processes are not considered a sin however it is difficult for many of these women not

to make some association to sin as there is a common belief among many mormonscormons that

when one is righteous one will be blessed and when negative things happen one is being

punished for unrighteous living this type of logic stems from teachings about and

interpretations of scriptures that reinforce the idea of blessings with righteousness and

punishment with sin in the book of mormon in the book ofmosiahmosiahmoslah chapter 2 verse 41 it

reads and moreover I1 would desire that ye should consider on the blessed and happy

state of those that keep the commandments of god for behold they are blessed in all

things both temporal and spiritual and in proverbs chapter 28 verse 20 it states A
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faithful man shall abound with blessings conversely in the book of mormon in the

book of 2 nephi chapter 23 verse 11 it reads as the lord saying and I1 will punish the

world for evil and the wicked for their iniquity and in the doctrine and covenants

section 124 verse 48 it reads for instead of blessings ye by your own works bring

cursingscurlingscur wrathsings indignation and judgments upon your own heads therefore it is

believed that personal actions can be responsible for blessings or punishments

in addition mormonscormons link much of what happens to them to god because of the

belief that each individual can have a very close relationship with god that god is very

aware of personal circumstances as it says in the book of mormon in 3 nephi chapter 18

verse 31 where christ says I1 know my sheep and they are numbered and again in I11

chronicles chapter 28 verse 9 it reads for the lord searchethsear allcheth hearts and

understandethunder allstandeth the imaginations of the thoughts if thou seek him he will be found of

thee when miscarriage occurs some of the womens emotional responses led them to

feel that they were maybe to blame or that god was somehow not happy with thernthem that

they had sinned because miscarriage is considered as a negative event or in this sense a

punishment not a blessing

often the silent question that is asked is one that katie asked in our interview

why did god do this to me 110 katie responds to her own inquiry saying and

sometimes there is no reason and you just kind of have to accept that but I1 still haventha

I1

ent

still think well there must have been something there must have been something to

leamlearn 110I1 katie10 questions whether her miscarriage experience is linked with a lesson

from god implying that god might be responsible for the miscarriage in order to teach a

specific lesson marie also had a similar response after her miscarriage as she says she

felt like I1 was being punished or I1 did something bad 134 marie associated her

spiritual state to the termination other pregnancy

shauna expresses a frustration with god when all her personal circumstances were

not working in her favor after her miscarriage she questions whether she and her husband
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had enough faith as she expresses in the interview I1 felt like the lord didnt you know

like why did all of this have to happen at once just kind of felt like wed been praying

and praying why didnt the lord help us we tried to have faith and you know we felt

like things would work out and things didnt 77 shauna infers that perhaps she and

her husband did not have sufficient faith in order for events to take a different course in

their lives and questions why the lord didnt help us inferring as well that the lord

had some kind of responsibility with her miscarriage katie also had a similar response

questioning her faith when after her husband and father in law had given her a priesthood

blessing for the pain she was frustrated when the pain continued as she says even

just with the blessing you think dont I1 have faith why does it hurt so much

103 again katie draws a connection between her level of pain and her level of faith

feeling as though her faith was not sufficient to be healed

robin expresses her doubt that god loved her after she had experienced five

miscarriages and after her last and especially difficult ectopic pregnancy she expressed I1

remember thinking I1 mean I1 was so emotionally drained physically devastated in every

way that was the one thing that triggered this unbearable sadness that somehow I1 had

lost favor with god ive never experienced that before in fact my trials had always

brought me closer to a realization that god loved me in a profound way but on this on

this one I1 really questioned whether he loved me 202 again as with some of the

other women robin associated her personal experiences and circumstances as a direct

result other relationship with god in robins case she questioned whether god truly

loved her she had not been able to succeed at her pregnancy and felt guilt that somehow

she had disappointed god to the point that she had lost favor with him the responses

by these women are not and may seem illogical but what is important

is acknowledging that the women indeed felt them and these feelings were overwhelmingly

real

mormon theologytheoloptheolor and miscarriage
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because of the absence of doctrine specifically concerning miscarriage in mormon

theology it is difficult for some of the women to know how to make a kind of spiritual

closure to their experience some of the questions the women asked included what

happens to the spirit did the body count will I1 ever be able to see or associate with

that potential child

what is said by past leaders of the church concerns only the body and spiritual

state of stillbirth but nothing on miscarriage carol cornwall madsen a mormon

historian at the smith institute for church history at brigham young university

suggested that in her research of early mormon diaries that miscarriage rarely if ever is

mentioned and that any mormon doctrine concerning the nature of miscarriage and the

spirit is nonexistentnon madsenexistent does mention that we can infer from the strong stance

against abortion that mormon church leaders make that there is a belief of life in early

pregnancy but she says it is all very vague phone interview with carol cornwall

madsen may 15 1998 what is said about stillborn children can possibly be applied to

miscarriage and perhaps give some comfort to women who do miscarry bruce R

mcconkie quotes joseph fielding smith that stillborn children will receive a resurrection

and then belong to us 768 this gives the hope that parents will be able to have

association with or even raise the stillborn child perhaps the same could be said of

miscarriage joseph smith claimed that all children who die before they arrive at the

years of accountability eight years of age are saved in the celestial kingdom of heaven

107 again this statement on the spiritual state of stillborn children could perhaps be

applicable to miscarriage at this point in time one can only speculate what happens to

the embryo in miscarriage which is exactly what some of the women have done in order

to bring peace to themselves about their experience and perhaps it is this freedom of

speculation that has allowed them some peace

gretta talks about her confusion as to what happened to the spirit of the baby

she questions that was a big issue for me what happened to the spirit did it count
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216 she continues later saying I1 think we kind of hear other peoples stories and

thoughts and ok that sounds good that gives me comfort ill sit with that for awhile

or ill accept that 216 but she adds that I1 really wish there were something about it

in church doctrine 217 As gretta mentions most women do approach their

miscarriage in the same manner taking pieces of others interpretations and fabricating

their own type of doctrine or interpretation they feel good about and which helps make

meaning oftheir experience

rachel as well had questions about the spiritual aspects of the miscarriage as she

says I1 dont really know how to see it doctrinally always thought that its a

confusing doctrine because nobody says anything about it 169 rachel talks about how

her husband had helped a family where the wife had experienced a miscarriage of twins

and that afterwards rachels husband felt that perhaps youll be pregnant with that child

in the resurrection 169 she continues saying thats one of the things that I1 think is

kind of difficult to deal with because theres no doctrine about it as far as church goes

169 one possible reason why there is no definitive answer to what happens with

miscarriage is that the questions simply havent been asked As well there is still debate

within the scientific community concerning the nature of life mcconkie quotes president

brigham young saying that when the mother feels life come to her infant it is the spirit

entering the body preparatory to the immortal existence 768 but what does that mean

for women who miscarry after eight weeks four weeks maybe even after two they

have not felt the baby at that point and yet is it not considered living even if for a

moment these same questions about the spiritual nature of the embryo still exist for

many of these women

during kathyskathas interview she gave a different explanation about what she felt

happened to the miscarried embryo and spirit she felt strongly that her miscarried

children would be with her someday as she expressed
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I1 do feel like taras little spirit her little self was one of the babies that I1

was pregnant with that she just needed a stronger body to come down to

but I1 also feel like theres another one at least one other one that is mine

and that at some point you know because of my beliefs that I1 will be a

mother to that baby it will either come to me at a different time in

another healthier body or you know in the millennium ill just be a mom

of four kids my kids 195

although there is a real sense of frustration because of the lack of religious doctrine

concerning miscarriage conversely it is interesting and beautiful to talk to women about

how they have interpreted their experiences there is a great amount of creativity and

freedom of interpretation involved in how they have made meaning of their miscarriage

allowing these women to not only talk about their miscarriages but also to grieve

openly whether they perform a specific ritual or simply share their pain with others is

one step in opening the dialogue for these specific women I1 interviewed telling their

miscarriage story became the something tangible that they lacked storytelling enabled

them to recreate the experience in order to keep the memory of the loss present so as to

and confront and work through the emotional implications of their experience the more

we can openly talk about the strong emotional effects of miscarriage the more we can ask

questions about the spriritualsprifitualspri andritual physical nature of miscarriage for some mormon

women answering some of these types of questions may help them sort through their

loss most importantly though understanding the grief guilt loss and depression that

some women experience after miscarriage is a big step in acknowledging womens

experiences as valuable and real
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CHAPTERIVCHAPTER IV

speaking the female body

somewhere every culture has an imaginary zonezonoforzoneforforjorjoe ahatvhat it

excludes and it is that zone vewe must try to rememberremememe todayniber

the newly born woman catherine clement

in mormon society and the broader culture there are certain subjects that are

appropriate for discussion and those which are not michel foucault discusses this

phenomenon in his essay the discourse on language he elaborates in a society such

as our own we all know the rules exclusionofexclusion the most obvious and familiar of these

concerns what prohibited we know perfectly well that we are not free to say just

anything that we cannot simply speak of anything when we like or where we like not

just anyone finally may speak of just anythinganything1anythings 149491 we all know these rules and for

the most part abide by them if an individual does not abide by what is prohibited then

that individual is usually perceived negatively and as not supporting the status quo As a

result of these rules of exclusion many women do not talk about experiences that are

unique to them foucault uses the expression counter discourses foucault qtdin

waterhouse 109 to label those subjects and conversations that are not in accordance with

that which is accepted women talking about their miscarriages and their bodies could

certainly fall within the category of counter discourses as miscarriage and what goes on

with a womans body is one of those topics that is usually considered not appropriate for

discussion

helene cixouscilous often writes about the urgency for women to write themselves into

existence as she says in her essay the laugh of the medusa woman must write her

self must write about women and bring women to writing 309 this same urgency is

needed for women to speak themselves into existence they need to talk about their

bodies to talk about those subjects which are prohibited concerning their bodies and

what they experience as a result of being femalefer catherinenalenaie clement refers to this loss of
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history of female oral tradition in the newly born woman as a history arranged the

way taletellingtale womentelling tell it cixouscilous 6 we need an oral tradition to speak and discuss

what women experience and to learn from women about women julia kristevakristenaKris discussesteva

the need for women to identify with themselves through their discourse in her essay

entitled womens time where she states this identification bears witness to womens

desire to lift the weight of what is sacrificial in the social contract from their shoulders to

nourish our societies ih a more reflexibleflexible and free discourse one able to name what has

thus far never been an object of circulation in the community the enigmas of the body

the dreams secret joys shames 482 my emphasis As a society we can only benefit

from women sharing from their experiences this flexible and free discourse can indeed

nourish and educate our societies and ultimately free women from societal pressures

keeping them from verbalizing their experiences it can allow women to identify with

themselves with one another and with society as a whole it is this invitation to

intimacy that stahl suggests as mentioned previously that can unite and glue a society

together

this discourse to which kristevakristenaKris isteva alluding is not a new kind of language as much

as uncovering topics that historically are not considered appropriate for discussion terry

tempest williams describes this language as having to do with identifying

relationships that break through the veneer of what is proper what is expected the

language that women speak when nobody is there to correct them oftentimes can make

people feel uncomfortable because it threatens to undermine the status quo its what we

know in our hearts that we dont dare speak the sense of women and secrets williams

qtdin pearlman 183 historically miscarriage has been a subject that makes people feel

uncomfortable there seems to always be an aura of secrecy surrounding the

subject there is a need to keep secret and to be seen to be keeping secret information

relating to childbirth ballard qtditd in cecil 180 if a woman does talk about the details of

her miscarriage it is usually whispered to another woman and the sense of secrecy is very
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apparent bryan S turner in his book the body and society suggests one argument for

this sense of secrecy and discomfort about womens reproductive functions is that

women are associated with nature rather than culture and hence have a presocialpre orsocial sub-

social status women have not as it were made the transition from animality to culture

because they are still tied to nature through their sexuality and fertility 126 hence it is

this sense of that which is natural uncivilized even savage thus producing fear of the

unknown natural world that is not appropriate for discussion in a civilized and cultured

society

an intimate death

this sense of fear of that which is considered natural extends to miscarriage

because miscarriage involves death and for us as a society death is as williams puts it an

abstraction and a mystery you can never really know what death is particularly in our

society since we have such little experience with death we turn it over to someone else

we abrogate our responsibility and death becomes something that takes place in hospitals

behind closed doors it is antiseptic williams qtditd in pearlman 127 women who

miscarry deal firsthandfirst inhand this death in almost every story the women described passing

enormous amounts of blood placental and fetal tissue women are usually instructed by

their doctors to save any tissue they may find so tests can be performed to know the

probable cause of the miscarriage some of the women described fishing through the blood

to find the fetal tissue and putting it in bottles that were meant for fruit preserves

once such experience happened to marie as she explains that right after she

miscarried there was A lot of tissue and that was like the nastiest thing so I1 had to

fish that out and save it in ajar and um tanner my husband was just grossed out by

it I was feeling pretty philosophical about the thing by then so I1 just put alcohol in ajar

and I1 put it on the counter in the bathroom 132 marie talks about how she later took it

to the doctors office in a plastic bag and just handed it to the nurse she says about that

experience I1 mean it was so embarrassing you know its like this part of you
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laughing ive had this inside me ya 132 maries embarrassment resulted from the

intimate nature of the event she was displaying tissue that and blood from her own

body there was nothing antiseptic about her jar of blood that she presented carol

describes her experience saying that I1 went to the restroom and some placental tissue

came out of me and when I1 noticed that I1 screamed laughs for my husband and I1 just

started shaking we put it in some container with water or alcohol or something 65 it

is frightening for these women to have this unfamiliar tissue come out of them and then

to have to touch it and save it to look at like some biology specimen can be traumatic and

almost surreal

sherris miscarriage was drawn out over a period of a few weeks and she describes

her efforts to salvage any tissue I1 would collect all the tissue from the toilet and I1 spent

probably several hours fishing this stuff out of the toilet and I1 didnt know what was the

placental tissue what was just blood clotsblots what was fetal tissue and um I1 had a little

jar I1 put it in I1 kept it in the fridge 178 sherri ended up saving tissue from three

different occasions one of these occasions was during a work conference and she

describes going into the restroom and having passed more blood clotsblots and some gray color

tissue she says I1 put it in a piece of toilet paper and kind of hid it in this bathroom

went out to the receptionist and I1 said im having a miscarriage do you have a plastic

bag I1 can use to put this tissue in laughs and they had a plastic bag and I1 went back

and I1 got it 179 sherri describes her disappointment when after saving all of the tissue

they were billed for three different tests and never heard any result as to why she

miscarried again the details of sherris experience show that her confrontation with

death was not behind closed doors as she was in a public vicinity and had to involve

others by asking for the plastic bag and then take care of the contents of blood and tissue

herself

it is also evident from sherris experience as well as other womens that just like

any death miscarriage is not a discriminator of time or place katie realized this when
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I1 thought that would be too gross I1 just thought

tmim not gonna do it thats too gross

I1 think that was the hardest

thing 158

rachel felt at a loss as to what she should do with the fetal tissue death was literally

staring her in the face she couldnt abrogate her responsibility

I1

moviemovlepart of her miscarriage happened at a moviemovle theater she says I1 was in the bathroom and

standing at the back of the theater and it was just horrible I1 cant believe I1 didnt go

home 106 once katie did make it home she talks about passing some huge blood clotsblots

and then the pain ceased she says I1 didnt save it or anything and I1 heard that you

should save it but I1 just said tmim not

didnt even want to look at anything 108 As

some women like marie and sherri were willing to fish through the blood and tissue to

find answers others did not as in katies experience having to face death in such an

intimate way can be frightening and as mentioned before very traumatic

rachels experience is particularly poignant as she had to pass the fetus alone in

her home in her bathroom As she describes her feelings after she passed the fetus it was

apparent during the interview that she was traumatized by the experience and how it

happened she explains

the worst part was passing the fetus it was just really

traumatic because I1 didnt know what to do with it what do you do

with this just flush it down the toilet this whole time youre thinking

you have this baby inside of you and then theres this big lump thing so

it was kind of weird and then I1 flushed it down the toilet it felt weird to

do that because for all this time you have to eat right and heres this

thing and then you flush it down the toilet

rachel had to deal

with the death of her fetus on her own as was the case with many of the women

interviewed gretta actually saw the fetus when she had an ultrasound I1 saw a shape of

a big kidney bean and it was just there and I1 realized later it wasnt moving they said

that the baby it looked about the size of a nine week baby so here it had been two and a
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half weeks that I1 had been carrying a dead fetus 206 again women who miscarry are

dealing with the death of the fetus firsthandfirst evenhand carrying around the dead fetus inside

ofthemefthem being forced to acknowledge the death in a veryverv intimate and profound way

kathy also had an ultrasound after she started bleeding seven weeks into her

pregnancy she explains that she went in to the doctor and they did an ultrasound and

saw that there were two embryos and that one of them there was no heartbeat but the

other one there was a very strong heartbeat 88kathys188kathys husband had given her a

blessing that she would be able to hold on to one of the twins when she eventually lost

both she was devastated in fact kathy describes her surprise as she went back in for

another ultrasound to check on the other embryo the doctor exclaimed theres nothing

here youve not only miscarried you dont even have signs of a pregnancy 188 she

exclaims I1 was shocked 189 to know that at one time one of the embryos was alive

and then to have it die was devastating for kathy as she was so sure she would be able to

hold onto one of the embryos

even though the termination of their pregnancies occurred at an early point in the

development of the baby it is difficult to know that at one time something was alive

within the womens bodies and now it is dead most of the time the women have no idea

when and how the death occurred As a result these unanswered questions make the

healing process that much more difficult for the women most of the women are left with

the remains of the fetus and pregnancy and are forced to confront the death in this most

intimate way

pain during miscarriage

another issue that many of the women face is the pain that is associated with

miscarriage pain associated with the birth of a full term fetus is expected and for the most

part respected but pain associated with miscarriage is usually not acknowledged

perhaps because it is not the birth of a full term baby and therefore it is brushed aside as

being another period the physical pain for some women who miscarry is very real as
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katie exclaims in her interview so many people dont realize it hurts as bad as it does

111 katie describes how her pain began like menstrual cramps but progressively got

worse saying it was just horrible 106 her husband and father in law gave her a

blessing but she says but it just really didnt you know it didnt help at all 103 she

describes the rest of the night that her husband fell asleep and she says I1 didnt wake

him up because I1 didnt think there was anything that liehelleile could do I was crawling into

the bathroom and I1 then I1 would come out here and try to watch tv

1

was worried that

I1 I1 thought that I1 might pass out cause it was so bad 104

sherri describes her experience with pain saying I1 know what I1 felt in the

miscarriage was not as painful as labor but it was very painful 176 she talks about

lying in her bed a couple of hours at a time and every few minutes just kind of having to

to focus inward or breath very deeply and hard in order to handle the pain 176 marie

describes her pain saying it was hurting so bad and I1 was home all alone and I1 was

putting clothes over my face and screaming cause it was I1 mean it it was bad 131

kathy describes her miscarriage as pretty messy and that the contractions were very

painful and just felt devastated 186 unfortunately these women were left alone to

deal with their pain and the blood and tissue

shauna experienced two miscarriages and describes her first miscarriage saying I1

couldnt move it hurt so bad I1 just kind of stayed there and I1 didnt groan or anything I1

just kind of sat there and grit my teeth and told my husband I1 was really in pain 76

this lasted she said about twenty minutes and then she felt a gush and the pain stopped

but her second miscarriage she describes as being much more intense because the pain

lasted longer she says by midnight the cramps got pretty bad about two in the

morning I1 just woke up and the cramps were just killing me I1 just sat there and kind of

you cant get into a comfortable position you just kind of writhe in pain you know in a

fetal position 90 with our modern technologies shauna and the other women who
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I1 just want somebody

to put me out I1 need something for the pain 91 again for many of these women the

pain was very intense and very real but in our society we have not always

acknowledged the pain that can accompany miscarriage and too often pass it off as just

I1

I1

describe their pain should at least have the option of receiving something for the pain of

miscarriage as in childbirth

shauna continues to describe the pain as it lasted several hours and her husband

trying to reassure her but she says what could he say shauna continues describing

her pain id had three hours of extreme pain have a really high pain tolerance but

there always comes up to that point where you just break so after three hours of it I1

was shaking and I1 just couldnt take any more and I1 just thought

another bad period when clearly for many of these women it was not

perceptions of the body

catherine hobbs in her essay locke disembodied ideas and rhetoric that

matters discusses a paradox that has taken place in our society concerning the body

she says the body is paradoxically represented as closer to truth and yet it is feared

mistrusted ultimately silenced 154 this paradox is apparent in how some of the

women responded to their own bodies during and after the miscarriage as well as how

others responded to them

in the mormon religion the body is considered a great blessing that we receive

when we come to earth mormon theology teaches that to become like god we all need a

body in the new testament in I11 corinthians chapter 3 verse 16 the apostle paul asks the

rhetorical question know ye not that ye are the temple of god and that the spirit of

god dwellethdwell ineth you paul indicates by his question the holiness and sanctity of the

earthly body in fact as it says in the old testament in the first chapter of genesis verse

26 god said let us make man in our image after our likeness this scripture teaches

that we are like god in image and likeness thus because our bodies are similar to gods

they are in essence holy
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and yet paradoxically as hobbs says the body or more specifically that which

comes out of the body ie blood bodily wastes and semen is sometimes treated with

fear and disgust some of the roots for this fear and mistrust within a religious context

may be found in scriptural citations in the biblical old testament for example blood and

the color of red is referred to as life but it is also referred to as sin in isaiah 118

though your sins be as scarlet they shall be as white as snow though they be red like

crimson they shall be as wool in chapter 593 for your hands are defiled with blood

and your fingers with iniquity and in the book of mormon alma 522 it says how

will any of you feel if ye shall stand before the bar of god having your garments stained

with blood and all manner offilthinessfilthiness As well it is taught by joseph smith that a

resurrected body will have spirit in their bodies and not blood my emphasis 200

these specific references may give the idea that blood is something to be feared and

mistrusted because womens reproductive functions are so closely associated with blood

the same negative feelings may be relayed to womens bodies and thus provides one

possible reason why miscarriage is not often openly talked about

within the old testament there are scriptures that describe the process of

cleanliness during a womens menses as well as keeping lepers and others with illness

from individuals in the village so as not to contaminate them or their food in leviticus 15

19 & 25 a woman who was menstruating had to be secluded and anyone who touched her

during this time was considered unclean in fact everything she touched became

unclean in numbers 52 the children of israel were commanded to put out of the camp

every leper and every one that hath an issue hebrew for any discharge and

whosoever is defiled by the dead although it is not clear what constitutes discharge it

is most likely referring to mens semen and womens menses or any issue of blood that

may come one has to wonder if women who did have miscarriages were considered

defiled by the dead although some of these actions may have been used as a form of

cleanliness the actions are strict and extreme from a people with limited understanding
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I1

thought that would be too gross I1 just thought im not gonna do it thats too gross

108 the messages taken from these specific scriptures may eventually influence some

women to perceive themselves as filthy and view their own bodies with some disgust

dr judith rodin in her book body traps breaking the binds hatthatbat keep you tromfromromorom

feeling good about your body states that for many people the experience of their own

body is either quite distorted or filled with guilt or both 54 miscarriage is a highly

charged emotional event and certainly ones emotions will navigate how one responds to

the miscarriage but the guilt is still misplaced and seems to always focus on the womanscomans

body and how her body functioned many of these women questioned their bodysblodys

ability to give and sustain life

for rachel her perceptions other body were distorted and exasperated by her

husbands response she talks about how she was so embarrassed about it and my

husband would like try to cover it up too which I1 thought was weird 165 when I1

asked what it was specifically that she was embarrassed about she responded I1 dont

know

one has to wonder how a woman would have felt being completely secluded from family

and home for a number of days because she was menstruating what effect would this

type of seclusion have on her psyche one can only speculate that she would view her

body as unclean again this emphasizes the disgust for blood specifically womens

blood as katies reaction to saving some of the blood and tissue exemplifies when she

said I1 didnt save it and I1 had heard that you should save it but I1 just said tmim not

I guess because of the weakness or something or maybe I1 thought that there vas

something wrong with me or something not that I1 thought that there was something

wrong but that other people would think that there was something wrong ya 166

rachels concern was possibly realized by her husbands reaction to her miscarriage which

made herself and him feel a sense of embarrassment she says that she felt her body was

weak and that there was something wrong with her 166 this same reaction was felt

by gretta who said that she asked herself following the miscarriage why didnt my
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aimalm ays

body work 219 mckenna responded similarly as she said that after her miscarriage

she asked herself the questions maybe somethingssome wrongthings with me maybe my bodysblodys

just ruined and I1 wont ever be able to carry babies am I1 ever going to be able to have a

baby what if I1 cant have babies 150 sherri as well questioned her ability to conceive

a child after her miscarriage when she said I1 always think of a miscarriage in regard to

one my ability to conceive a child 180 kathy experienced a similar reaction after her

miscarriages as she said at that point I1 thought ok somethings wrong with my

body im not going to have any more children 190 these women experienced a sense

of mistrust towards their bodies because we are not educated that miscarriage is a natural

thing and that many women experience it during the childbearing years these women feel

that there is something inherently wrong with their bodies all the blame and guilt that

they feel at having miscarried is brought back and pointed at the body only one woman I1

interviewed carol said that I1 felt like my body recognized that there was a

problem and got rid of it 70 carol put more confidence in her body to do good and

act naturally and less emphasis on how it had supposedly behaved negatively

A couple of the women shared as well how they felt that they didnt deserve to

rest and pamper their body following the miscarriage rachel says after my miscarriage

I1 was just so tired 1 didnt feel like I1 deserved to rest because you know because it

wasnt like you had a full blown baby kind of thing ya so I1 never rested 170rachels70rachels17070

reaction

Rachels

was most likely in response to how society views a miscarriage a bad

menstruation which for many women it is not kathy also experienced similar feelings

as she states in her interview that I1 used to let myself you know relax and sit down

and not feel guilty and the second I1 had the miscarriage I1 couldnt do that I1 felt like

oh no I1 dont deserve to sit down because im not doing anything 193 kathyskathas

perceptions other body while she was pregnant differed greatly from when she was not

following her miscarriage kathy didnt feel like she was doing anything valuable she

continues explaining I1 just felt like I1 was doing something so important while I1 was
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I1pregnant and once I1 stopped being pregnant just felt worthless 187 she also says

that she felt distant from her body 191 and that she noticed a change in her eating

habits following the miscarriage because she felt my bodysblodys not worth as much now

that im not pregnant 193 like many women part ofkathyskathys identity of being a

woman is tied to her ability to conceive and give birth to a child

kathyskathas response corresponds as well to the emphasis and importance on

motherhood within the mormon church as discussed in chapter III111 her perceptions of

her body lay mainly on these functions how negatively or positively she viewed her

body as with many women depended on how well her body was able to perform these

functions for many of these women when this function to give life seemed to backfire

they suffered from guilt fear and mistrust of their own bodies

providing a safe space for these women to talk about these feelings allowed them

to venture into parts of themselves that perhaps they were afraid to acknowledge during

the interview with kathy as she described her feelings about her body after her

miscarriages she said its just kind of a feeling of not as much value 194 to which I1

responded but its not true 194 and kathyskathas response was im just exploring

194 it is this exploration of self that benefits these women by asking the difficult

questions and acknowledging the periodic negative influences of our society they speak

about topics that are uncomfortable like blood tissue and their bodies and in doing so

they reveal a wealth of knowledge for us as the listenersreaderslisteners toreaders learn from and

inevitably it improves our perceptions and understanding of women who miscarry and

what some may experience

we learn from these women that there is an extraordinary amount of emphasis on

a womanscomans ability to reproduce this strong emphasis intensifies womens responses to

their miscarriage and how they view their body most of the women I1 interviewed

expressed guilt and shame that their body had failed in its attempt to produce a healthy
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baby if a womanscomans identity is so closelyclosel tiedv to her ability to be a mother when she does

miscarry she may suffer a profound loss of self worth and confidence in her body

it is also evident from the narrative accounts that most of the women desired to

talk openly about the intimate details of their miscarriage the blood tissue and pain

involved we learn from this desire to share such detail that women need to talk about

their experiences without being edited it may make some people uncomfortable and

squeamish but for women who miscarry this is their reality and they must acknowledge

and be honest about this reality and not gloss over it as if it never happened being able to

confront and be honest about the reality of miscarriage can potentially help the women

heal from their loss as well as educate their listeners talking about miscarriage in this

way takes away the mystery and secrecy and puts miscarriage in a space where it can be

discussed and listened to with sympathy and compassion and not as something of which

to be ashamed and to be hidden
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voicevolce

scrutinscoutin

CHAPTER V conclusion
hollowhollo echoes to filled reverberations

at its most encompassing performance may be seen as broadly metaculturalmeta acultural

cultural means ofobjectifying and lajlay inginelne open to scrutiny culture itself for culture is a

system of systems of significationofsignification

richard bauman

I1 call this chapter holloHolhoi echoesloit to filled reverberations to signify the process of

speech performance the womens stories are the echoes they have distinct similarities

unfortunately our society as well as the women who share their stories often feel that

the stories have no substance significance or importance hencee they are perceived as

hollodhollovholloiv echoes the purpose of this thesis is to reveal that the womens miscarriage stories

are indeed filled reverberations therehee is substance importance and significance and much

we can learn from the told experiences

the three groups who can benefit from these stories on which I1 concentrated are

the women themselves the mormon community and the medical community for these

particular women in this study their religious affiliates and the medical community were

two of the mainmaln groups with whom they were working at the time of their miscarriage

obviously another group intimately associated with the women were their spouses and

other family members and certainly they and all of society can benefit from understanding

the emotional and physical implications of miscarriage for specificity I1 chose to

concentrate on the two wider communities of religion and medicine I1 will discuss how the

womens stories can benefit these communities

first the women themselves As I1 discussed in chapters I1 and 11II when women

are allowed to have a voicevolce it empowers them when I1 asked these women if they would

be willing to share their miscarriage experience with me in a more formal setting where

their comments would be recorded each one was happy and willing to participate this is

not to say that every woman I1 approached was willing to formally share her story there
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were a few who were not willing for personal reasons but for those who did participate

I1 perceived this as a desire to feel heard and to have their experience validated and valued

too often in our society we devalue empirical evidence when for these women

experiencefl is all they have williams 130

this is also an opportunity to view the women in a different life circumstance as

stahl suggests rarer is the opportunity to experience someone elsesalses past as though it

were a present moment A storyteller gives us a glimpse of someone whoitaswhomz9 but is now

changed a self that shares some consistencies with the person we now see before us but

a self that could not be knownknon to us save through a story such as this 22 As the

listenerreaderlistener wereader are given the chance to learn about the miscarriage experience as well as

the women themselves and how they felt and worked through their experience it also

allows them to view that self that can only be seen as they tell their story it is that

sense of self exploration that kathy mentioned that enables the women to learn and

empowers them as bateson argues self knowledge is empowering 5

many times the women are trying to make meaning of their experience to not

have the opportunity to talk about it can certainly prolong the healing process gretta

expressed that immediately following her miscarriage she struggled with the question

how do I1 process this information and put it on the shelf I1 couldnt figure out how to

do that 211 allowing women to talk about their experiences has the potential to help

them work through the loss and devastation

their stories also can as bauman suggests lay open to scrutiny culture itself

storytelling and specifically these stories comment on the womens culture and allows us

as the listenerreaderlistener toreader make certain conclusions about the particular cultures habits and

practices it is a way to critique their communities behavior as layne suggests given

the lack of social support for such losses one may ask whether the narratives of these

mourners can be interpreted as a form of social criticism of evidence of the lack of

community and of social life as a life of pain 140 the women themselves as well as
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their culture can learn how to improve any negative behavior within their community and

make it more of a nurturing environmentenviroienviron ininimentament order to meet more the of the womens needs

we learn from these womensomensxv culture that it values motherhood and fertility in

fact fertility and motherhood is a dominant metaphor in defining women this metaphor

defines women as those who can have babies or do have babies and those who dont to

be a mother is not inherently a bad thing that is not my argument it is actually for those

who choose it and would agree a wonderful and miraculous event and opportunity but

to define women solely by their reproductive capabilities is an injustice to women for

various reasons specific to my argument in this thesis emphasizing motherhood and a

womanscomans ability to reproduce as a womans main reason for existence can negatively

affect the way a woman reacts and regards her body and her role in life when

miscarriage occurs instead of responding to her body negatively as though it failed or

that it is somehow flawed women need to be enouragedencouraged to regard their bodies as

beautiful and functioning naturally ideally we need to accept women as human beings

capable of many ideas talents and pursuits our culture also defines what is acceptable to

discuss and what not to discuss especially for women allowing a space for women to

talk about their bodies and specifically miscarriage enhances what we as humans

experience and what we value

the second group that can clearly benefit from the womens experiences is the

mormon community to which all the women interviewed belong many of the women

shared how the mormon community responded to their miscarriage many times it was

positive and helpful as gretta recounts that after going to church following her

miscarriage the things they the other members said to me were incredible 207 she

said she felt like this wasnt my load to carry all these people had come in and

shouldered a piece of it and were helping me I knew that they were thinking of us and I1

could feel that 207 carol as mentioned in chapter 1I had her hometeachershome cometeachers and

give her a blessing and she says it was really good to talk to them

1

they were very
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open about talking to me and about the feelings 67 kathy talks about how her

sunday school teacher came up to her and told her I1 am so sorry and tears welled up

there is a man that can look me in the eyes and express sympathy he was hurting for

me 191 conversely some of the women had more negative experiences within their

church community as katie talks about different people within her ward at church that

would say comments obviously trying to help but katie exclaims they never say

exactly the right thing 115 shauna and marie struggled knowing how to talk with their

bishop about the miscarriages whether directly or indirectly some of the women

experienced misunderstanding or ignorance from others within their mormon community

and within their own families within that communityconubonu thenunityeunity religious community needs to

be more educated about what a miscarriage is and what it is not it could be more open

and allow without judgment and without shock of ones openness and honesty certain

topics of conversation like miscarriage to occur whether in public forums like testimony

meeting or in private conversations ultimately when and where a woman talks about her

miscarriage is up to her discretion but to allow at least the choice to share without feeling

ashamed and uncomfortable would be a healthy and productive alternative to the

discomfort that many women feel currently this would also allow the women and their

spouses to work through the myriad of feelings that they experience following a

scarriagemiscarriage some of which I1 have brought out in this thesis additionally there needs to

be a greater sense of sensitivity to the women physicallyphysical bringing meals over sending

flowers offering to help with household chores and childcarechild orcare writing a sympathetic

note can help the women feelfeet that this was indeed something to sorrow over and that it is

acceptable to grieve

As far as mormon doctrine that specifically addresses miscarriage there is not a

lot to be found but the more women talk about their experiences with ot

hers the more discussion and questions that will take place within the mormon church

and possibly through prayer and revelation some of the questions may be answered
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women who miscarry can be reassured by the religious teachings about the importance of

their own bodies and the hope that the gospel provides about the nature of our spirits and

perhaps the spirits of the pregnancies that were miscarried

the third group to benefit specifically from the womens miscarriage stories is the

medical community doctors and nurses certainly understand miscarriage to some degree

and the complexities of why it can occur and how often but some lack the knowledge of

the emotional results of miscarriage and can be educated in how to respond sensitively to

the women and the involved families of those who miscarry taking the womanscomans call for

help seriously is helpful when she is frightened about what she is experiencing rachel

talks about when she began to bleed she called the doctors office and they told her to call

the hospital and she said I1 felt kind of bad calling the hospital because they acted like I1

was so silly to call them 157 the hospital referred her back to her doctor and rachel in

the meantime was experiencing her miscarriage and just wanted to know what to do

when she finally got a hold of her doctor he said looktook im not on duty right now can

you call again he didnt ask what was wrong or anything 157 eventually she went

to a different hospital rachel comments that dealing with the medical community was

one of the frustrating things 155 about her miscarriage

knowing how to respond sensitively to the women after they miscarry can help

the women better cope with their loss kathy mentions that her doctor said to her dont

think of this as a baby or the body couldnt have made it so just go home and be

grateful that this happened and there just wasnt a hint of gratefulness you know

191 kathy says to have these doctors totally and completely insensitive to it was

just amazing to me 191 by simply listening or saying im sorry this has happened it

must be a difficult thing for you can help the women feel the support of their nurses and

doctors

even understanding or acknowledging the physical pain that women experience is

helpful instead of passing it off as just like a heavy period 186 as kathyskathas doctor told
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I1 should have been

examined much sooner

obviously there are doctors and nurses who are very aware of the physical trauma

and emotional results of miscarriage and offer sympathy and help to the women shauna

talks about how the doctor on call at the hospital where she had her dac came to her and

told shauna this is not your fault its not because you went on a plane that you started

having a miscarriage

I1

her and she exclaims it wasnt it was veryven a lot lot more 186 monitoring the

women more closely during this difficult and painful time could help the women not to

have to deal with the messinessmossiness of the miscarriage alone women should not have to deal

with this type of devastation when there are modern techniques available to help alleviate

the pain or ducsd&cs that can be performed to avoid the physical trauma of passing the

fetus grettasgretsasGr experienceettas proved to be different from most of the other women I1

interviewed she was able to find out by ultrasound that the pregnancy had indeed

terminated and subsequently her doctor had her come in immediately and performed a

dac gretta says about her experience im glad it happened to me this way rather

than other stories ive heard you know where the women bleed and bleed and bleed at

home and that terrible fear they have in the middle of the night at the toilet crying

thats just terrible had a nurse I1 had my husband I1 had my doctor 208 whether the

miscarriage is helped by a dac or closely monitored at a womanscomans home either way

can help the women to not feel so frightened and alone throughout the experience it is

also more safe to know what the woman is experiencing and how much blood she is

losing by the time I1 was finally examined by my doctor I1 had lost enough blood that he

questioned whether a blood transfusion would be needed it should not have reached that

point as I1 had continually called the nurses and they kept telling me to wait it out and

stay down in bed and that eventually everything would pass

theres nothing you could have done shauna responds that she

tried to allay these guilt feelings that was nice 92 1I also found my obgynobryn

sympathetic to my experience as I1 went to see him a week later to have a checkupcheck heup
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I1 thought it was an appropriate and kind

thing to say not only because I1 needed to kno others were experiencing miscarriage but

it also verified to me that this was a difficult experience for family members as wellweilweli that

they also may feel sorrow over the loss

these feelings of connection that are shared by those who experience miscarriage

and their loved ones and those who hear their stories are exactly what stahl suggests

storytellers invite their listeners to experience with them As we share our life experiences

with one another we truly do bind ourselves to our community

told me that the day I1 had my miscarriage two of his daughters in law had experienced

one and that this was hard on grandpa too

through my

miscarriage experience I1 felt closer to my husband and other family members who shared

mine and their grief with me other women and men with whom I1 shared my story the

women who shared their stories with me and my doctor who shared his own story about

his grief concerning his daughters in law I1 felt an intimate connection that we had all

experienced something difficult or knew someone we loved who had experienced a

difficult event

telling our story has the potential to not only educate the three specific

communities ive mentioned the women who miscarry and the mormon and medical

communities but to create the bonds of intimacy that can glue these communities together

and as a result help them better understand one another and our human condition we are

all mortal and because of our mortality we experience death miscarriage is the death of a

pregnancy and is therefore an integral part of our humanness we need to be able to talk

about this experience and share our feelings and emotions in a safe environment within our

communities it is important to acknowledge this part of the human experience and to

share what it means for the women and for their listeners it is only then through our

stories that we can assert our connection to one another as stahl suggests

awhile ago our daughter came home from primary having put together a family

chain As part of her primary lesson in church they had talked about families then put
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together a chain or necklace consisting of members of each childs family ashlin had

colored and cut out daddy mommy herself and her baby brother interestingly in

addition to our family she had included another family member an older boy when I1

asked who this other mysterious member of our family was she had only two responses

that it was her cousin or her brother when pushed to talk about it more she refused and

skipped away happily at the momentmor I1nent didnt think much other answer As I1 looked at

her family chain again a couple of days later sitting on the counter it was then that I1 was

struck by the thought that perhaps this little tyke knew something we didnt or maybe

not but I1 loved the thought and quietly put the family chain in my journal to keep to

remind me of the possibiltypossibilitypossi thebilty family chain holds its own story now
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APPENDIX I1

the following questions are those that I1 had each woman I1 interviewed look at and

if they wanted to address them they were free to do so these were questions and issues

that I1 personally had thought about and I1 was curious if other women had experienced

any similar feelings

had you told anyone that you were pregnant how did you respond to these

individuals after the miscarriage

how did you tell family andor friends about your miscarriage how did you feel talking

about it

did you find it valuable to talk to other women who had a similar experience why

what sort of feelings did you experience during or immediately after your miscarriage

what feelings did you experience upon your arrival home from the hospital or doctors

office

did you have feelings of guilt why what were these guilt feelings about

how has your church experience helped or hurt the way you feel about your

miscarriage
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APPENDIX 11II

carol

provo utah

april 31995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 26 sex female

place of birth seattle washington

home region provo utah USA

religionlds convert

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

graduate student and english teacher

relation to collector personal friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social contextcnntpyt

carol shared her miscarriage story with me in her own home in provo utah on

april 3 1995 we were the only two people in the room we had previously spoken

together about her miscarriage and she agreed to share her experience with me more

formally we were both seven months pregnant with our second pregnancy at the time
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C my husband and I1 had been talking about getting pregnant for a little while we had

talked about it about getting pregnant about a year after we were married the following

summer after we were married and we had prayed and fasted about it and neither one of

us felt good about it it was not the right time but after wed been married another eight

months or so we started talking about it a little bit more and I1 decided or we decided

together that it would be ok for inemenei to not take the birth control pill anymore so I1 went

in and talked to a doctor and he said to make sure that we waited a month after I1 got off

the pill to try and get pregnant and so I1 went off the pill like in march I1 think and we

didnt try to get pregnant in april and um then we both graduated that april may was

our anniversary so we went on a trip and we got pregnant we found out a couple weeks

later that I1 had gotten pregnant through a home pregnancy test the day before I1 took the

test I1 was sitting in the JKHB writing some letters to uh to friends and as I1 was sitting

there in a room which I1 was totally alone I1 got a weird feeling that somebody else was

with me and the feeling made me wonder if I1 was pregnant it was a different feeling than

id felt before but it was a happy feeling so I1 told my husband you know I1 think I1

might be pregnant I1 feel like I1 am so we took the home pregnancy test and um it was

kind of funny actually because we stared there at the pink line saying do you see

pink to each other laughs I1 think I1 see pink I dont know if I1 see pink1 anyway

we both saw pink but matt still wasnt sure that really meant I1 was pregnant or not so

anyway that weekend I1 basically just kind of adjusted to the idea of being pregnant and

we talked about it with each other and uh I1 told one other friend of mine that I1 was

pregnant and then monday I1 went to school to teach and after my class I1 went to use the

restroom I1 noticed I1 was bleeding and it kind of scared me cause I1 thought maybe

im not really pregnant maybe my period is just late and I1 didnt know what was

going on because I1 had never been late like that before but I1 had just gotten off the pill
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not that long ago so I1 wasnt sure how my body was reacting and I1 was just kind of

spotting I1 wasnt really cramping or anything but I1 just felt scared and so I1 came home

and I1 got right in bed laughs cause I1 didnt know what to do and I1 was having a hard

time telling matt what was going on because I1 thought well gosh maybe im not

pregnant and maybe my feelings that I1 was pregnant were all wrong and I1 started

doubting my own perceptions and my ability to feel like I1 know whats going on with my

body and anyway it was really scary and I1 started doubting the home pregnancy test

I1 thought well maybe it wasnt right and whats going on and I1 called the doctor

and I1 talked to a nurse who basically said well a lot of women spot in early pregnancy

and maybe nothing is going to happen but on the other hand you may be miscarrying if

you are theres nothing we can do about it which wasnt very reassuring so she just

basically told me to get rest and so thats what I1 tried to do was get rest and I1 brought

the tv into our bedroom and I1 tried to get my mind off of it though I1 couldnt at all

and so I1 guess I1 was still hopeful at that time that I1 was pregnant that it was going to

be ok and that I1 was just spotting that would be the end of it but I1 kept spotting that

day and then the next day um I1 took the home pregnancy test again because I1 wanted

to know if the hormones were still working in my body and so I1 got up and took it and

there was still a pink line there but it was a lot lighter than the first time had been and

so I1 felt like the hormones werent working like they were before and it scared me urnum

or made me nervous and again it was so light that I1 thought gosh maybe I1 was just

seeing things before and maybe im not pregnant and maybe I1 am maybe im not just

back and forth back and forth and I1 didnt know if I1 wanted to be pregnant and to be

miscarrying because that would at least validate the feeling I1 had that I1 really was

pregnant or if I1 really wanted to not be pregnant just be late on my period laughs

because that would mean that I1 really wasnt losing a baby so I1 was having really mixed

feelings and and I1 was so confused and it was hard to talk to my husband about it

because 1I 1I just didnt know to trust my feelings or to trust the test and he didnt know
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what was going on you know totally either weve always had a really open relationship

where we could talk to each other about anything yet I1 w asjustarjust so confused and and

hurting and just I1 dont know how to express my emotions exactly but it was just hard

to talk about because I1 just felt so out of control and I1 just didnt know what was going

on with my body and then later that afternoon I1 went to the restroom and some

placental tissue camecarne out of me and when I1 noticed that I1 screamed laughs for my

husband and I1 just started shaking cause nothing like that had ever happened before and

my mom had told me that if anything like that ever did happen to save it and so we put

it in some container with water or alcohol or something something came out besides

besides just blood and so I1 guess im saying that now because the doctor told me that

later that it was placental tissue but I1 thought maybe it was part of the pregnancy

somehow and I1 knew the baby would be really small but then there was still part of me

that thought well gosh maybe im having twins and maybe im only half miscarrying

laughs I1 mean I1 was just trying to hang onto something and I1 thought well this

happened but maybe im still ok maybe my pregnancyspreg stillnancys in tact and I1 still wasnt

sure what was going on with my body we called the doctor and the doctor said come

in and so I1 went in and um and I1 was crying then the doctor came in and said

youre not having a very good day are you laughs or something like that and I1 just

started crying no im not laughing anyway he was really nice though just in tone

and trying to be you know comforting as much as he could and uh he gave me an exam

and basically said that the placental tissue had come out that he thought I1 was in the

process of miscarrying that he thought I1 may miscarry further and um tried to tell me

what to expect and basically said that the bleeding should stop in a certain amount of

time and if it didnt then I1 needed to go and talk to him and stuff so anyway I1 didnt

really know until I1 got to the office and asked him several times was I1 really pregnant

hes like yes you really were pregnant laughs so then I1 came home and I1 just I1 just

hurt I1 had been so excited and there was such a loss of expectation and I1 think I1 felt
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I1 talked to you I1 talked to you before in

fact you were the only person who I1 knew had one at the time so and right after I1 had

it I1 felt like I1 could talk to you but I1 think I1 called you or you called

like I1 had failed as a woman thats the best way I1 can describe it cause I1 hurt for me

and I1 was feeling bad that I1 was my husbands wife in some ways feeling bad for him that

I1 wouldve miscarried laughs but on the other hand I1 was kind of relieved to know that

my feelings about being pregnant were right but then I1 wasw soas sad that I1 had miscarried

or that I1 was miscarryingmismls andcaMing I1 didnt wantw toant talk about it I1 didnt want to talk to my

family I1 didnt want to talk to the one person that I1 had told and I1 would cry and my

husband would try and comfort me and then he would cry cause he felt bad his

comforting wasnt working and so id try and comfort him laughs to not feel bad for

me but it just it really deeply hurt and it felt kind of like when my grandma died that

it was just a loss but I1 didnt ever feel like that id lost a whole person I1 just felt like I1

lost something valuable wonderful and that I1 had lost an experience I1 guess because it

was just so new that we had just found out and then I1 miscarried and just happened so

fast I1 just felt like I1 was on a rollercoasterroller anywaycoaster I1 ended up grading papers that

night because I1 had to I1 had to get things done and I1 had no way to tell I1 just couldnt tell

my students and I1 couldnt tell anyone else so there was no way I1 could make an excuse

for myself but I1 taught the next day and then I1 went home and went to bed again and

pretty much stayed there as much as I1 could for that week just because I1 didnt feel

good the pain wasnt bad though ive had lot worse pain in regular periods and um I1

mean the physical pain the emotional pain was really tough eventually I1 guess I1 called

my parents my mom was good about it she basically said you can try again laughs

you know but its ok and that those things happen and um I1 think it made me

feel better that she wasnt mad at me because I1 think that was my worry that she

wanted to have a grandchild so bad and I1 thought you know shesashes gonna be so

disappointed and its gonna be my fault so I1 guess I1 think it made me feel better I1

think she knew how devastated I1 was too

sometime within
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I1 think it was I1

guess it was the woman thing I1 felt like im not a real woman it was like a whole identity

crisis in a way because before you know all my life before this I1 forgot to say this at

the beginning I1 always thought I1 was going to have a hard time getting pregnant I1 just

always thought that I1 thought the pregnancy is such a miracle its gonna be hard for

me and it maybe will never even happen to me

icausiicause

like a week after and we talked about it a little bit and that helped I1 guess just to not feel

like I1 was alone cause I1 did feel like everybody else that I1 knew who got pregnant had

their baby anyway I1 told my friend I1 think I1 called her I1 kept it a really short

conversation and she ended up sending me flowers which was really nice just to say

im thinking about you she didnt know what else to do beyond that urnum im seeing if

im answering all the questions um did I1 feel guilty I1 guess I1 wouldnt have called it

that but I1 guess I1 did somewhat you know just the way I1 responded to my mom cause

I1 was afraid to tell her cause I1 thought shed be mad or disappointed

and then my mom kept saying oh no

youll get pregnant right away you know nobody in our familysfam hadilys a hard time

getting pregnant and laughs she always said that my body was built to carry children

cause I1 have big hips and she doesnt you know she had a harder time but she thought

that anyway the way I1 physically was built was better to carry children than the way

she was and so she thought I1 wouldnt have any problem and I1 got pregnant right away

and I1 thought whoa maybe this is gonna be a piece of cake laughs and and it didnt

work out that way and I1 thought oh no now maybe ill never get pregnant again and

then I1 didnt even want to try anymore after that the doctor told us to wait for awhile

but it was a real rollercoasterroller experiencecoaster feeling like do I1 ever wanna try again or

maybe I1 just dont want to have children for years now because the miscarriage was so

hard I1 just didnt know if I1 could risk feeling that way again I1 also had my home teachers

come over and give me a blessing and it was really good to talk to them because I1 found

out that both of their wives had had miscarriages and they were very open about talking

to me and um about the feelings and I1 was really impressed to how open they were
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and how how much they were willing to share about their feelings and you know what

they perceived their wives feelings to be at the time and how they got through it and so

it was really helpful really really helpful cause then I1 felt even less alone and both of

their wives had harder or worse experiences than me they miscarried you know further

along and um and they were just harder ordeals physically and emotionally so

anyway but they were as empatheticpatheticem they said it doesnt matter when you have one

because once you find out youre pregnant the expectation is there so I1 did find it

valuable to talk to other people about it at least a little bit I1 couldnt do it much I1

couldnt the first few weeks after the miscarriage but eventually the more I1 listened to

other women and just keep my ears opened I1 found that a lot of women have had

miscarriages and that everybody has had slightly different experiences and I1 dont feel

less of a woman anymore because of my miscarriage it was just at that time it was just

unbearable and devastating and I1 just I1 didnt feel like I1 could live with myself laughs I1

mean I1 wasnt suicidal im not saying that I1 just it was just so overwhelming like what

do I1 do how do I1 get this hurt out of me reads how has church experience helped or

hurt the way you feel about your miscarriage well I1 guess it helped me in terms of

having home teachers that I1 did so that was helpful I1 dont know if ive ever totally

bought into the church concept or culture that women are to have children I1 didnt grow

up LDS and in fact my parents never talked to me about being a mother someday in

fact I1 didnt talk to my mom about it until you know I1 had been married for awhile and

I1 had even wondered you know part of my mind had even wondered if do they want

me to have kids laughs you know they talked about being a grandparent sometimes

but they never really talked about me being a mother and im an only child laughs they

talked about my career they encouraged education you know being independent and

successful in a career setting and it wasnt till I1 told my mom that we were talking about

having kids and she says I1 dont even care if you ever use your degree you know

laughs im glad you got it and that was you know important but now if you want to
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I1

have kids well thats you know she was really excited but it was something I1 did

know she wanted at the time I1 had my miscarriage to have kids and I1 knew she would

be excited to be a grandma but it wasnt something that throughout my whole life we

talked about and I1 never looked at motherhood as being this glorified calling think

that would be even harder so I1 dont know if that answers the question I1 think it would

have been harder to have grown up in the church and have had a miscarriage I1 didnt buy

into those things laughs I1 didnt believe them urnum im trying to think what else I1 can

say when we when my husband and 1I you know talked about trying to get pregnant

again after we had waited the time that or after we were close to have waited the time

that the doctors had suggested that we do um it was hard because sometimes I1 wouldnt

want to get pregnant and you know for like a year and make statements like im just

gonna get a job maybe well get pregnant in two or three years laughs but I1 dont

even wanna deal with it til then and he would just sit there and listen cause I1 dont

think he really thought that thats what I1 wanted but I1 needed to say it anyway because

there was part of me that was just scared and I1 didnt ever want to try that again and

then there were parts that sometimes I1 wanted to try and then he didnt anymore you

know he was scared or I1 guess nervous or worried about miscarrying again or maybe

you know what would having kids mean the whole thing was just brought into

question and and that can effect that back and forth really did effect our relationship a

little bit we still loved each other and that was fine but there was this certain instability

about our future and what we were doing in terms of our goals with each other and you

know when I1 wanted to get pregnant again I1 wanted him to decide what he wanted and

to make up his mind and just do it laughs and when I1 didnt want to or didnt want to

talk about it then um I1 wanted I1 guess I1 wanted him to kinda encourage me or

something because it was scary I1 dont know what I1 wanted laughs so ya it was kind

of back and forth back and forth and so to try and get ourselves into sink again you

know was challenging and you know when youre trying to have a baby or not trying
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to have a baby it totally changes your whole sex life laughs completely because

everything that revolves around sex is baby oriented somehow because everything is

wrapped up in that are we having a baby or are we not and so anyway I1 didnt

ever look at our sex life the same way it was always an emotional related to baby thing

rather than just a sharing time that we would have with each other and focus on each

other there was more of future laughs you know scared I1 would get pregnant or

afraid I1 wouldnt you know kind of this back and forth and I1 feel like after I1 got

pregnant this I1 did want to say this that since that after I1 got pregnant I1 had uh the

second time just a real sense that it was gonna be okA and that I1 wasnt going to miscarry

again and that my pregnancy I1 guess I1 felt like in some ways my miscarriage was a

blessing because I1 felt like my body recognized that there was a problem and I1 dont

even know if this is true if there really was a problem I1 have no idea why I1 miscarried

but this is still how I1 looked at it that my body recognized there was a problem and got

rid of it and so especially after I1 was three months of being pregnant or so just more

and more sure that I1 wasnt going to miscarry and that my baby would be healthy and I1

knew my baby would be healthy because if there had been a problem just like before

my body would have sensed it and gotten rid of it but I1 really didnt think I1 was going

to I1 just had a real peaceful feeling the second time I1 got pregnant that this is really going

to work so and since then I1 havent questioned or worried or all the feelings about the

miscarriage eventually went away although I1 do feel in some ways I1 think I1 feel

successful as a woman because im pregnant because my body is changing and

everywhere I1 go its just there I1 am I1 am a woman laughs its so interesting how much

your identity is tied up in your gender and how much for women pregnancy is a part of

that identity and for women who cant get pregnant I1 empathize a lot I1 do remember

what that hurt felt like and 1I 1I feel bad for them and if I1 think about it hard I1 can

really empathize because its scary you dont know I1 mean for everybody you just
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dont know whether you can get pregnant or not and I1 just think that would be so hard

to never be able to have this experience and to be female
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shauna

provo utah

april 23 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 25 sex female

place of birth walnut creek california

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

graduate student and english teacher

relation to collector friend and colleague

marital status married

contextual DATA

social context

shauna shared her miscarriage story with me in my home in provo utah on april

23 1995 my husband was in the other room otherwise it was just the two of us shauna

had shared some of the details other miscarriage with me previously she came to my

home to share her story with me in a more formal setting I1 was eight months pregnant

with my second pregnancy
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S ive had two miscarriages uh and the first one was eryvery different than the second one

urn the first one I1 was really I1 wasw totallytotas notallN expecting to be pregnant at all because

umurnurmumm I1 had really irregular periods and I1 have had that my wholewhoie life like maybe one or

two a year and so it was kind of like we didnt have any money and so we werent really

trying to get pregnant but at the same time we werent using anything to prevent it tilethetiietlle

doctor just basically told me I1 wouldnt get pregnant unless we went on medication or

something so we werent using anything and um I1 just all of a sudden started feeling fat

breaking out and um and allahail my chest hurt really bad and id go running and just be

groaning id need to wear two sports bras laughs so that went on for about a month

then I1 was going whats going on I1 didnt know what was going on the pregnancy

test that I1 took was negative so finally I1 went to the doctor and we took a serum test a

blood test for the pregnancy and uh I1 got the results back and it said positive this was

last it was the end of my first year so when was that 1993 april 1993 94 ya 94 it

was last april and um so I1 was really surprised I1 went and told my husband and he

was really surprised but we were really excited about it we didnt know how wed pay

for it but we were still excited and in my family my moms really open and blunt and

sometimes very assertive so she feels like the minute you know you ought to let

everybody know and um my moms had four miscarriages and my sister my oldest

sisters had almost that many and she has two kids now so but I1 didnt I1 didnt call and

tell her right away we were going home in three days because it was the end of the

semester so we were going home for my sisters wedding and so I1 waited until we got

there and because it was my sisters wedding I1 didnt feel like I1 should make this big

announcement to the family and steal the thunder from her show and so I1 just kind of

told my mom while we were on our way to the store I1 told her oh by the way im

pregnant and she reacted kind of funny like um oh really well thats good kinda

thing and I1 was kind of taken aback she didnt act real excited but I1 think the reason
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I1 really didnt know because im so weird menstruallymenstrual soly I1 had been spotting

and the doctor when I1 found out I1 was pregnant said ah dont worry about it youre

probably ok everyone spots a little bit

I1

now I1 understand was that she was hurt that I1 hadnt told her sooner cause it had been

four days or something like that and she thought that I1 shouldveshoul calleddve her I1 didnt really

realize this right away and we werent telling anyone because of the wedding but I1 told

my grandmother kind of quietly andy and 1I my husband and I1 had decided not to tell

people but it was just really hard not to because I1 was excited and then we were at tilethetiietlle

reception they had a ring ceremony because her husbands family my sisters husbands

family wasnt a member werent members of the church I1 wasjust bawling and my sister

was like what is wrong with you and I1 said I1 am pregnant right now and I1 cant

control my hormones so she got all excited and so it kinda got out that I1 was pregnant

and uh but I1 didnt want it to you know again I1 didnt want to make this big

announcement and so my sister knew and then um my mom must have told her good

friend mean anyways it was just painful I1 had been spotting and I1 didnt in fact I1

spotted before I1 knew I1 was pregnant and I1 just thought oh maybe im gonna have a

period

and what not so when I1 told people when I1

told my mom and my grandmother that I1 was pregnant um I1 had kind of said that I1 had

been spotting so im trying to keep it quiet what happened was we got home from the

wedding reception and were at our house and theres a ton of people around old friends

but theyre all in the living room I1 come in and my moms good friend who had known me

my whole life I1 think I1 dont know if I1 had whispered to her or told her or something

like that I1 had been alone with her I1 think I1 told her that I1 was pregnant well she is

making a video for her son who was on a mission who also knew me said to me earlier

wouldnt it be fun if you made the announcement on the video and I1 said no that

wouldnt I1 really dont want to make a big announcement well in the middle of

everyone lucy comes with her video camera and is video taping me I1 mean theres just a

ton of people around us people I1 didnt really feel like making a big announcement to
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and shesashes like shauna do you have any news and I1 was like uh no this is a great

wedding trying to avoid it and finally my mom was like come on shauna why dont

you just tell everyone your secret you know and at that point what could I1 do I1 mean

everyones staring at me and so I1 just said well im pregnant and I1 was so

embarrassed and so mad at my mother for doing that to me and um and andy felt really

awkward about it cause everyone just kind of stopped and then they didnt really know

what to do because you know and my parents thought that we were playing this big

secrecy game like were trying to keep themthern away from our lives and um maybe this is

off the topic but see the reason I1 think my mother is so sensitive about wanting to know

right away and being very open about it is because my sister whoschos older than me I1 have

two older sisters her husband and her are private and different and my mom has felt very

excluded from their lives theyve kind of pushed them away and so when my sister

went into labor it was a big deal to be there and be able to help out and everything they

didnt even call her she got a phone call from my sister after the baby was born after

you know its been a couple hours and my mom it I1 mean just hurt her my sister

hadnt involved her when my oldest sister had had her baby my mom was right there

helping her you know in the delivery room and what not right in the thick of it and

being so excluded my mom had been hurt I1 mean I1 think itd been one of the hardest

things and so so when she sees me not telling her right away and being a little more

secretive instead of trying to involve her so much defenses came up right away and so

both andy and I1 felt really frustrated about this and my familysfam veryilys loud and

aggressive and my husbands kinda quiet and he was he was just as frustrated as I1 was

so I1 communicated this to my mother and told her you know mom that really wasnt

your right to make me make that announcement in front of everyone and her response

was ah what do you care you knowwhy do you try and keep some big secret

youre just playing this stupid game and I1 said its not a stupid game mom im

spotting I1 may be having a miscarriage I1 dont want to announce to the whole world and
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bleedinbleeden bleedinbleeden

the ward that im gonna have a baby and then and then miscarry her response is well

everyone most women have had miscarriages you know so big deal if you tellteilteli cm and

then you have one then so what you had a miscarriage so it was just a lot of tension I1

was really mad at my mom so anyways the next day I1 woke up in the morning and my

husband was gonna go golfing with his best friend and he asked me if I1 wanted to go and I1

said no im too tired about an hour after that I1 wokew upoke and I1 just saw blood

everywhere in my bed and I1 hadnt had any pain no cramps I1 just no cramps or

nothing I1 just saw blood everywhere and id had a couple of spots like I1 said I1 ran to

the bathroom and just kind of gushed you know I1 mean like I1 was while I1 was running

I1 mean it was like a big splash almost and I1 ran to my moms bathroom it was the

closest one and I1 said mom im having a miscarriage and I1 was just bleeding

everywhere gushing I1 stayed down because my sister said you know id bled a ton and

I1 still held on to my baby so stay down so I1 stayed down and just bled a ton and I1

was just bleedinbleedenbleedin um and it bled the whole day and then the next day

we needed to drive home you know a twelve hour drive and so I1 just took uh a bunch

of pads with me and bled pretty much the whole drive home we got home late that night

and early the next morning um we were trying to decide if we needed to call the doctor

or not because I1 hadnt passed anything yet so we didnt

K you hadnt passed tissue or anything

S ya I1 mean I1 had passed huge clotsblots I1 mean gigantic clotsblots but I1 hadnt passed anything

that looked tissuey um and so that morning uh about really early in the morning

about seven all of sudden I1 started having cramps and I1 thought oh ok heres the

miscarriage um and it didnt I1 really didnt know what was happening I1 just kind of

laid in bed and all of sudden was going groans and I1 couldnt move it hurt so bad I1 just

kind of stayed there and I1 didnt groan or anything I1 just kind of sat there and grit my

teeth and told my husband I1 was really in pain and I1 only had about twenty minutes of

pain and then it stopped and I1 got up and and urnum went to the bathroom and then I1
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passed I1 just plopped it just came out it was something that looked like a sack and so

the miscarriage was over well the trauma was I1 was frustrated because what had

happened with my mom and the day after id announced to everyone you know now

people in the wardvard knew and all this kind of stuff I1 had this miscarriage I1 was away you

know I1 was in utah now again and so you know I1 just left my mom to deal tell

people whatever but um that same day we heard from we were waiting to hear

whether my husband got into medical school and it was pretty much this was our last

hope this school that we heard from we heard that about an hour after my miscarriage

that he hadnt so it was just kind of like all the trauma hit at once and so you know I1

just kind of bawled all day long you know im really not an emotional person I1 mean I1

cry when I1 bear my testimony and stuff like that but I1 dont cry very often but I1 just

bawled because uh well I1 felt like I1 was kind of alone you know I1 felt like the lord

didnt you know like why did all of this have to happen at once I1 think it was a

combination of my husband not getting into medmod school we didnt know what to do all of

a sudden all our plans were thrown into turmoil and then I1 had this miscarriage and id

had this huge fight with my family and um I1 just kind of felt like uh you know like wed

been praying and praying why didnt the lord help us we tried to have faith and you

know we felt like things would work out and things didnt and um and so I1 went to the

doctor and he basically said welljust just go ahead and bleed naturally and youll clear

up and uh so thats pretty much

K did you feel like youd been punished or anything

S no well not really um because I1 hadnt really done anything so I1 didnt really feel

that way I1 just felt I1 think just the combination of things I1 just felt really frustrated I1

felt like again I1 felt like you know why was this happening and I1 think it was the

stress of all the things being thrown into turmoil with my husband also all of a sudden

we werent going to med school what are we going to do we planned on being gone we

pretty much counted on getting in and so it just threw everything up in the air and and
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uh and so I1 was I1 mean I1 just pretty much cried for one day and that was about it after

that you know I1 gained my strength pretty fast uh I1 didnt feel too weak for too long

maybe a couple days and then I1 was back going strong

K did you lose a lot of blood was the doctor concerned about it

S urnum I1 did when I1 went into the doctor that morning I1 said you know I1 dont

understand how people can lose this much blood and still live laughs I1 feel like um do

I1 do I1 need some medicine Is this okA to be losing this much blood

K do I1 need a transfusion

S ya I1 was amazed especially that first day when I1 was at home I1 just lost so much

again I1 mean as big as my fist I1 had one come out he just said well let me give you

some iron pills and so thats what he did urnum it seems like I1 bled for almost two weeks

after that A week and a half two weeks I1 mean it was a lot slower but the first three

days were really ya and so I1 think the part of the emotional problems with that one

was it was mainly because of the combination of the events

K like the context of all these things happening

S ya you know and it was a big surprise anyway so it was like well ok I1 had

miscarriage um get on with it type of thing

K and how far so how far along were you were you like six weeks or something like

that

S when I1 first went in he thought I1 was eight weeks or something like that but I1 think

hes been off because of my second pregnancy he told me I1 was eight weeks and then I1

went and saw the doctor who was going to carry me through the pregnancy hes like

well I1 think youre you were probably four or five weeks max you know so I1 think

because I1 think I1 get a pretty early reading on my pregnancy like before a real pregnancy

test can tell because my chest gets really sore I1 almost know right away several weeks

after im pregnant even so my guess is that I1 was probably around six weeks although I1

thought I1 was about nine weeks and you know I1 had been spotting fairly early so it was
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probably dead on arrival you know laughs urnum but it was my first pregnancy and you

just really dont know whats going on with your body at that time you know

K and it is common to spot so its really hard to know

S ya and I1 didnt spot a lot you know just one or two and you know after the

miscarriage I1 started to feel a little bit skinnier my bra started feeling a little bit better

and so laughs I1 started to feel good like hey this is nice to be and you know I1

started jogging again so I1 felt I1 was kind of glad to be feeling normal again because I1 had

just felt so fat right there at the beginning so that was in april lets see if I1 missed

anything I1 didnt really talk to many people about it I1 didnt feel like I1 could really talk to

my mom about it because um of the tension that was already there some people are

really good at listening but my mom is one of those people that when you talk to her uh

she starts telling you exactly what you should do and if you dont agree with her then

youre the one whoschos dumb you know and so I1 didnt really agree with her and so I1 just

didnt really talk to her about it um

K which is again ironic because she had experienced miscarriage and you want to talk to

someone who

S ya well thats her thing you know well ive had miscarriages big deal you know I1

mean it just happens every woman has had it you know and thats kind of its

insensitive

K but maybe thats how she works through it

S I1 actually think it was partly defensive mechanism against what happened with my

sister so I1 couldnt really talk to her urnumuin you know I1 talked to my older sister a little

bit because shesashes had several and I1 can talk really easily to her but not all that much

because you know I1 was in utah I1 talked a little bit to some of my single friends who

are really close but you know they have no concept so I1 didnt really talk to very

many people about it did I1 tell you
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hateemhakeem

K I1 think I1 saw you on campus one day and we talked and I1 dont know how it came out

but it came out that you had one and ive had one

sya

K and vewe were both like no way

S ok ya I1 think maybe I1 asked you later didnt you have a miscarriage and I1 just

said oh I1 just had one but I1 dont know if I1 talked in depth it wasnt that I1 was so

sensitive about it but I1 just how do you bring it up you know its not like this weepy

woman who has to tell her miscarriage story so I1 just kind of kept it to myself

K plus its not a subject youre usually on talking with someone to all of a sudden bring

it up by the way

S ya and I1 didnt really tell my neighbors either because um I1 live in wymount and like

the neighbor who lives right below me uh she has three children and is pregnant with her

fourth and theyre on welfare and they just keep having babies and they cant afford cmem

and you know she just has a totally different mentality shesashes not educated I1 have very

little in common with her her perspective is a young couple whoschos been married three

years why dont you have children and shed come out and say things like that and

was fairly insensitive and so I1 didnt feel like sharing my story with her because ive

resented some things that shesashes said in the past even though I1 didnt actively resent it I1

just thought oh well you have your own views ill keep mine chuckles so I1 reall

didnt even tell anyone I1 dont remember even telling a visiting teacher or anything I11justjustajust

kind of I1 was really busy so I1 just got back in school didnt want to think about it then

uh so that was in april kind of in the end of april I1 think I1 actually had the miscarriage

in may beginning of may so then my husband and 1I the doctors advised to use

something I1 dont use birth control pills cause I1 hate cm so to use something some sort

of birth control so we did but again then I1 thought well I1 probably wouldnt get

pregnant again if I1 do hey wouldnt be a such a bad deal so we didnt use anything

um and I1 dont know that we were actively trying again though but but you know we
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werent trying to avoid it in fact we really wanted a baby I1 was pretty baby hungry

urnum and so im trying to think when it was that 1I about the beginning of november this

year um I1 dont know what I1 was doing if I1 was jogging or something because I1 had

had such an early sign from my chest soreness and breasts because I1 really didnt have

any morning sickness or any of the other things urnum when I1 was wanting to feel

pregnant I1 would always check you know laughs and um so I1 had been doing that a

lot just because I1 was hoping that I1 would get pregnant kind of and one day all of a

sudden there was some tenderness there and um and so I1 thought ok its too early a

pregnancy test will say no so ill just wait and see if it stays and um it did and so

after about two weeks um I1 said I1 cant stand this any longer so I1 went and got a

pregnancy test at the uh you know store bought and it said negative but I1 thought

last time it said negative and I1 was pregnant

K thats strange

S ya so then finally I1 went to the doctor and asked if I1 could have a serum test again

because thats what needed to work and it was positive and the doctor at the health

center I1 think hes pretty lame personally said he thought I1 was about eight weeks

again and I1 thought wow im eight weeks so this is right before thanksgiving uh I1

found out I1 got the for sure positive from the doctor wednesday and thursday was

thanksgiving and so we went up to logan for thanksgiving where andys family was

going to meet us he has grandparents there so his parents were down there and andys

the oldest in his family and so they have no my in laws have no grandkids and I1 have a

really good relationship with my mother in law I1 think I1 had told her I1 had a miscarriage

after I1 had it you know she kind of shared her miscarriage story with me so theyd been

sympathetic I1 knew shed be really excited to know I1 was pregnant and plus I1 thought I1

was eight weeks so kind of in the middle of things

K you thought you were further along
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I1 told her

im kind of waiting to see if this is going to take

I1

just wasnt feeling totally comfortable yet and said and plus its just so big all the

clothes are so big we both laugh so she was real excited and I1 think she must have

told her husband um but no one else knew urnum and so I1 would talk to her a little bit

about it when we were out shopping but just about the pregnancy and thanksgiving

you know happened and then we came back to school and uh I1 think maybe the second

week in december or the first week in december I1 went and made an appointment to go

see my real doctor cause at about the tenth week they like to see you so I1 thought I1 was

about ten weeks and um I1 went to see my real doctor he did a pelvic exam and said

oh I1 think your not quite

S ya I1 thought I1 was farther along than I1 actually was because I1 hadnt been in to see

after you go to the BYU health center then you contract out to a different doctor who

will take you through the pregnancy so I1 hadnt done that yet but I1 leaned over and

whispered to my mother in law that I1 was pregnant right there at thanksgiving dinner

you know I1 just said im eight weeks pregnant and she screamed and was so excited

but again we were trying to keep it quiet but I1 said id like you to know

because I1 was wary you know

K well sure this is your second one

S ya I1 thought for sure this pregnancy will keep but let me make sure so she was

real excited and we went shopping the next day kind of for christmas presents she

wanted to take me and look at maternity clothes and I1 just couldnt we looked at some of

it and I1 just looked at it and turned away and said I1 cant do this yet its not for sure

he every time they say can you tell me the day of your

last period you know I1 dont have periods so id say no I1 cant I1 think I1 had one in

october but I1 really dont remember I1 didnt write it down and besides if youre trying to

track my ovulation I1 mean thats it wont work cause I1 just dont ovulate uh

K on a regular kind of schedule

S oh ya im so erratic and so we really couldnt tell how far along I1 was and I1 told the

doctor that I1 had um taken a pregnancy test and it had said negative but then a week later
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I1 had a positive test at the doctors and so he dated it from then he said oh well if it

said negative then you know that just means you werent you know you werent your

HCG wasnt strong enough to register

urnum should we get a sonogrammonogramson theogram doctor said sure you could get one

so he dated me and said I1 was probably six weeks

that day so I1 was probably four weeks at thanksgiving I1 mean I1 just get an early

reading so I1 was a little bit disappointed because you know I1 was not quite as far he

said six to eight weeks but a little bit more like six we hadnt been able to hear a

heartbeat of course we checked just in case and we couldnt hear a heartbeat so we had

about two more weeks before we had to go home for christmas vacation and it was my

year to go home to my house again the day before we left I1 was maybe I1 could possibly

be around ten weeks you know and sometimes I1 can hear it at nine nine and a half

weeks and so we went in just to see if we could hear a heartbeat and the nurse checked

and couldnt hear anything and so we were trying to decide I1 said you know im going

home and id like to know one way or another if im going to have a miscarriage or not

but it was

gonna cost us like a hundred and fifty dollars and you know we just didnt have very

much money

K and insurance wouldnt pay for that

S well they would pay for one but if later in the pregnancy we wanted one at four

months they they would only pay conversation was inaudible at this point ya so we

would have had to pay for one or the other and the second one would have been more

expensive so we thought ok well just no no sonogrammonogramsonogram so I1 went home thinking im

about um well by then I1 was thinking I1 was about nine or ten weeks and I1 had called

because of what had happened with my first pregnancy I1 had called my mom on the day

I1 found out you know so she could not accuse me of not including her and told her I1 was

pregnant and um you know told my sisters that I1 was pregnant and I1 said but

please dont tell people please dont go spread it to the whole ward because my mom is

a talker I1 just want to make sure I1 keep this one I1 dont want to have what happened
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antiantl inflammatories

last time again my moms response is well big deal you know and I1 said well

mom this is my second time I1 just I1 just want to make sure and she you know told

me I1 was stupid and that was dumb shesashes just really insensitiveinsensiti I1 love my mom but

shesashes just its just the defensive thing youVOLIvollvoti know she just thinks she knows best and uh

she just kind of told me that that was dumb and being overly sensitive so I1 came home

and we had a good christmas and all of a sudden I1 cant even remember exactly how it

happened urnum I1 think one day all of a sudden oh I1 know how it happened ok shortly

after christmas um this is going to take you forever to write

K oh its ok now are you now in california

S ya im still in california I1 have something called anafelaxsis its severe allergies that

has put me in the hospital so like a life threatening thing and im allergic to a lot of

foods im allergic to all which includes ibruprofen if I1 take those I1

threaten my life really and so ive almost died from it before urnum and doctors have

tended to relate it with stress but when I1 was a freshman and sophomore in college it was

pretty much out of control I1 was having reactions that required shots like this little B kit

adrenaline shots every other week or something like that I1 had these special blood tests

and they found out what it was so its been under control recently I1 havent had one for

about three years and I1 know what to avoid well I1 dont know if id been sometimes I1

can cheat and get away with eating things and it doesnt cause a reaction and I1 dont

know if id cheated a little bit I1 dont remember cheating but it might have been that I1

was just a little bit stressed over things but I1 came home from something shopping or

something and all of a sudden my head started to itch which its a different kind of itch

its not mosquito bite itches its like inside deep like you want to dig and break your

skin open usually the itch starts in the head and what happens is once the anaphylaxis

anaphylactic reaction kicks in it can get your heart and your heart rate drops really fast

and so you crash and um so I1 was scared because it started to itch and I1 start to panic

because the itch is it starts to get scary and um I1 didnt have a kit with me I1 had a kit
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with me but it was outdated I1 hadnt renewed it because its been under control and um

and I1 was having the stomach cramps that I1 sometimes have with it I1 called my sister im

having this reaction im kind of panicking and my husband is out golfing with his friend

again

K tell him not to go golfing anymore

S I1 know it must be that golfing laughter

K I1 know laughing

S I1 was scared because I1 didnt want to take my adrenaline shot because I1 didnt know

how it would affect the baby so we were scared and my husband got home right as we

were getting ready to leave so we went to the emergency room but when I1 got to the

emergency room before I1 mean ive had reactions so bad that like ive gone blind because

I1 just wasnt getting enough blood to my brain and um and pretty much just passed out

it was in the same emergency room but by the time I1 got there this time the itching had

started to subside even though I1 hadnt taken anything so it wasnt as severe a reaction as

I1 initially thought but you just dont fool around with these things cause they just come

so hard and so fast you can never tell whats going on again I1 panicked cause I1 hadnt had

one for so long it scared me because I1 was pregnant so I1 just kind of waited the reaction

stopped im sitting in my little emergency room waiting for the doctor he came and I1

said you know im pregnant would it have been okA to take the adrenaline and he

said well um you know if if you ya you need to I1 mean if youre going to die the

babysbabas going to die anyway so you would need to take that adrenaline shot but heres

some benadrylBenadryl he gave me some benadryllBena anddryll he checked me out I1 didnt even think

to ask him to give a pelvic exam or anything like that I1 mean maybe I1 should have asked

for a sonogrammonogramson I1ogram just didnt even think of that I1 just thought good thank heavens the

reactions over so I1 went home and when I1 got home you know im usually really

weak after these reactions I1 was feeling kind of weak I1 went upstairs to the bathroom

and after I1 went to the bathroom I1 noticed kind of pink not blood but pink on the tissue
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on the toilet paper and that scared me I1 thought oh no so that was the first notice

the next time I1 went to the bathroom it was a little bit red and then the next day it was

blood and then pretty soon it would start to show up you know on mymv I1 mean on my

garments whatever and so I1 was wearingearing pads I1 was just bleeding very lightly and it

was kind of dark

K dark red

S ya dark kind of blackish color almost and again my sisters are like oh my gosh

stay down stay down but it was vacation you know and I1 wasnt really feeling all

that bad it was just a little spotting and I1 thought if im going to miscarry im going to

miscarry I1 cant afford to be down the whole pregnancy anyway so it would probably

be better just to have the miscarriage than to be bedridden for nine months I1 cant do that

im the main moneymaker in our family but I1 wasnt stupid I1 tried to take it easy I1 tried

to stay down we had a three week vacation and so I1 had two weeks left the bleeding

just got a little worse every day the doctors office was closed for most of christmas

vacation so I1 had to wait a couple of days and then I1 called I1 dont know maybe I1

dont remember when it was but a couple of days after this happened and I1 finally got a

hold of the doctor I1 think maybe four days after I1 got a hold of the nurse and I1 told her

what happened and she said you know just stay down as much as you can thats

about all you can do and so I1 did that but I1 wasnt having any cramps and I1 wasnt

bleeding real heavy so here it was I1 was really tentative about it you know and I1 was

really I1 didnt know whether I1 was going to keep it or not its just I1 had so many days of

bleeding where I1 just didnt know and it wasnt real heavy bleeding so was I1 going to

miscarry was I1 not the whole time you know I1 told my mom oh im spotting

and my moms reaction was oh youre going to miscarry for sure and I1 was like oh

great thats the last thing I1 want to hear so I1 didnt talk to her very much about it then

I1 didnt want to tell people I1 was pregnant because of this and I1 ended up telling my close

friend who isnt LDS we went out with them one night she was planning on coming
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I1

had told her the first time that I1 was pregnant and that I1 had a miscarriage so she knew

about my first miscarriage I1 guess I1 talked to her a little bit about it but not very much

so we went to this new years eve party and I1 remember im bleeding a little bit and her

sister my friends sister we were over at her house new years eve was gonna come up

skiing with them so were talking about the skiing and I1 said oh im hoping to be able

to go with you but I1 didnt want to say im pregnant and having a miscarriage

I1 just remember being very aware that at that point I1 was

bleeding a little bit heavier we left early and it was just the worse I1 think I1 was feeling

the most depressed about it during that week during the bleeding because I1 thought I1 was

going to have a miscarriage and I1 didnt want to have one but at the same time I1 didnt

know so you still have this hope I1 think the hormones were going crazy at that time too

and so the situation stands out this is before I1 had the miscarriage where somehow we

were sitting in the living room again this whole time weve kind of had this ongoingon yougoing

know occasional conversation with my mom where well whats the big deal you
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up skiing in january and so I1 said well im pregnant right now and might not be able to

go with you if im still pregnant but I1 might be having a miscarriage I1 dont really know

and I1 kind of mentioned it to her shesashes married but I1 dont think shesashes ever been

pregnant least not that I1 had known um

K and she wouldnt let you know even if she has

S no um im pretty sure she hasnt um unless if she wouldve gotten pregnant and had

the abortion earlier she wouldnt have told me about it just cause she knows I1 dont

believe in abortion so she didnt really say much she was just kind of like oh ulluhuliuil

so I1

just said im having some health problems so I1 dont know if ill be able to it was

really weird I1 didnt know how to

K say it

S ya how I1 could commit one way or the other I1 said you know terri could probablyprobabl

tell you about it but right now basically im having health problems so I1 dont know if ill

be able to go skiing or not
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1I said I1 dont wanna

know all women have had miscarriages why are you being so secretive about it you

know just tell people youre pregnant I1 was so excited when I1 was pregnant the first

time I1 had to share it with everybody she felt like that I1 should be the same way and

andy and I1 are more private than my mom but my mom doesnt understand you have

her viewpoint or you dont or youre stupid so were sitting around the living room and

somehow it came up my two older sisters and then my younger sister have gotten

married and then lived within a block or two or within a mile theyve all lived around and

so my mom has had the grandkids right across the street and andy and I1 are really the

first ones who are gonna move away and so my moms guilt trip to me she would never

admit this but is well im not gonna know your children anyways so this is her

defense mechanism you know what do I1 care you go ahead and tell people you dont

have to tell people your pregnant or not but I1 think its stupid and im not going to know

your grandchildren anyway so big deal so you know shesashes trying to throw a big guilt

trip on me from moving away I1 mean im making my mom sound like this ogre

K I1 was gonna say gee shauna I1 dont know if I1 want to talk to your mom we

laugh

S my mom is really nice urnum

K im sure she is

S most people really love her you know shesashes the bishops wife and everyone just loves

her but its just its this defense mechanism it just makes her so defensive about it and

shesashes real scared of being excluded and we would be far away and so she wouldnt be able

to be a part of my kids life like she has been my sisters and so were sitting there and

and somehow I1 dont even remember how the conversation came up but I1 was saying

mom I1 dont want to tell people right now I1 might be having a miscarriage and she got

on her kick and was saying all these things and my family was sitting right there the

youngest girl in our family shesashes nineteen was sitting next to me and I1 just burst into

tears and said you know I1 you know I1 dont want to tell1
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people because I1 hate it when you know I1 get back and people come up to me and say

oh youre starting to show and I1 have to look at them and say ive had a miscarriage

you know so im starting to cry and my sister next to me just starts laughing

hysterically because she doesnt know what to do thats her way of reacting laughing

K this is a great family laughing

S I1 know it sounds like theyre so insensitive they arent really insensitive to things like

this if you know its just my parents are very type A personalities and so my sister

starts laughing hysterically my mom is just kind of rolling her eyes and I1 stormed

upstairs just bawling uncontrollably and my little niece is four years old came up and

gave me a hug and I1 told her that grandma was mean and that she ought to go tell

grandma laughs that shaunasshabunasSha feelingsunas are hurt and andy was golfing again laughter I1

dont know where he was I1 dont know where he was but he wasnt home and so

when as soon as andy got home my little niece said oh andy youve got to go up to

shauna shesashes feeling so sad grandma was mean to her and my mom uh just kind of

my mom will be once the confrontation is over shell just ignore it so im upstairs just

bawling uncontrollably I1 really think it was the hormones out of control and later my

little sister apologized to me she just you know hadnt ever really seen me cry like that

she just said laughs I1 didnt know what to do it was just so funny all of a sudden you

burst out crying we just have a real blunt uh maybe insensitive sometimes aggressive

family and so andy came up and was my husbands very sensitive and very good at

listening and stuff and so I1 just sat there and cried up in the bedroom when I1 finally

ended up coming down several hours later my eyes were still swollen it was just dont

talk about it you know we didnt approach the subject well umurnurmumm about the day the

night before we had to go finally we were gonna fly home we were gonna come home a

week early so I1 could work on my thesis I1 was gonna get all kinds of things done on my

thesis while I1 was at home but with this miscarriage and the trauma and everything I1

mean I1 had a good christmas im making it sound so horrible I1 did have a good
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I1 knew it was

coming but by midnight the cramps got pretty bad I1 finally went to bed and just kind of

sat there and dealt with it and I1 think I1 might have even fallen asleep for a little bit but

about I1 think about two in the morning I1 just woke up and the cramps were just killing

me and I1 just sat there and you cant get into a comfortable position you just kind of

writhe in pain you know in a fetal position and I1 kept andy up of course and of

course I1 kept running to the bathroom and clotsblots started coming but I1 wasnt passing

anything and I1 was bleeding really heavy and I1 was just hurting really really bad and

um I1 thought ok this cant go on much longer

christmas its fun to be around family but I1 did have this other confrontation with my

mother and my hormones again were out of control so I1 was responding very I1 was very

sensitive about it and I1 thought that she was really insensitive about it I1 went over to my

sisters house and talked to her how insensitive I1 had thought mom would be and she was

very sympathetic and so I1 had people to talk to and my sister um tried to console me

and stuff she had just had a miscarriage herself the night before we were supposed to

fly out early the next morning um and so its sunday night and we were going to fly out

monday um I1 started having cramps and I1 thought ok well heres the miscarriage

well I1 thought my last miscarriage was twenty minutes twenty minutes of cramps

so I1 thought twenty minutes of severe cramps but you know I1 have a high pain

tolerance because I1 was an athlete I1 was always hurting when I1 played so I1 thought

twenty minutes I1 can take twenty minutes and so they were really light at first and

I1 was kind of being jovial you know walking around and just feeling like it didnt hurt all

that bad you know sort of like menstrual cramps I1 was bleeding a lot heavier at this

point all of a sudden I1 was kind of gushing you know you sit down on the toilet and it

just kind of streams and I1 was like oh well im having a miscarriage

so three oclock in the morning im still

thinking its gotta end soon four oclock in the morning im thinking uh you

know its just getting worse and worse and it just hurts so bad about four oclock in the

morning I1 just started to cry and said this is hurting so bad when is this gonna end
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I1 cant take any medication I1 cant take midolamidol because of

my allergies so I1 finally got a blessing id asked for a blessing because id been up crying

and I1 was bleeding so heavy that the pads just werent doing anything I1 was just bleeding

everywhere so my mom had these like depend diaper things because she used to laughs

she used to take care ofuhosuh of a woman who was paralysedparalyzed so we put on one of those

because you know I1 was just bleeding so much and I1 couldnt it was painful to get up

and go to the bathroom every second and yet its so gross just disgusting

K it is

S so and here I1 was supposed to be going on the plane the next morning and they were

non refundable so I1 was sitting there in my mind thinking how could I1 do this maybe

I1 could wear one of these diapers you know under my clothes and just deal with it

and my husband just kind of sat there you know trying to help me and hold me you

know be reassuring but what could he saysav

K what could he do

S ya he knewknewt we just needed to wait this out by five oclock in the morning id about

had it id had the whole night of cramps id had three hours of extreme pain again I1 have

a really high pain tolerance but there always comes that point where you just break you

know so after three hours of it I1 was shaking and I1 just couldnt take anymore and I1 just

thought if this goes on any longer im just I1 just I1 want somebody to put me out I1

need something for the pain

you know but by five in the morning I1 was realizing that I1 mean all night I1 had been

trying to figure out a plan but by five in the morning I1 realized I1 cannot sit on a plane I1

cant even sit you know because you just writhe writhe in pain so finally I1 asked to be

taken to the emergency room so we went to the trauma room and I1 was just dying and

they admitted me fairly quickly because they could tell I1 was just losing it but they

didnt give me anything she told me to lay on my left side they made me stand up I1

cant believe they made me stand up I1 gushed all over the floor and all over my slippers

and you know they were just sticking IVIN s in me for liquids and stuff but they didnt
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give me any pain medication and I1 just sat there going could someone give me

something I1 mean thats the whole reason I1 came in here by the time the doctor

actually came in I1 think it was about seven in the morning the miscarriage had pretty

much the pains were a little bit there but they had subsided I1 think I1 had pretty much

passed most of the tissue and so it mightvemightiemight beenve better if I1 had just stayed at home but

how could we know and I1 was in so much pain so the doctor did a pelvic check and he

used his tweezers and pulled out kind of the sac tissue material urnum and so he basically

didnt do anything cause it wouldve come out eventually this was the day after new

years so it was a big football day you know most people like to be home but I1 guess

the gynecologist or the obstetrition was there for another woman who was in labor so she

was there she came down and talked to me and tried to tell me you know this is not

your fault its not because you went on a plane that you started having a miscarriage

you know um its not theres nothing you could have done you know uh she tried to

allay these guilt feelings I1 wasnt really having guilt although my mom has this myth that

traveling makes you have um

K oh really

S ya she thinks that some other miscarriages occurred because she traveled so she had

thought well maybe it was because of this and the doctor reassured me no you have no

responsibility you know although that wasnt the primary thing on my mind that was

nice and she was really good she was female and this is the first female obstetrition that

ive worked with and I1 think I1 really feel like she was more sensitive because she was

female a lot more sensitive to what was going on um than even my I1 liked my doctor at

home here in utah but you know when I1 had asked doctors male doctors here in utah

they all said oh dont worry about your irregular periods unless youre trying to get

pregnant then you can go on um hormones but this doctor said oh I1 totally disagree

you need to get get on that you know you should be having a regular period you

should you know this I1 totally disagree with their diagnosis and I1 think it was
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because she was female right now im feeling like I1 should be going to a female

gynecologist because I1 just feel like theyre a little bit more sensitive to what women are

going through its so easy for the men to be so scientific about it you know so she was

really really good and so I1 kind of just waited around and im really weak you know

im sure you can imagine

K you lost a lot of blood

S I1 lost so much blood and I1 uh I1 hadnt slept the whole night itd been so painful so 1I

I1 remember walking to the bathroom and just looking like this old lady because I1 could

hardly walk urnum so she wanted to do a dac on me I1 think they treat things a lot more

aggressively in california so they did the dac and um and I1 felt good about that my

mom had felt good my mom was good when I1 was actually having the miscarriage you

know she was suddenly sensitive laughs helping helpful so I1 had the dac and I1

came home and we got a note from the doctor and found out that the flight if we had a

note that the flight people would allow us they wouldnt charge us extra to fly home

and so we waited an extra day or two I1 cant remember how long and I1 pretty much

just slept most of the time and just stayed down and so um my mom never apologized

for that fight uh you know I1 still think she thinks she was right and so now I1 just know

that im not gonna get much sympathy from my mom in regards to this because she feels

like ive had miscarriages I1 know what youre going through you know you ought to

deal with it the same way I1 did and you know ive been wondering am 1I can I1 get

am I1 going to be able to have children the doctors here again my male doctor ah

dont worry about it you know um and thats not what the female one had said at all

shed said no I1 think we could start doing some tests on you but the doctor when I1

went for my six week checkupcheck afterup my dac had said ah dont worry about it you

have to have three in eighteen months to be considered high risk anyways and youre

healthy youre you know strong I1 just think youll you know

K the fact that you dont have regular periods is really
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S ya he said if you want regular periods go on domed but then when I1 talked to my

sister all the doctors in california are really strict about clomeddomedclemed right now because

theyre connecting it with cervical cancer things like that it increases your chances and

stuff and so I1 dont really want to go on domedCl plusorned I1 got pregnant twice I1 just know

if I1 can keep it so he didnt run anything on me we dont have the money to do anything

now so we kind ofjust and then theres the insurance thing so we havent really been

trying and if im gonna get pregnant we cant afford to have a close monitoring I1 dont

want to have another miscarriage I1 will do anything I1 can do not to have another

miscarriage cause that second one was so much harder than my first one emotionally

uh for months afterward I1 was so tired urnum school started you know I1 was so tired I1

felt like I1 needed a three hour nap everyday and I1 had constant headaches for at least a

month

K probably because you lost so much blood

S ya and I1 was taking my vitamins and stuff trying to get my strength up but I1 just felt

a lot weaker

K so so the difference between the second one was physically you were out

s0hyasohya
K and what about emotionally

S oh emotionally I1 was

K did it kind of affect you a lot

S I1 think so because id had this big trauma right before the miscarriage and I1 think after

the miscarriage actually happened I1 was a lot better with it I1 came home when we flew

home I1 called marie because shesashes my good friend I1 knew shed had a miscarriage and so

I1 just called to say hey were home and then I1 told her id had a miscarriage and she

was great to talk to that was really good to have someone that was sympathetic she

didnt say oh let me tell you she just said tell me about it and so I1 told her

about it and she was really sympathetic and it was really good to talk to her about it
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so since then I1 dont know how many people ive talked to about it I1 mean I1 told my

bishop in a little interview about a month ago he wasws like oh my gosh I1 had no idea

why didnt you tell me well what am I1 going to do hey bishop ive had two

miscarriages you know

kya
S I1 mean he was genuinely concerned but um I1 mean how do you just come out and tell

people I1 mean I1 didnt tell my neighbors you know again I1 think I1 may have told them

later but it was much later you know several months after and now I1 just seem almost

scared to get pregnant again because I1 dont want to have another miscarriage and so

were using birth control right now and then the cost of having this miscarriage has been

astronomical the total for the miscarriage the total bills including hospital bills and

doctor bills has been over five thousand dollars I1 think it was about fifty seven hundred

dollars and weve paid um well weve paid about five hundred ourselves granted we

are on student loans and everything we have no money and we just got a bill for a

thou we need to pay a thousand dollars of this four thousand dollar hospital bill and so

im kicking myself for going in for the dac because I1 mean im feeling guilty for that

because if I1 could have just held out for another hour we would have saved you know

fifteen hundred dollars but I1 just broke it just got too much I1 gave in you know

K was the dac wasnt it pretty much they needed to do it

S no because

K or would you have kept hemorrhaging

S I1 dont know what I1 would have done I1 think in utah from what I1 can gather in utah

most doctors dont give ducsd&cs unless the hemorrhagingshemorrhagin bad I1 think in california what

ive gathered you have a miscarriage you have a dac
K oh ok

S they can make great money on it when I1 talked to dr judd my doctor up here he

said oh ya in california he did his residencies at UCLA and he had been educated at
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stanford and then UC california he said they always do ducsd&cs because its easy

money I1 mean you can make its an easy operation youvou can make a thousand bucks so

I1 think its a money thing and also it was easier because the bleeding is so much less and

I1 bled for three or four days afterwards and it was done whereas my first miscarriage I1

bled heavily for two weeks

K two weeks thats interesting

S but I1 had more aftereffectsafter buteffects I1 think I1 was more farther along by the time I1 actually

had the miscarriage I1 was probably ten or eleven weeks as opposed to four so it was a

lot worse and um and id began to hope more that I1 would keep it

K how were like did you have expectations on the second one because it was going

longer and then how I1 mean did you start to formulate expectations as far as thinking

about what gender what sex it is

S ohyachya I1 mean

K things like that and how did that affect you when you know when you had your

miscarriage

S oh I1 dont know I1 mean 1I we had started talking about how fun it would be to have

this or that you know I1 kind of want a boy and andy kinda wants a girl urnum and we

talked about names and things like that so you know we had and I1 had once I1 had

gotten pregnant again I1 started reading all my books you know what to expect when

youre expecting um and you know A child is born these books that tell you all about

babies and stuff and so you know that adds to the excitement and the anticipation and so

its just kind of like a big let down and I1 dont know that I1 was so emotional after I1

mean like I1 said I1 think that I1 was most emotional the week before the miscarriage partly

because of the tension I1 just felt like my mom was really insensitive about it still feel

like my mom is really insensitive about it I1 love my mom and shesashes a great grandmother

and shesashes really not a big jerk but I1 think I1 think its all because of what happened with
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my sister and were gonna be moving away its really this going away is hard for her

because you know all the other girls have stayed right next to her

K so she can see her grandchildren

S ya so I1 mean ive always just been different than my sisters and my mom and I1 are a

lot alike and so we bash heads a lot so I1 mean I1 dont know how to answer that question

so well my husband was a little bit relieved I1 mean he was sad but financially he had

worried how are we gonna afford this baby and so in that respect he was a little bit

relieved although I1 mean he was sad and hurting for me just as much he wouldve rather

of me not have gone and he was excited about it you know too so I1 called and told my

mother in law and she was real sympathetic I1 mean I1 can talk to my mother in law about

it better than I1 can talk to my mom about it im like her only daughter she doesnt have a

daughter im like the first daughter in their family so she really likes me a lot so I1 talked

to her about it for for quite a bit basically you know I1 mean I1 have two under my belt

you know I1 think what could be worse if I1 can have one more then I1 can get this high

risk stuff but I1 really dont wanna go on fertility pills and what not but a woman

stood up in church today and said she had had three miscarriages and so I1 thought

K oh it could be worse

S ya could be worse

K which doesnt alleviate your pain I1 mean as far as what youve had to go through but

S no no but I1 did get a job out of it I1 told grant well because of the teaching thing I1

was supposed I1 was signed up to teach um spring and I1 was supposed to have my

thesis done by april 27th but I1 was a month off I1 mean that month after I1 was just so

tired and headaches all the time I1 was just fighting to stay and keep up with my school

work so I1 was a month behind on my thesis so I1 petitioned and said can I1 still teach

laughs I1 used the miscarriage to my advantage we laugh it sounds kind of bad and I1

didnt do it in any emotional set way I1 just said ive had my second miscarriage I1 was

off balance for a month urnum because of the emotional and what because of the physical
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aftereffects I1 didnt even say emotional and if I1 hadnt had had that I1 would be meeting

your deadline and it worked so I1 got a research assistantship out of it we laugh

K yahoo

S so we have to end on something positive
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katie

provo utah

july 11 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 23 sex female

place of birth louisville kentucky

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

graduate student and english teacher

relation to collector colleague and friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social contextcnntpvt

katie shared her miscarriage story with me in her home in provo utah on july 11 1995

we were the only two people in the house at the time

katie well we had told everyone that I1 was pregnant because it was our first pregnancy

and we told

K when was this
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easiereasler

icauseicausi

katie this was it was in november that I1 had my miscarriage of94 so it was just

not even a year ago and we found out in september and so we told all of our families as

soon as we got the test results you know I1 told everyone at school and at church and I1

wish that I1 hadnt told everyone because and people always wamwarn you maybe you

dont want to tell everyone until about three months and I1 always thought oh thats

just be you know optimistic thats just pessimistic but now I1 think if I1 got pregnant I1

wouldnt say anything did you wait to tell people the second time

K the second time um I1 was going to but the first time we did we just planned on

three months we were just gonna wait and so actually that made it a little easiereasler for me

cause I1 we we hadnt even told my family that was like in my eigtheidth week so in a lot of

ways it helped me not to say anything

katie ya

K and so um but a few people knew and so I1 did have to tell them and um the

second time we were going to do the same thing cause I1 was absolutely paranoid that I1

was going to have another miscarriage and the thing was is I1 got so sick

katie you were so sick

K that I1 just had to

katie you couldnt really hide it I1 think I1 have um laughs

K the twenty four hour flu laughter ya my 115 students were like shesashes been gone

for two weeks now

katie whats wrong

kbadabad flu

katie ya I1 told my students and I1 told people at school like some teachers cause I1 had

been well just tired and so I1 missed a few classes and stuff and so it was really awful

to have to tell cause I1 told my mom and she kind of took care of the ward you know

make sure I1 didnt go to church for awhile so to make sure that everyone knew

K good
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doidolnok

icauseicausi

doinokdoinog

katie and um I1 called the graduate carrels and talked to john laughs and told him to

tell everyone I1 said you know I1 dont want anyone to ask me about it so please tell

everyone and then I1 had uh and carl called his parents and then I1 had diane go

cause I1 had to cancel class and she had to tell my class and they were so they sent me

flowers

K oh how sweetsweeti

katie my class did laughs it was really sweet

K see now that was good cause when I1 told I1 never told my class and so id missed

two class periods and when I1 came back they were like whats wrong did you have the

flug gosh I1 mean they were they were really insensitive but they didnt know so it

made it really hard

katie oh ya I1 was kinda glad that they knew because I1 had missed um I1 had to push a

paper back and just things like that id missed a bunch of stuff so so then they sent me

flowers that night which was really nice I1 was really shocked but its really hard because

at school everyone doesnt hear and then people are like oh how are you feeling9feelingfeelings in9

fact greg after I1 finally came back to school and I1 thought he knew cause I1 told the

whole composition office you know sylvia knew and I1 told diane and hes like howhonn

are ya feelingfeeling9feelings and9 I1 thought he was asking about the miscarriage and I1 said well v ou

know im doindoln ok laughs and he says oh how many months are ya now9nowa aboutaboul

two9twostwo

K oh no

katie and then I1 was just like cause this was just like two weeks after and I1 just said

I1 thought you knew laughter

K start crying

katie I1 thought you knew I1 had a miscarriage and then he of course felt so horrible

and thats part of the worst part about it is you know people feel so awful
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I1 didnt tell some

people just because I1 knew it would be so awkward but then grant was nice and told me

about his wife she apparently had just had one right before they adopted the little baby

girl

K oh really I1 didnt know that

katie but so

K they do and then they feel really bad for even having asked and you dont want

them to but you understand why they do

katie and some people asked me how I1 was and I1 said im fine

K tell me about your actual experience if you dont mind

katie oh ok well its a lot different than people ive talked to it lasted for three days

was yours just

K two days I1 think

katie and it was just well on halloween of all days we went to the doctor it was a

monday and we were going to hear the heartbeat and we didnt hear it and so of course

im freakingbreakingfre outaking and everyones like dont worry you know its probably your due

dates probably wrong and everyones psychingpsych meing up and I1 was thinking oh my

gosh you know trying to be positive and the doctors like come back in in a week

itll be fine im sure well hear it dont worry and then thursday like I1 started spotting

and then thursday night I1 remember I1 was watching sienfeldenfeldrienfeldSi laughs and I1 started to

have cramps just like you have your period you know

krightakrightKR

katie

ight

and then that night by about midnight it was just horrible it was so I1 cant

believe how bad it was

K did you have huge clotsblots coming out

katie no just

K just bad pain
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katie I1 had some blood coming out but it wasnt big clotsblots it was just running I1 dont

know if you want gory details but

K ya sure whatever you feel comfortable with

katie ok and so and carl gave me a blessing we didnt have the two people blessing

we just had the one person blessing laughs whatever

K thats alright

katie I1 dont know a lot about it but

K right

katie and so and I1 just it didnt help at all I1 mean it helped at first and I1 fell asleep ive

always been really helped by blessings because my dad isnt mormon and we never had

a priesthood holder and so then when I1 married carl we always think it was really

special and I1 get these bad migrainesgrainesmi that are just horrible do you get those too

K yes

katie and I1 got one that was just awful and he gave me a blessing and I1 was fine and so

I1 think I1 must have lots of faith to be blessed laughs

K you must

katie and I1 got one on graduation day that morning I1 woke up with one and so his dad

came over and they gave me one and so it was just fine and so I1 was really hoping I1

thought ok good but it just really didnt you know it didnt help at all laughs but

I1 mean what can you do you know

K naturenatured 1 know natures gonna take its course

katie so I1 mean you have your religious thing on here

K right

katie even just that with the blessing you think dont I1 have faith why does it hurt

so much anyway but so then it was like midnight and he knew that I1 was having

cramps so then he fell asleep and I1 didnt wake him up because I1 didnt think there was

anything that he could do and he just kind of felt bad afterwards so he doesnt even
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I1 always call them laughs I1 cant afford to go to the doctor then I1 finally called

the doctor and he was great because he picked the phone up on one ring it was two in

the morning and hes just totally alert I1 mean I1 guess thats how they have to be to be a

doctor and he just said well you know at this point you can take whatever pain killers

you want I1 knew that it was

gonna happen cause I1 started cramping but its that horrible

have any idea because I1 was like crawling into the bathroom and then I1 would come out

here and try and watch tv and I1 called askaask nurseA and I1 called the doctor laughs

K and this whole time carl was sleeping

katie

9

he was asleep just because I1 thought what if he akeswakes up whats he gonna

do

K right

katie just feel bad that he cant help me

K thats true

katie so I1 didnt wake him up I1 think he probably felt feels bad that I1 didnt but I1 dont

think he has any idea I1 just I1 mean it was so bloody and so gross but it was just like

running blood like your period it wasnt a big clump I1 wish it had been then it would

have been over but so I1 was just soaking all these pads and I1 was worried that 1I 1I

thought that I1 might pass out cause it was so bad and thats when I1 called askaask

nurse

A

and you know and sorry youre having a miscarriage

K confirmation

katie anticipation and then it happens before I1 started really having the cramps I1

thought goll I1 wonder if ive had one and I1 just didnt notice laughter

K you would know

katie and now I1 look back and think you would for sure know if youd had one

K thats true

katie so I1 took some tyienoltylenolxylenol and stuff but I1 guess I1 was still so in that dont take

medicine mode because youre pregnant cause I1 had tons of pain killers from my
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mecausebecause

K A hard time

katie as hard of a time too but I1 remember I1 was so mad at him at the time I1 thought I1

cant believe youre doing this now even if im being rude you should just be nice

laughter but I1 remember we had that fight and that really worried me cause I1 thought

were having a fight at this horrible time but I1 guess thats when you do fight when

youre having that stress

K thats true
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mimigrainesgraines you know I1 had heavy duty stuff and I1 didnt even think to take it I1 wish I1

had laughter now cause it wasw horribleas I1 thought I1 was gonna die it wasw theas worst pain

I1 have ever had and I1 think thats why it stopped I1 think I1 couldnt stand it any longer

K wait uniti labor

katie ya laughter thats what people have said

K but now you know because thats kind of what it feels like

katie ya so that was like until three in the morning and then it finally stopped cause I1

dont I1 dont think I1 couldve stood it any longer I1 think it was so bad that it just

stopped so then I1 thought that it was over and then the next day lets see the next day

we were in here we had this bed pulled out we ordered pizza watching tv and stuff

and then it started again in the afternoon like at eleven or twelve and I1 went for a few

hours then and I1 just I1 couldnt believe it I1 thought goll I1 cant believe this is

happening again I1 thought it was over and so it happened and then that was friday

and so then it stopped for the rest of the well that was about six hours during the day it

just and its just like you know squeeze and then it stops for about one second and then

its uhhh it really hurts

K its like a labor pain

katie and I1 remember we had a fight because we were both so upset that was horrible

because I1 was thinking im having a miscarriage I1 cant believe that were having a fight

and then it made me realize that he was you know having
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moviemovle

moviemovle

moviemovle laughs

katie and that was about six hours so then I1 thought it was over cause I1 thought

well two da s and then on saturdaySatur wedav went to a mo ie with his dad with carl s

dad jim and it started during the mo ie we saw frankenstein

K oh no

katie and people still say so do you like the movie frankenstein9frankenstein and I1 cannot give

laughs very you know objectiveobjectiobjects viewpoint because and I1 stayed through the whole

movielaughs

K I1 was gonna ask did you leave earlyearly9earlye you stayed the whole timetimeo

katie well I1 just thought im gonna go home and its not gonna be any better at home

cause sometimes it felt better to stand and it didnt really help to lie down and so I1 was

in the bathroom and standing at the back of the theater it was just horrible I1 cant believe

I1 didnt go home

K I1 know I1 cant eitherelther laughter im just kind of looking at you thinking wow

katie but I1 just figured what good would it dog then and his dad didnt even know he

didnt even really notice that id gotten up to leave and then after the movie I1 was like

doubled over and we were going out to the car I1 really felt bad for him cause I1 know he

felt horrible having to see me laughs like that

K im sure he did

katie and I1 was just sitting in the back seat just like writhing m pain it was the worst

and then we got home and I1 was in the bathroom and I1 just couldnt believe that it was

still lasting cause after each sort of episode I1 thought thats it I1 cant believe that was

my pain threshold I1 cant believe I1 laughs withstood that much and then it started

again the third day and ask A nurse was calling back cause they always call back to

check up on you and um ahhhh I1 was it was just horrible and I1 was just sitting in the

bathroom and then that was when the big clotsblots came out like really big

K huge clotsblots ya
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I1 did go back but he didnt do the dac but

I1 didnt save it did you save it

K we tried saving something but we ended up throwing it away just cause I1

katie and it was so gross when it its such a sick feeling cause its like a big thing

coming

K out of you

katie where youre not used to laughs

K ya exactly

katie I1 guess having a baby is much worse but it wasjust like

K but having a baby like theres a big nice clot

katie ya youre getting something

K ya whereas I1 remember a miscarriage is like this useless clot

katie its just sick

K it was

katie and it felt so gross but then as soon as that came out I1 was fine and the pain

stopped and I1 ate some yogurt and so that was it I1 didnt have any more

K and that was it

katiekatle that was it and I1 didnt save it or anything

K so you never went to the doctor

katie no cause I1 was just barely ten weeks and so he said you need a dac after ten

weeks but since youre barely ten weeks

didnt ever

see any tissue I1 didnt know really what to look for and I1 had a dac and um uh but

my doctor could see some tissue I1 never saw it you know it all just looked like blood to

me

katie ya I1 didnt save it and I1 had heard that you should save it but I1 just said im

not

K ya we did
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I1 mean it just made me so

mad having to write out that check cause im like I1 didnt get anything out of this

katie I1 thought that would be too gross I1 just thought im not gonna do it thats too

gross 11

K we did it was sad oh gosh that lustjust brought back so many memories

katie im sorrl f laughs

K no I1 just cause I1 remember bryan had those those one yellow gloves that you

work withwith9witha he put on one of those he was up with me the whole night he had on one

of those yellow gloves and he like reached in the toilet and got something and put it in a

little baggie thats what we saved

katie I1 just I1 wasnt gonna do it

K I1 know laughter

katie I1 just thought I1 know I1 just thought I1 cantcant1canta

K unless you can really tell

katie well thats why I1 probably could tell but I1 didnt even want to look at anything

cause it was I1 dont know it was like a golf ball

K reallyreally9

katie but it was just I1 didnt want to save it

K I1 dont blame ya

katie and so then the doctor was pretty good I1 didnt have to have a dac but I1 did go

back in and I1 was really mad that I1 still had to pay a lot laughter A good percentage

K thats true

katie of my doctor bill I1 was like goll I1 cant believe

K I1 know I1 know

katie and thats what makes it so horrible

K when all the bills start coming and youre just like

katie the bills and you went through all that pain and I1 mean im sure labor is worse

but you get somethingsomethingf
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I1 had

all this I1 dont know if its chemical or psychological
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K but you do thats the thing thats now that 1I now that I1 can compare you get

something I1 mean its something beautiful but ya miscarriage is like I1 remember the

bills coming and it was like I1 was I1 was angry

katie ya and I1 had a friend who shed had a miscarriage about eight months before me

and then I1 was married and she always cuts my hair and im like well were gonna try

and have a baby you should try again you should trytn again cause she was still kind of

like I1 just had a miscarriage so we tried again together and we both got pregnant and

thats when I1 had the miscarriage and she had her baby but shed had a miscarriage

before so this was but I1 was so excited thinking our kids will grow up just like we

did and I1 remember she said that her labor wasnt even as bad as her miscarriage

K really im sure everyones different

katie that made me feel better but um so then I1 remember thinking well shesashes

already had a miscarriage and so its fair that I1 have one now when she has her baby

laughter and then next time maybe ill have a baby and

K and and everything will even out ok

katie ya and someone else will have a miscarriage cause you think about that you

think well how can why is this fair but anyway so thats pretty much

K your experience

katie what happened and then I1 was kind of just tired and sad for about a month I1 was

kind of I1 would cry and stuff and then after that it started to get better and the wierd

thing is like before I1 had got pregnant I1 didnt want to have a baby at all well before we

started talking about it like our first year of marriage I1 was like no I1 dont wanna have

kids for a long time and I1 dont want to breastfeed ever laughs I1 just felt really

strongly about it but then when I1 was pregnant then we started talking about it and

praying about it and thinking well we should have a baby and then when I1 was

pregnant I1 was totally excited and I1 thought well ill breastfeed ill do everything
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K probably a lot of hormones

katie and so I1 was totally excited and then afterwards probably a month or two I1 was

still quite sad and I1 was never glad that it happened but all that was gone and I1 was

thinking ya well you know we can save money now and and you knowknow9knowd itsjust

1 dont know it isnt that I1 was glad that it had since I1 wasnt pregnant anymore and the

hormones were gone which was a real blessing because if I1 still felt that way it wouldve

been a lot harder to deal with and so that was kind of interesting to notice the changes

and just thinking well we can plan it more differently now maybe we can save more

money just be able to see some

K good out of it9ita

katie good out of it ya

K and you almost have to like youre saying in order to get over it ok to deal with it

katie ya you you wonder like ive found this guilt question you feel you think

well was it that aspirin I1 tooktook9tooka or that cold medicine I1 tooktook9tooka and you wonder why

did it happenhappen9happeny and9 instead of just you know physical things and you get beyond that

and think well what lesson was I1 supposed to learnlearn9learna why did god do this to meg

so you really think about it a lot and sometimes theres no reason and you just kind of

have to accept that but I1 still havent I1 still think well there must have been something

there must be something to learnleam and I1 was thinking because I1 planned for that one so

carefully and I1 think well maybe gods just trying to tell me not to worry about

planning it and to just keep trying when its right itll happen and why dont you just be

grateful cause im really big about I1 plan everything out I1 have all these little schedules

and stuff

K me too

katie and I1 think that must be the lesson im supposed to leamlearn I1 should just go with

the flow and when its right maybe ill get pregnant laughter but I1 dont know thats

probably not I1 mean
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K well its hard to know

katie you just think

K I1 mean everyones different and if thats how you deal with it thats whats important

katie so well then you wonder should w ejust keep trying should we wait until we

have better insuranceinsurance what9 are we supposed to do there must be there must be some

lesson to leamlearn its kind of hard cause you just keep agonizing over it trying to figure

out what it was maybe it was just nothing but anyway so thats just one thing

that but for my friends like the one who had had a miscarriage I1 called her or she

called me it was probably three or four weeks after cause she heard from her mom my

mom had told her mom and she called and it was really great to talk to her cause she had

had one and we talked a lot about it everyone else was kind of talking about how sad I1

probably was emotionally but I1 was really still I1 was sad but I1 was really hung up

about how bad it hurt laughs

K oh really

katie I1 was like so many people dont realize it hurts as bad as it does

K no and im sure and im sure there are different levels and I1 wonder if it depends on

how far along you are

katie thats probably true but I1 was really glad to talk about it to her cause she was

like I1 know it hurts so much and nobody realizes how much it hurts and everyones

so worried about you emotionally which is a valid concern

K right but there is a real physical part too

katie but nobody seems to realize how awful it was it was kind of like you know it

really hurt laughs and so it was good to talk to her then I1 had another friend who I1

didnt call for you dont want to call them cause you know youre going to start balling

and so you dont call for a few months but everyone pretty much found out and if they

didnt they know now if they see me I1 guess I1 dont have a baby laughs and im not

pregnant
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K did you um did you feel like as soon as you got preg or as soon as the miscarriage

happened that everyone in their dog was pregnantpregnant9 or how was that for you9youa

katie actuallyActu everyonealiv in their dog had had a miscarriage is what I1 first found out

K thats interesting

katie but then its also all the people who had had miscarriages were now pregnant and

so it was cause m other m friend that I1 told you about was having her baby I1 was

happy for her but ya it did seem like a lot of people were pregnant but I1 didnt really

feel sometimes I1 felt a little bad and sorry for myself I1 didnt I1 was really I1 didnt want

to have a baby I1 didnt want to try again there was this one woman in my ward shesashes

kinda wierd shesashes really nice but shesashes just very open and she um had talked to me

when we were talking about having a baby and she was like oh you should do it blahbiah

blah blah then she heard that I1 had a miscarriage and she was just always saying well

you know my doctor told me just have three this would be like in church three periods

you know in three periods you can start having a baby again and start trying againagaiagal

and starts laughing starts saying all this stuff to me in church have you had a period

yet9yeta

K oh my goodness

katie and id be like

K kind of personal

katie I1 dont want to talk about it with you but so and she was always and people

were always saying like I1 have that book what to expect when youre expecting

K ya ive got that

katie and you just read it like its your bible laughter and it says one thing that

helps is to get pregnant again really soon but I1 didnt want to at all

K see thats the thing I1 heard conflicting uh views on that 1I you know things like that

they say its mean to a woman to tell her not or to wait because its an emotional its a
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I1

really didnt want to cause I1 was just

I1 mean you know you

never know and and carl didnt want to either and we couldnt we didnt really we

could hardly even talk about it we were just like well we dont want to we dont want

to

difficult thing for her emotionally and so she can start trying as soon as she wants but

my doctor said wait for a few months so we did

katie ya my doctor told me I1 could wait for he said three months or four something but

I1 didnt I1 didnt even want to

K really

katie after four or five months I1 was like I1 dont want to for another few years

K it probably scared you

katie ya I1 was scared and I1 thought well what were we thinking maybe it was god

was just showing us that we were dumb laughs to have a baby

K try

katie ya and so but then after about six or seven months we started thinking about it

just cause were trying to time it with moving and everything we wanna have one before

we go but its still kinda touchy when we start talking about it and ill get really touchy

about something like hell say well its no big deal you can get pregnant now and you

can have it in our new state and ill get all upset like I1 dont wanna have it in a new

state where I1 dont know anyone and and then and hell say well you know youll

have the ward and itll be fine and then really were both upset because were thinking

about the miscarriage and were kind of fighting and being kind of touchy about all these

dumb things and then we realize laughs thats what it is so it still is hard and I1 didnt

ever really want to talk about it I1 didnt want to talk about it with people who cause like

my sister she just said well you know I1 know you probably dont want to talk about

it but im just really sorry and I1 didnt want to talk about it with people like that who
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easiereasler easiereasler

shesashes the one who said well maybe you dont want to tell anyone you

know mom she had like two miscarriages

obviously didnt feel comfortable but I1 didnt mind talking about it like with susie my

friend who had had one and so

K its a little more natural

katie ya cause they knew and they didnt think it was gross and they werent worried

that

K did you find it easiereasler have you found it easiereasler to talk to people who have had one

katieyakatienaKat yaieYa I1 think for sure and then

K has anyone in your family

katie my mom has had I1 didnt even know until I1 got pregnant and I1 was calling

everyone and telling everyone and my older sister I1 was so mad at her at the time shesashes

like well

K and you didnt know

katie and I1 was really mad at her laughs and I1 said oh well and 1I you know of

course I1 didnt think anything would happen and then I1 called mom and I1 was like you

had two miscarriages and you know started to cry I1 didnt even know and my

mom was like oh dont worry about it nothing will happen cause they all think im a

hypochondriac cause I1 get these migrainesgrainesmi and they all think im really wierd laughter

and shesashes like dont worry about it you know youre gonna make yourself sick

dont worry about it giving me this big lecture about not worrying about it and then of

course I1 had one but its not like its

K her fault

katie her fault laughs but I1 didnt really talk about it to I1 didnt like talking about it as

much right after it happened and then now I1 dont really mind but its always harder

talking about it with people who are all worried about you

K well and I1 think people sometimes can I1 dont know how youve found like have you

found people to be insensitive at all about these kind of subjects or or like your sister
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mainmaln mainmalnsometimes I1 wonder one of the mainmaln projects one of the mainmaln reasons im doing this

project is because it seems so taboo to talk about

katie I1 think because people who think its taboo I1 dont feel comfortable talking about it

with them like her she made it into I1 mean its a big deal but she made it worse

K it is a big deal but yet and and and at the same there are times when I1 felt like I1

didnt want to talk about it cause its it is a private thing and im a private person and

yet at the same time it helped to talk about it

katie right

K and I1 thought this needs to be talked about more so its kind of a

katie but people need to know how to

K really talk about it

katie cause there are a lot of people at church who would say you know my

daughter shesashes had six miscarriages and shesashes now pregnant and laughs and I1 know

that was nice but they never say exactly the right thing like great im gonna have five

more laughter

K so ive got four more to go one down laughter

katie but some people are really and some people said that and said the same thing but

they just had a different way of saying it and it was really nice because they do need to

be sensitive and they do need to kind of not just say it out loud in relief society the

ones who are more I1 dont know you can say the same thing in different ways and

some people I1 was like goll I1 cant believe you said that laughs and others I1 was

really appreciative that they had shared a lot of people had shared that they had had a

miscarriages and and it did help and we have this one thing were in this its like a

family home evening group and theyre really kind of dumb they call themselves the

childless couples and I1 just I1 think they must not know that ive had a miscarriage

because theyre always like ya were the childless couples cause we go to a normal
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I1 just think thats

really really dumb to assume that other people

K see thats the thing people assume too much

katie but but it was really wierd when I1 was pregnant too because especially in the

graduate carrolscarrels because everyone seems to be so liberal and people that I1 didnt even

know like dan you know the tall one

kya
katie I1 couldnt believe him he found out that I1 was pregnant and he said well dont

you think its a little soon

K really

katie ya it was wierd because you get like

ward families and everything so theres not that many young singles young single

people and they call themselves that dont you think thats

K cause none of them have children

katie no

K but none of them know that you had a miscarriage

katie I1 guess not

K and that youre interested in having children

katie right and im sure that there are people in the group that because theres a lady

whose shesashes like twenty eight or twenty nine and theyve been married as long as us and

im sure theyve tried I1 bet shesashes even had a miscarriage and I1 just think its kind of

tacky and they always talk about ya were the childless couples its so great we get

you know a good nights sleep we dont have to get babysittersbaby andsitters

K thats a little presumptuous of him to say

katie ya and there were all these feminists type people who were like oh I1 cant

believe youre just gonna have a baby

K really

katie did you get that at all
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I1 dont know it was

just wierd people are really nosey laughter about when you have children assuming

that you dont want them or that you do wantw themant and then its bad if you do and that

youre gonna give up your career and just be a homemaker like its such a bad decision

K no I1 didnt thats wierd

katie I1 dont know I1 was really surprised I1 couldnt believe it

K theres probably a different crowdcrow ind there then there as when I1 was there

katie ya im sure thats what it was and that was really odd and then when I1 had a

miscarriage im getting just the opposite these people like ya

but this family home evening group we feel its fun but I1 really feel uncomfortable

when they start talking about it I1 know I1 could make them all feel really really bad in

just one sentence laughter

K you oughtaaughta do it

katie by the way I1 dont think any of you know this but

K thought id let you know

katie ya but anyway so um when we told like when we told my mom it was so

horrible cause I1 started balling and then to see carl when he called his mom when he told

her he just broke down and started crying it was just real horrible it was really sad but

and like I1 said afterwards I1 was really sad and I1 would cry all the time a few months

after like I1 told ya then I1 started feeling better
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marie

provo utah

july 12 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 24 sex female

place of birth salt lake city utah

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

graduate student english teacher writer

relation to collector colleague and friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social context

marie shared her miscarriage story with me in her own home no one else was

present marie at the time was living in provo utah and the interview was conducted

july 12 1995
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M when I1 found I1 was pregnant we werent going to tell anyone for awhile just because

1I 1I just dont like telling news like that im always too embarrassed

K cause youre more private

M ya well its not really even that its just that I1 dont like like when I1 was in high

school I1 never knew like how to tell my friends that I1 got asked to a dance im just wierd

that way I1 dont know really ho to like

K spread news

M spread news ya im not a gossiper about myelfmyself only other people I1 guess I1 dont

know laughs anyway im not really a big tell people news person and um so we

werent going to tell anyone but then I1 ended up telling well we ended up just telling

people little by little I1 think we had told tanners dad is all and we ended up telling

my mom and my brother found I1 mean it just kind of it got out of control so and then

really ironically we didnt really tell people until well we hadnt told people in our ward

anything yet and I1 was actually relief society president and so 1I 1I didnt really want to

tell people but then it was kind of hard because no one really understood why I1 was sick

and stuff after it was kind of an awkward situation but anyway ironically we really

didnt tell a lot of people until the weekend right before I1 had the miscarriage and I1 was

already starting to spot since we had told a couple members of my family it happened

to be my little sisters farewell and they were supposed to keep it a secret but they didnt

so that pretty soon my whole extended family knew that I1 was pregnant and I1 didnt tell

my family that I1 was starting to spot just again because I1 didnt really want to share you

know laughs

kya
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M and um I1 didnt really think at that point anything was wrong because it wasjust

really light and um I1 wasnt feeling veryven well but I1 didnt necessarily think there was a

problem either so urnum

K were you kind of hoping too that there wasntw aasnt problem

M well it just didnt even occur to me that there was you know I11 mean I1 knew that

that wasnt good but on the other hand

K well how long what month were you in by that time or week

M I1 guess I1 hadnt been to the doctor yet but I1 think that it was actually about eleven

weeks ya after I1 went to the doctor that week he said how long are you and I1

thought I1 was nine so I1 didnt think I1 was this far he said no what he said what

are your dates and I1 said twelve eleven and he said no youre eleven like I1

was counting wrong I1 dont know why

K ya they do that wierd

M ya so um I1 was actually eleven but I1 hadnt been to the doctor yet which made me

think that was another reason I1 thought I1 wasnt as far along because they said well

have you come in at ten weeks but then they set my appointment after that and they

knew that it was after the time they wanted me to come in but I1 didnt know how far

after cause he was just really busy so I1 hadnt been to the doctor yet we have those

baby books and I1 read the book and it said you know dont worry about it if its light

unless it goes on for a long time so I1 just wasnt really I1 mean I1 was kind ofgettin a little

tense about it but I1 wasnt really that worried yet but I1 wasnt feeling well which wasnt

a good sign I1 mean that like I1

K like cramps

M well no I1 didnt have cramps see that was another thing I1 knew that cramping was

bad but I1 wasnt cramping at all but I1 did I1 was like really dizzy and lightheadedlight andheaded

kind of nauseous and so I1 didnt know like if I1 just had the flu or something wierd or if 1I
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mean thats kind of a sign of a problem too so what happened im just gonna tell you

the whole story sorrysom laughs

K thats ok thats what this is for

M urnum like I1 said it was my little sisters missionary farewell that weekend she had

come down that saturday and wed gone to the temple early in the morning and in the

temple I1 kept getting really lightheadedlight andheaded then I1 came home and I1 was just really

feeling pretty sick but um we had to go up to salt lake to be with my family she

dropped us off and went up there and we were just supposed to get our stuff together

and go and I1 remember making it was like a huge effort for me to like you know just

throw some things in a bag to go up to salt lake I1 really wasnt feeling well and my

family told me after they were like we were wondering what was wrong cause you

were such a grouch the whole weekend laughter

K thanks

M and I1 was like ya thanks a lot but anyway I1 had to speak at her farewell and

everything K so you did all this

M ya so and I1 hadnt written my talk yet at that point laughter sounds like an

exciting weekend but

K that would be hard

M anyway what happened is we went back to provo sunday night and I1 was still

spotting no I1 think it was a long holiday weekend that was the other thing oh that was

another reason I1 was stressed out because it was a holiday weekend and I1 hadnt been in

to see my doctor and you know we had BYU insurance which like the first thing they

say is youre supposed to it says like right on there that if you have problems before you

see your doctor go to the health center and I1 didnt know why and you know really I1

think they just tell you that so you dont end up paying doctors bills because at the

health center you can just go for free you know urnum and so I1 think thats why they

say that but I1 didnt know like if they were trying to tell me that insurance wouldnt
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easiereasler

cover it or you know I1 just cause the insurance does cover it but if you see the doctor

I1 think the insurance ends up paying like sixty percent and you pay forty or something

like that so um but thats you know standard for the whole thing so I1 wouldnt have

really minded that you know but um but I1 didnt really know why or anything and its

a holiday weekend and I1 didnt want to call a doctor id never seen and the health center

was closed and so that was kind of a stressful thing and so we didnt get back in town

until about monday night and by then I1 was still bleeding so it was starting to make me

nervous cause itd been like three days

K was it starting to get heavier

M no it was really still just spotty you know nothing that would be a concern really

but that it had gone on for three days I1 was sort of concerned and I1 called my sister in

phoenix who like for some reason shesashes the one I1 call with all my wierd questions and

stuff she has three kids and for some reason that makes her an expert I1 guess laughs

and so I1 always call her about stuff

K that sounds like me its easier to talk to my sister

M for some reason its easiereasler to talk to her than my mom anyway I1 called her and it

actually ended up being 1I 1I cant remember how the time worked with arizona and

utah and I1 called at like eleven oclock utah time and I1 was thinking it was ten in

arizona but it was really twelve laughs so I1 totally woke her up I1 felt so bad and

um I1 just was like well this happening what should I1 do and she was like well go

to the doctor and so I1 ended up going into the health center the next day and the

doctor was really nice but basically all he did was say uh ya youre bleeding kind of

and um basically he just I1 mean he did an exam and tanners with me and then he said

uh you know judging by the cervix you know I1 cant tell you anything because

its still like he said it softens and changes color if you are going to miscarry soon and

he said that hadnt happened and that it still looked firm and in tact I1 guess I1 dont know

what that really means but um but he said that you know a lot of women do have
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bleeding in the first three months and uh fifty percent of those everything will be fine

and fifty percent it wont he said I1 cant really tell you which one you are but he just

basically said if youvou are going to miscarry theres reallyreallv nothing anyone can do about it

anyway so just you know dont worry about it and do whatever you want and he

said you know he just told me you know cause I1 think what happened actually I1 had

worked out and it kind of got worse and I1 said well should I1 not work out and he

said well you can do whatever you want it doesnt matter but it was still kind of

like eh well whatever and so I1 went home and I1 still wasnt cramping and by now it

had been you know four days or so and I1 went home and you know the next day

same thing and finally I1 thought you know this is really wierd and I1 just wasnt

comfortable with his answers really like I1 didnt that wasnt very comforting to me and

actually I1 called christie whoschos my other person I1 call laughter and we have the same

doctor and so I1 said well what should I1 do and she was like just call him hell

you know he will be nice and I1 called and talked to his nurse course she said well

you need to talk to the doctor and he called me back you know and was really good

about it and he

K this is the same doctor

M no this was my actual doctor my OB not the health center and he said well

come in tomorrow afternoon or something and well try to listen for a heartbeat and

so I1 was like ok and he basically said you know if youre eleven weeks we should

be able to hear a heartbeat almost always and he said if we can hear a heartbeat then

well be able to tell you everything will probably be fine and not to worry about it and

he said if we cant then umurnurmumm you know theres probably a problem well no

actually thats not what he said he said if we cant hear a heartbeat then that doesnt

necessarily mean anythings wrong because its still early but he said if we cant hear

then well send you for an ultrasound to find out whats going on and so I1 had an

appointment to go in like the next afternoon or something and um I1 think that that
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when I1 woke up that next morning I1 was starting to cramp and so I1 knew that was bad

and I1 called them and said should I1 come in sooner and they were like no just go

ahead and and wait and they said but and this is like the scary part and the the

doctor at the health center had said this to me too everyone just kept saying but if

you start hemorregging then

K then you better come in

M then she said then dont even wait for an appointment just go straight to the

emergency room and call us from there and the doctor will come meet you and so im

like well so what am I1 gonna like die I1 mean

K its like waiting for the worst to happen

M I1 know everyone keeps scaring you like the other doctor had said well if you

really start bleeding someone ought to see you and I1 was like who do you mean

someone and this is at the health center and hes like well whoever me or you

know a doctor well what am I1 supposed to do thats what had really scared me is he

was so vague about it but she was at least you know then call us and the doctor will

meet you at the emergency room so I1 felt kind of better about that at least laughs like

I1 at least had a doctor you know laughter and um and uh and so I1 was like what

do you mean by hemorregging you know I1 mean what does that mean you know

laughter and so well if theres blood running down both your legs then you better

go laughs I1 was like ok laughing so im like this is sounding better and

better but anyway so what um happened is what happened after that oh then we

started telling I1 think we told taylors family because um his uncle was in town who

werewetre pretty close to and I1 wanted a blessing and so we told him and obviously my

sister knew but I1 hadnt told my parents yet so I1 hadnt really told people what was

going on oh and also my sister that that day that I1 had the doctors appointment my

sister in phoenix had her baby so my mom had gone down to phoenix to be with her

laughs and which is
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I1 y

K horrible timing

M interesting timing ya and so I1 went into the doctors office and theythevchev listened for a

heartbeat and the nurse was you know vaswas really helpful and nice but they couldnt find

one and by then I1 was starting to cramp so I1 knew you know and so they sent me up

for an ultrasound but at that point I1 really felt like you know

K it wasnt there

M ya like there was definitely a problem and um so I1 had an ultrasound appointment

the next day and the other hard thing was I1 really felt like it was scary for me to go

anywhere because like you just like everyone had scared me about this hemorregging

thing laughter ya like do I1 go teach my classes you know what do you do

because I1 felt ok but I1 was just panicked that would happen all of a sudden and didnt

want me to gowo anywhere and when I1 had called my obstetrition the first time it he had

contradicted the other doctor by saying no you better stay lying down

K see thats what had surprised me about the first doctor because you dont do anything

youre supposed to stay down

M well I1 think that his thing is and this is what the other doctor said that if its a viable

fetus itll live no matter what and if its not itll miscarry no matter what so if you

want to exercise

K true

M but on the other hand if it was a viable fetus but you had a low lying placenta or

something that it wasnt actually threatening miscarriage but could be a problem then

you would want to stay lying down

K and also any time you have bleeding I1 was under the assumption that you need to lie

down even if its going to be an okA pregnancy just to kind of help it out

M I1 dont know

K maybe itll stop it
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M I1 dont know I1 know that like christie had she had a low lying placenta well

actually shesashes not sure she did but she had a little bleeding and so they thought thats

what it must have been so she had to be down a lot but I1 dont know but anyway um

but you know doctors at the health center arent really my favorite people anyway

laughs

K I1 know ive heard horror stories

M anyway so what happendedhap ispended the next day I1 wasw startingas to cramp really bad I1

went into the ultrasound and uh what I1 was worried about is the nurse I1 said well will

the ultrasound people be able to tell me and she said well theyll be able to but

sometimes they wont especially if its bad news so theyll wanna call the doctor and

have the doctor tell you but I1 knew that the doctor that that doctor was probably in his

office early on friday I1 just wanted him to tell me so we went in and the whole

ultrasound thing was an experience in itself cause you have to drink so much water you

know and my husband was like forcing me to just drink tons I1 think I1 drank more than I1

was supposed to I1 felt like I1 was just gonna die you know anyway but and then they

had to do uh an internal one

K ive never had that

M you havent

K no Is that scary

M uh well you know laughter well its not that bad actually youd be surprised

cause they were like you know stick this thing in you and I1 was like well that doesnt

look very comfortable but it really wasnt as bad as it sounds

K oh thats good laughter

M but anyway and it was a woman I1 mean it wasnt that big of a deal but um you

know tanner was there with me again and I1 couldnt see the screen but you know they

could and the nurse could and she was like how far along did you say you were

eleven weeks and shesashes like are you sure cause I1 mean it was just and tanner
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said he was looking at the screen and it was just like you could see the sac but it was

totally mishapenshapenmisshapenmi and like nothing in it by eleven weeks you should be able to see like

K fingers

M arms and yava there was just nothing in it I1 mean it was just and you know by

then it was actually that was a big relief for me to know that um it wasnt like the

whole thing that was traumatic for me was to feel like something was going wrong right

now whereas it made me feel a lot better to know that like a long time ago something just

didnt develop right and my body just didnt catch on

K and you finally knew

M ya that was a lot easier for me to deal with and so that was really helpful for me

actually but then that was like a friday then I1 had like I1 didnt actually have the

miscarriage until monday so what happened is they called the doctor obviously they

couldnt reach the doctor they called him on his pager and couldnt get a hold of him right

away and so luckily the ultrasound tech whoever she is just told us you know what

she thought and confirmed it with the radiologist and uh that was really good just to

have that done and um then she just told us to go home and the doctor would call us

and I1 that was kind of hard because I1 didnt I1 didnt really have any questions for the

doctor I1 mean that sort of answered it for me so we kind of actually we took our time

getting home I1 dont know if the doctor tried call me or not or whatever but we were

like we had just saved some money to have a baby and then laughs we realized that we

werent going to and we were kind of depressed about it you know so we went out to

lunch and then we took the money wed saved and bought a printer laughs

K did you really I1 guess that helped you feel better laughter

M that was like our consilationconsolationconsi I1lation mean we had been going to like the same stores a lot

of them like looking at like baby furniture and stuff like that you know like best and

stuff and so we were looking we went to best and you know instead of looking for

baby furniturefum weiture started looking for computer stuff laughs and so we ended up
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buying a printer that day which was you know a nice consolation prize I1 suppose

laughs I1 mean not really

K were you bleeding at this time

M ya but not heavy it still wasnt heavy enough that if I1 wore a pad

K it would be ok

M ya like everytimeevery I1time talked to a doctor the common thing was well how many pads

do you soak an hour I1 could soak a pad in a day you know it was just really light

you know so you know got home and the doctor actually called right when I1 got there

it was really funny cause he was just like hi this is doctor bigler and just kind of I1

expected him to say something and I1 was like hi and I1 didnt really have I1 didnt ask

him to call laughs the hospital did you know and so I1 was just like hi and finally

like it was silent for a minute and I1 go so did the hospital call you and he was like

ya and he goes it looks like were looking at a miscarriage and I1 said ya I1 guess

so and and I1 cant remember what else was said basically I1 mean it was good to talk

to him and because he told me what to expect and um what to look for as far as tissue

that was hard like did they talk to you about tissue I1 kept going well maybe

because you know I1 kept seeing the clotsblots and so I1 kept thinking well maybe I1 already

passed tissue and he was like um well you would probably know it if you did

K I1 dont ever remember seeing it

M really did you have a dac
K I1 did and my doctor saw it

M thats different

K when he checked me he said oh ya heres some tissue but I1 never saw it I1 just

saw blood

M oh really I1 saw tissue anyways cause I1 didnt have a dacd&c my doctor was

actually really hes more like let it work itself out unless theres a problem which I1

was actually grateful for because I1 mean A it saved us a lot of money and B I1 mean my
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body did handle it just fine and I1 kind of preferred that so umurnurmumm he just said you know

if theres a problem at all call me and ill meet you at the hospital and hes like ill

probably beat you there because I1 drive fast laughter he was kind of funny about it

K he sounds nice

M ya hes like if youre hemorreggingjusthemorregging call but he was like this is what to

expect and you know unless this or this happens you should be fine and and this is

what the tissue will look like and you know told me everything then I1 was starting to

have pretty bad cramps and they lasted all weekend so I1 felt like I1 couldnt really go

anywhere and you feel like just kind of all bloated and like you dont want to read

K you dont feel that well

M ya but by monday I1 was like you know I1 have missed class for a week and ive got

to get back doing stuff like tanner wouldnt let me go to church I1 dont think I1 didnt

go to church but um and thats another wierd thing cause with my sisters farewell and

other stuff id missed a couple weeks of church already and I1 was relief society

president and so that was sort of a problem I1 think I1 did go to relief society but like

tanner felt like he didnt want to be away too much because he didnt want to like leave

me alone we only have one car and everything and so it was really kind of hard that

way by then it was like when is this gonna happen you know and so then I1 called

my parents which was you know kind of like its hard to really tell them like when I11

started telling them I1 like started crying and everything

K thats when it hits I1 guess

M ya and so that was you know that was hard and then my mom made she had told

my grandma which I1 didnt want her to even do and shesashes like well call grandma and

tell her and I1 was like great so she made me call my grandma

K other than her

M and I1 was like oh super grandma kline laughter

K how did she take it
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okioij

M oh shesashes just like better luck next time laughs I1 mean actually like I1 didnt

really know I1 knew at the time my mom had had several miscarriages but she was telling

me later that one of my aunts had like more than she did my mom had like five and my

aunt had like seven or eight and now has twelve children so you know I1 guess you

know miscarriages are sort of just and my family tends to have a lot of they like my

aunts and uncles will have lots of kids and theyve had miscarriages and I1 mean its like no

big deal its like oh well so it wasnt like a big issue with my grandma but I1 think

she honestly just said better luck next time laughs so ok and so you know but I1

wish I1 didnt really didnt want even call but then um what happened is I1 just went and

taught class and everything on monday I1 was really a big grump about the whole thing

laughter

K what was it 315 or

M no it was actually I1 was taing 251 and it was with heidi and heidi knew I1 had

told heidi what was going on because I1 was missing all this class

K this one class

M ya so I1 told heidi and but heidi and I1 were in charge of class that day and I1 just

didnt wanna leave heidi up in the air cause we had the whole like hundred and twenty

people you know and but heidi did most of it I1 just did like one overhead laughs

OK thats uh how you scan a poem laughs I1 mean it was something dumb like that

but by then I1 was just sick of the whole thing you know I1 was just like okj0k1 have

cramps and im a big grump but this has been going on more than a week and you know

and I1 need to get back to my life and you know it wasnt like I1 was concerned about a

baby at that point because I1 had seen that there obviously wasnt one laughs so um so

that night after tanner wasnt even home and the cramps got like really really bad and

like I1 was like I1 was just like ok is this going to go on for three days I1 mean that

was the hardest thing is not knowing am I1 going to have these kind of cramps for

another week you know I1 was actually like it was hurting so bad and I1 was home all
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alone and I1 was putting clothes over my face and screaming cause it was I1 mean it it was

bad I1 mean now I1 think it seems kind of funny to me but at the time I1 remember thinking

nothing had ever hurt that bad you know and I1 have had back surgery and and things

and so it wasnt like id never been sick

K or in pain

M ya um but anywayanyw thenay all the sudden and the other dumb thing was like my

mom when I1 was talking to her on the phone shesashes like well dont be afraid to take

whatever drugs you know I1 had tyienoltylenolxylenol with codine in the house because of other

pain I1 could have taken stuff and for some reason I1 just didnt

K still in that pregnancy mode

M ya I1 dont know why I1 mean I1 should have been taking at least like ibuprofen or

something the whole week and I1 just didnt I1 was being a martyr I1 dont know laughs

so anyway that night I1 finally did take some and then all of a sudden the cramps just

completely stopped I1 mean I1 dont know whether they really did I1 think they must have

because I1 didnt take that many ibuprofen and even you know even with normal

menstrual cramps like you can still sort of like ibuprofen doesnt totally get rid of them

so like all of a sudden it just completely stops and um about then tanner got home and I1

was like ya you know I1 feel great like I1 was totally happy all a sudden because it

was like the first time in a week I1 felt okA you know and um I1 think I1 cant remember I1

was like sittin on the couch and just hanging out watching tv or something and all of a

sudden I1 just felt this gush of blood and um I1 just you know got up and ran to the

bathroom and just blood and tissue everything everywhere but then I1 mean it

stopped it was just like a gush and then it wasnt like continued bleed wellweilweli I1 mean it

still continued spotting after that but

K it all came out in one
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M ya so you know when I1 talked to my mom after and told her about it she umurnurmumm she

was like so why didnt you got to the hospital then and I1 said well it seemed

likeilke

K that was it

M ya I1 mean there wasnt much point in it cause it sort of just came and then that was

it you know but um there was like a lot of tissue and that was like the nastiest thing

because they told me that I1 needed to get it analyzed because I1 guess you can have like a

molar pregnancy I1 think their worried about so I1 had to like fish that out laughs and

save it in ajar and um tanner my husband was just grossed out by it because I1 was

feeling pretty philosophical about the thing by then so I1 just put alcohol in ajar and I1 put

it on the counter in the bathroom and he was like that is so discustingdisgustingdiscus laughsting so we

had to put it in a bag and another worst thing too was like the whole dealing with the

insurance health center mess again with the tissue I1 had to call them I1 cannot be the

only person in the world thats had to go through this but I1 got transferred to at least

four people and I1 had to tell them the whole story and that I1 needed to tell them that I1

didnt know what to do I1 mean I1 had to tell the whole thing to like four people

K thats ridiculous

M and then I1 had by the time they finally figured out what to do with it and then they

said well bring it in to us and well send it to the hospital and that way you wont

have to pay for it so I1 was like whatever so I1 did that like I1 took a I1 put the jar in

a bag and just you know a plastic bag and just held it and so I1 was like you are just

going to have a fun time looking inside that bag laughs I1 mean it was so embarrassing

you know its like this part of you laughing

K ive had this inside me

M ya laughs like hmmmm this is nice you know but anyway ironically at the

same time I1 had um I1 had prenatal vitamins on a prescription that I1 had never picked up

so ironically like while I1 was up there the doctor had told me to take the prenatal vitamins
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to like help build up your blood so ironically I1 remember I1 stopped and picked up my

prenatal vitamins I1 did it right there I1 dropped off the tissue and picked up my vitamins

laughs so anyway um uh lets see I1 kind of got off track on the questions

K oh thats alright

M uh afterward I1 guess at that point I1 was really pretty much okA about it I1 was a little

bit I1 was kind of sad I1 think wellnellweilweli the thing that was hard for me is that like what

happened is that I1 had gotten pregnant really fast and it had been something that like I1

felt was important to me to do but that I1 wasnt necessarily totally excited about it do

you know what I1 mean

kya
M like we had kind of talked about waiting a year and my husband was anxious to have

children and at about the year stage you know I1 really did feel like inspired like it was

important for us but I1 was having a really hard time

K accepting it

M accept wellweliweil you know just getting excited about it you know cause it was going

to interfere with my school and my teaching I1 really wanted to teach 115 and stuff and

I1 honestly just thought when we started trying to have a baby that it would just take a

while you know and because a lot of people it just does

K it does right

M and I1 got pregnant like immediately and so I1 was just shocked and it was also like

when I1 got pregnant I1 really didnt that month in particular didnt expect to be just

because 1I we both actually had the flu all month and it just you know it wasnt a month

that I1 was really expecting that in fact I1 found out late that I1 was pregnant because I1 just

kept thinking my period must be late because I1 was just there was just no way I1

could be pregnant you know so and actually it was kind of an interesting time because

everyone in my family was having babies right then and it was kind of a wierd thing so
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like my brother had just barely had a baby when I1 found out I1 was pregnant his

wifelaughterelaughterwife

K

laughteraughterdelaughter

I1 figured that anotherjunior thing laughter

M uh ya laughs and my sister had one right when I1 had my miscarriage and my other

sister was due so you know it was kind of a family baby time so it was kind of a wierd

time like in a way I1 was almost a little bit embarrassed about that like I1 didnt well like I1

was embarrassed that when I1 got pregnant I1 was embarrassed because it was like I1 didnt

want it to seem like I1 was just

K following everyone else

M ya just jumping on the bandwagon kind of thing but um anyway so like it it wasnt

that I1 was upset I1 didnt want to have the baby when I1 found out I1 was pregnant but I1

wasnt totally like excited excited right away either I1 was sort of like philosophical like

well ok you know I1 guess here we go and so when I1 started having the

miscarriage I1 started feeling really bad about that and I1 felt bad about like I1 had a hard

time deciding to get pregnant my husband wanted to earlier than I1 did and so it had

been kind of wed been discussing it several months beforehand and I1 was always the one

saying lets wait so I1 did feel kind of guilty when I1 started having problems like

K somehow you had made that happen

M ya or something like that or like I1 was being punished or I1 did something bad or

you know what I1 mean it made me feel

K for having those kind of feelings

M ya ya I1 just felt guilty about that so that was kind of hard but afterward I1 was

really okA except that all of a sudden you know when I1 started having my miscarriage

you start I1 mean I1 had just gotten to the point that I1 was really getting excited about it I1

mean we had been looking at you know baby furniturefum anditure I1 had gotten it pretty much

worked out with with school and teaching and everything I1 felt like everything was going

to work out ok and then that happened so id just gotten to the point I1 was excited and
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easiereasler

weweregewere

we were we were moving into this apartment which is a two wed gotten a two bedroom

cause we were expecting a baby and we had got you know we were we were supposed

to move within the week that I1 had the miscarriage and moving into a ward with all tw

bedrooms I1 was worried that you know that when we moved in everyone else would

have children but us and that would be a wierd thing so you know that was a concern

kind of it was kind of hard and like a lot of my close friends I1 didnt I1 actually like

people I1 worked with closely in my church calling I1 told them after the fact that I1 had a

miscarriage without them knowing that I1 was pregnant there were two two people that

you know that did know that I1 was pregnant and so I1 told them and it was actually

really good I1 liked having a friend to talk to about the whole experience so afterwards I1

wanted to talk to people about it I1 really did so that was good and then there were a

couple other people that I1 told after the fact that and like heidi like I1 never told heidi I1

was pregnant but then when I1 had the miscarriage I1 ended up telling her about that so

there were a few people and that was easiereasler for me to tell than you know I1 dont know

urnum so I1 did feel kind of guilty but then afterwards the main feeling was that I1 had just

suddenly started to appreciate like having a baby and so like for a few weeks it was hard

for me like to see people with babies or see people pregnant it made me feel really sad

like I1 was really mad at them cause they had a baby and you know I11 did I1 really felt like

though it was a real growing experience for me because you know three months ago I1

would have never felt that you know it was a good thing for me to realize

K after that experience

M ya like you know to realize if it is exciting to have a baby but it is a good thing and

you know it was something that to realize that I1 could be excited about it I1 guess you

know to have like maybe you dont appreciate it until its taken away kind of thing

cause I1 always just assumed I1 could have a baby whenever I1 wanted one you know so

why do I1 have to have one right now
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K you know it seemed like mymv desire to have a baby augmented right after cause I1 felt

the same way something that I1 couldnt have right then it was almost like it made me

want it even more

M ya ya exactly in fact like um actually after um well right after I1 had the miscarriage

I1 totally said lets try again as soon as I1 can and then its interesting you get caught

up in school and other things and then I1 sort of actually felt well laughs I1 mean its

wierd you go in stages and actually we ended up waiting for well the doctor told us to

wait a few months and then we ended up waiting a little while after that cause I1 was

having some back problems we needed x rays so we had to wait then and then

immediately after that my husband got sick and so we ended up waiting about six

months which is longer than we needed to but then I1 really thought that I1 mean I1 had

gotten pregnant so fast the first time I1 thought I1 would get pregnant really fast again and

um so then it was really hard for me when I1 didnt you know like I1 remember um like I11

was really hoping to get pregnant by december so that I1 could have the baby before we

moved and when that didnt happen I1 remember that being even harder that being really

hard for me you know

K it just didnt happen

M it just didnt happen ya

K how sad I1 know it took me nine months

M it took you nine months

kya
M but you know you kind of get philosophical about it now at this point after all

that and then we actually im getting really deep here I1 dont know if this is exactly

laughs what you wanted

K thats ok

M but um then we actually we decided well even though like the problem wasnt that

we needed insurance or anything it would just be a lot harder and a lot more expensive for
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easiereasler

us but we decided to go ahead and keep trying for another few months after that and

still nothing happened and so by then I1 was sort of like you know maybe its just not

the right time for us and you know then it was easiereasler to be more philosophical about it

sayingsaving well weve tried our best but youvou know other things are good too it would be

really good to have a baby wed like to have a baby

K in the meantime kind of thing

M ya im glad ive been able to teach and plus like with mymv husband when he was sick

it it was really lucky I1 would have been due right when he was like in the hospital so

K that would have been hard

M ya so and plus like the medical bills were just so incredible and you know I1 really

needed to be working a lot so we really felt lucky that I1 was able to work and um you

know

K so its like the timing it almost worked out

M ya ya like you know we feel actually really blessed that the timing like I1 feel it was

a good experience for me to go to go through and even a necessary one and good for our

relationship because otherwise it would have been him saying lets do it and me

saying wait you know and that was kind of a conflict so I1 think it was good for us

and good for me to leamlearn but I1 also kind of feel like you know more philosophically

maybe this is not the time for us and theres other things we can be doing and its

important things you know and so so its been easier to be more philosophical about it

and knowing that we tried our best know what I1 mean

K that its not like youre not trying at all

M ya so you know in a way I1 feel like its been a blessing and now you know I1 feel

like even though I1 still sometimes think about like you know with a new job I1 think

well you know theyre going to really love me if I1 quit here you know so in a

way I1 still worry about the timing there a little bit and sometimes I1 think well you

know I1 wouldnt be upset if it did take me awhile to have a baby but I1 also a lot
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really think you know I1 really would like to have a baby that would be really nice I1

would enjoy that you know so now its more like for me I1 am excited about even

though the timing is still sometimes a concern so I1 think it was really a growing

experience and I1 dont feel like a total sense of urgency at this point about it you know

I1 feel like its something I1 want and when it happens ill be happy but I1 feel a lot more

philosophical well I1 think like I1 remember you were saying that no one in your family

had really had a miscarriage especially since it happened ive talked to my mom about it

more and um gosh I1 mean well I1 mean I1 dont even feel like im necessarily like my

mom because you talk to a lot of people who have their first miscarriage and then no

problems but um you know even my mom had like three or four before she had her first

child and really thought that she couldnt carry a baby full term and in between her

children she had a couple more but the ones she carried full term she never had a problem

with you know she never had to be in bed or anything so you know you just I1 kind of

figure that you know itll work out and like I1 said I1 have an aunt who has twelve

children and had like seven or eight miscarriages so I1 dont know I1 mean its not a fun

thing its not something you wish for

K no its still a scary thing you dont want it to happen again but you know that theres

a possibility it can at least youve gone through it once and you know what to expect

M well and I1 think its probably a little less traumatic for me since I1 didnt have to have a

dac I1 was talking to shauna about her experience in the hospital and I1 was just so glad

that I1 didnt do that I1 mean that just sounded so awful it was like a bad week but other

than that you know like it it was a private thing for me like I1 could it happened at home

and besides you know carrying tissue around laughs it really wasnt that major of a

problem and you know like I1 did talk to the doctor or at least his nurse afterwards

about like after when she got the tissue back and they actually they said from analyzing

the tissue they didnt find any fetal material and they thought it was just an empty sac

and I1 said well what what would cause it and they just said it just happens
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worriesworrles

you know so I1 mean its kind of a wierd thing that way and in a way that kind of

makes me feel bad like I1 said its hard to think that you have a baby and that something

is going wrong and its dying thats a scary thing it s easier to think that

K something went wrong

M way back when it was four cells something just went wrong

K and so it wasnt ever like it was something a whole baby in there

M anyway thats kind of an interesting thing but um I1 dont know I1 mean since since

this happened ive ended up telling a lot more people about it just because a kind of

bonding thing I1 guess

K does it help you to talk to people about it

M urnum I1 dont know that it helps me it did right after after it really did to talk to

people about it and kind of you know have sympathy I1 dont know share the pain

but and it also I1 think made me a lot less scared about labor like I1 know more about what

labor would be like a little I1 mean not really

K A little bit ya

M but I1 know I1 walked around laughs because I1 mean you know I1 was like man

that hurt and if that were like eight hours that would not be a cool thing laughs but

you know like in this ward its actually ive well the thing is and its been a little bit

interesting is were living in this ward where most people do have children um like we

havent like advertised it and we almost felt like we wanted to tell people when it was a

good time to do so like when the opportunity arose we we didnt hide it because to let

people know

K to let people know that youre trying

M well almost I1 think tanner my husband feels more that way than I1 do

K youre kind of like its none of your business

M exactly im sort of like who cares what you think but he kind of worriesworrles about

that more you know but um but also just to I1 dont know just to kind of its kind of a
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bonding thing among women more than anything thats the reason I1 end up telling people

just I1 mean everyone keeps talking about their labor experiences its kind of its the only

way I1 can relate you know kind of thing but it has been difficult being in the wardwud with

a lot of people with children because they talk so much about their children and about

labor I1 mean everyone you know youll be at a table at relief society and people are

talking about labor you know I1 mean its like a wierd thing

K and no one ever seems to talk about miscarraigemiscar

M

raige

no they dont well you know if they do

K its really not a happy subject

M well you know ya its like small intimate groups you talk about it you know like

ive talked about it a lot with a few of my friends in my old ward we used to like have

long conversations and women there had miscarriages but the whole baby thing you

know urnum but um either ive talked to people here you know in intimate conversations

about it but its not something that you bring up at homemaking you know

K right no

M but um its been hard for me just because I1 feel like like at times im not interested in

their labor experiences laughing you know what I1 mean and so I1 go to relief society

and im like man do these women talk about anything else besides this so I1 mean ive

probably been a little callous about it but I1 realize it helps to have people call and say

are you ok like I1 was always afraid to call people because you just like oh theyre

so busy with all thats a problem that I1 dont want to bother them kind of thing but I1

realize that it really does help to have someone call up and say hey are you ok you

know and its been interesting like my bishop I1 didnt tell like I1 didnt tell the bishop

that I1 was pregnant and like I1 worked closely with him you know because of my

calling and then I1 didnt tell him about the miscarriage but I1 told my counselor and my

counselors husband was the elders qourumgourum president and he told the bishop so it was

like this chain thing and the bishop what really kind of bugged me and it wasnt his
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I1 mean it was just for me such an uncomfortable thing for somebody to

say because I1 just dont think of it really that way you know its just ya well sure

whatever

fault he was really trying to be considerate he really was but what bugged me is he

would like soft tail around me all the time you know what I1 mean like he wanted to

give me room to like feel better or whatever I1 mean he didnt know what was wrong or

how I1 felt or anything I1 mean I1 hadnt said anything and and I1 wasw actuallyas probably

kind of rude to him like like we had some meeting and it was my first day back to

church after the whole thing and he was like well you dont have to be at this meeting if

you dont want to be hes like you know greg he says greg told me and im sorry

is there anything you need I1 said no no no im fine kind of like I1 was really kind

of brisk about it he was like well you dont have to go to the meeting and I1 was like

no im fine you know I1 was like I1 just wanted to get passed it at that point I1 just

wanted to go on with life you know so I1 was almost kind of like but he was trying to be

really nice and I1 was kind of rude about it and then later he ended up saying like Is

everything ok and I1 kind of was more open about it you know like a few weeks later

he said well I1 could tell that you really didnt want to talk about it before laughing so I1

didnt say anything and I1 was like ya well but um and his wife he and his wife

actually dont have any children and so and you get wierd reactions from people I1 dont

know if you felt that way like people say things trying to be sympathetic and youre

like like so what you know like I1 cant remember she said something that was a

little funny anyway she like one day went off on this kick about apparently she had

had a miscarriage her first pregnancy too

K thats common

M ya and and then talked about after that how um everything had been fine and then

she got off on this thing well at least you know you can get pregnant and then she

said I1 would just feel so unfulfilled as a woman if I1 didnt have children or something

and I1 was like

laughs so that I1 mean that other peoples reactions are the hardest for me
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and then actually the night I1 had the miscarriage while I1 was having really bad cramps

this guy called me he was in my caplin class that I1 teach hes a respitoryrespi therapisttory

tanner was also taking that class and apparently tanner had talked with this guy asking

about doctors because this guy worked at the hospital and his wife no not his wife his

sister was actually a nurse in labor and delivery and so and tanner said oh well find

out about you know our doctor for us and he talked to his sister and called me and

was calling me to tell me about that and so he called like that night and said oh well

you know I1 just wanted to call back and you know I1 talked to tanner and it had been a

few weeks by then and he said you know tanner said that you were seeing

drbiglerDr Bigler and and I1 said well I1 was oh I1 think I1 said something like right then I1

obviously didnt feel very well and I1 think I1 said something like well when did you talk

to tanner and he said oh a few weeks ago and I1 said oh well I1 was and hes

like oh well did you change doctors or something and I1 said no I1 had a

miscarriage and so then he was really oh im so sorry I1 called im so sorry you

know but I1 said no no its fine and I1 actually was still kind of curious about you

know what he said because I1 was thinking at that point you know I1 mean ill probably

be pregnant again someday and you know I1 wanted to find out about doctors and so I1

kind of talked to him for a few minutes and asked him about doctors and what his sister

had said and things like that and umurnurmumm and you know I1 really tried to make him feel okA

about calling because I1 really it wasnt a big deal for me you know I1 didnt I1 wasnt like

so upset about it I1 couldnt talk about it but then he like tanner told me that later he

was like apologizing profusely im so sorry I1 called and I1 wanted to talk to you first

because I1 was worried about that but she answered the phone and I1 said you know its

really okA so oh and then I1 had a roommate that I1 had seen while I1 was pregnant and 1I

when I1 wasnt really telling people but she asked me directly like which is a wierd thing

to do really shesashes like so when are you going to have a baby or so youre

pregnant I1 mean she really said something like that so I1 ended up saying well ya 1I
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am but im not really telling anyone if you hadnt asked me so directly I1 wouldnt have

told you you know I1 think I1 even said that so she knew and then I1 saw her just a few

weeks well two months ago so like quite awhile after the miscarriage so it didnt even

occur to me I1 saw her at the grocery store and she said something like I1 think she said

so did you have a babybabvbaba or did you have your baby and I1 was wearing kind of a

big sweater that day laughs and I1 thought she said so are you going to have a baby

and I1 took it as like she was saying I1 looked pregnant and I1 was like really insulted you

know and so I1 guess I1 kind of looked at her funny and was like what and um

tanner was with me and he was like man you were so rude and then she said well I1

thought and she just kind of stood there well I1 saw you and you said you were

pregnant then I1 realized I1 had told her I1 was pregnant and she was asking if I1 had my

baby you know and so I1 felt really bad because I1 was really kind of rude to her you

know I1 was like oh no you know but then she was like all really embarrassed about

it and so anyway its always kind of an awkward thing

K it is it is and even even since ive had one I1 mean just talking to other people

sometimes its awkward for me people I1 dont know very well who talk about it to kno

how to respond to them you know but I1 know better I1 know better now how to

respond but still

M well and it depends

K its still awkward cause you dont know how some people are

M ya you dont know if theyre totally upset about it or what

K are they going to break into tears as soon as you say something or if theyre going to

be like oh ya you know and talk to you about it

mya
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I1 conti atyt

mckenna

provo utah

july 13 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 22 sex female

place of birth burly idaho

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

college student

relation to collector personal friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

socialqnrin context

mckenna shared her miscarriage story with me on other occasions I1 conducted

this formal interview with her in provo utah july 13 1995 in her home we were the

only two people present mckenna was currently pregnant with her second pregnancy
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M I1 had felt kind ofyucky that week and that day I1 started to feel really bad I1 had

nasty tightening and cramping so I1 went to the bathroom and started to bleed and id

been bleeding a little bit and my mom told me it probably wasntasntw a big deal and so I1 said

ok and I1 didnt think it was a big deal so but then I1 called dave and im like this is

not good so we went to we were going to the university of7 utah medical center up

there so we went up we were just living in salt lake so we went up there and by the

time I1 got there I1 was just youvou know it w asjustarjust gone and they were like well they

asked me how far along I1 was and I1 was at twelve weeks so it wasnt very far so I1 went

in they took me into the emergency room and they checked me out thats where we

went into the emergency room and they checked me out and they then they did a dac
which I1 didnt like it was very uncomfortable I1 didnt like it I1 was terrified you know

they wouldnt let dave come in cause it was well they said it was kind of a surgical

thing I1 was wishing he could be there I1 was just like it was kind of scary and you know

it was over very fast so I1 mean it was kind of a whole big blank you know that whole

day was just kind of cassette is inaudible of stuff that happened and they put me in

recovery and I1 felt really yucky cause they gave me anesthesia and 1I uhhh I1 was sick

and I1 was tired and dave was there he was very comforting just like are you ok you

know and all this stuff I1 was just kind of in a daze I1 was just kind of like ya im fine

you know I1 just wanna go home Is what I1 really wanted to do I1 wanted to go home

and go to sleep and then they told me I1 probably was going to bleed for awhile afterward

and stuff and I1 was just and I1 was this is nasty this feels horrible you know I1 didnt

feel well for awhile after that and then when we went home I1 made him stop the car

laughs cause I1 had to be sick it was awful I1 thought I1 was fine and I1 felt fine a long as I1

was sitting down but once I1 stood and they said it probably would make me sick and

it did and I1 did eat they had crackers and things like that so it was a miserable thing I1

mean it wasnt even the fact of losing the baby that day it was just a whole bunch of

miserable stuff just that whole day even losing the baby didnt hit me that day you
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I1 told him why you know cause I1 didnt want him to be mad at me

it wasnt like an avoidable thing you know so I1 told him too and you know going back

to work was just miserable I1 was kind of numb for so long and it just I1 would just be

like I1 would there would be a few days where I1 would be I1 would just come home and I1

just felt like I1 was in a stupor all the time and I1 wouldnt think about it and my mom

would be oh think about it and cry

know it was just like there was just too much stuff going on and then in the next weeks

I1 started to be more upset about youvou know cause you know all the stuff that wasw

going

as

on that day

K it wasnt until later

mya I1 started to think about it you knowknon and I1 didnt even tell my mother until a few

days later and I1 told her I1 was like we lost a baby you know I1 didnt I1 didnt want to

call her right away in fact did she call me I1 dont know but she was coming that

weekend and I1 thought we need to tell her and so I1 and 1I 1I didnt go to work I1 didnt

want to go back to work a couple of other people at work did know that I1 was pregnant

urnum and 1I you know it was kind of embarrassing I1 didnt feel well when I1 was pregnant

so I1 was sometimes late to work and stuff and then I1 called her and im like im not

coming in you know chuckles

K you didnt tell her at all

M ya and I1 didnt uh oh I1 did I1 told one of the people why you know and he the guy I1

told did not know I1 was pregnant but he was a nice guy you know I1 couldnt just say

im not coming in

and stuff were very much alike when something

bad happens its kind of you just kind of shut down and you just kind of try and get over

it as fast as you can and get back to normal and it wasnt working very well you know

for the next couple of weeks um one day I1 was just like having a panic attack and I1

couldnt I1 couldnt go to work I1 was bawling and bawling and dave was like what is

wrong with you you know he didnt understand and I1 just bawled I1 mean I1 had to sit

down you know I1 was about to go to work and he was just are you ok you know
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he didnt understand I1 couldnt really explain it to him why I1 was bawling I1 was just

crying and crying and and I1 was just terrified I1 didnt want to leave the house and go I1

just wanted to stay home you know and just go back to bed or whatever and he was

like whats wrong with you he kind of calmed me down and I1 went to work and I1

was late and I1 felt bad the whole time cause I1 was it was just like work was nothing to

me anymore I1 didnt care about going to work I1 was too depressed and stuff and I1 just

didnt care about it and I1 wasnt giving myself time off to grieve or you know even think

about it really you know and it happened a few times where id do that id just

suddenly break down and just bawl you know and I1 wouldnt even be thinking about

anything id just it was like this big crash and bawl thing that id do and I1 just id be

like am I1 going insane you know im just like what is wrong with me I1 was just

like I1 am so wierd you know and my mom was like my mom would call me all the

time have you let yourself grieve today shesashes like you need to and id be like

uh huh you know and I1 really hadnt I1 didnt even think about it if I1 could help it it

slowly started to be more feeling more I1 mean I1 was just kind of it was a really wierd

feeling like I1 was dead inside and I1 liked kids and I1 spent a lot of time around kids cause

I1 was working in the toy department so there were kids around me all the time this was

in salt lake at ZCMI I1 was working with kids all the time you know and it it was a

distraction in a way because people always had babies you know it was like I1 was

playing with kids all the time and stuff and you know and some of the ladies would be

like do you have kids and I1 told a couple of ladies you know I1 had a miscarriage

not too long ago and you know a couple of the women who had miscarriages

themselves you know were just like ya and my mom had one three months before

so and I1 was really I1 was glad that the baby wasnt four or five months so that you could

feel it moving I1 really you know thats when I1 think thats when you really start to

concentrate on theres you know theres a baby

K theres a life inside of you
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M ya and see even like right now im a few months along again it doesnt feel like a

whole lot even though the other day I1 felt these really wierd feelings in there but I1 just

thought nah its too early to feel a baby

K not necessarily

M I1 hear that some people do feel it earlier and 1I and I1 didnt you know beforehand

and so I1 was glad that was one thing I1 was glad that I1 didnt have a big like have a

stillborn or something like that you know I1 said well im grateful that this didnt

happen but I1 never let myself think im sad that this happened you know I1 was

always

K you were always trying to look at the positive

M ya and the negative I1 think you need to have some of the negative because after

after about four months we moved here and I1 was working at ZCMI alterations here and

I1 had a lot of lady friends and you know lets see I1 dont know I1 think I1 think two of

them had miscarriages you know and we would it was easy to talk to them it was all

women so we kind of had it was almost kind of a support group there and it was really

fun but I1 began I1 began to really notice that it bugged me more and more that I1 didnt

have a baby and then the closer it got to the time when the baby was going to be due

the more I1 started thinking about it and the more upset I1 became about losing a baby and

I1 would think I1 would see people walking their babies and I1 would just I1 couldnt look at

cm cause I1 would just be like you know that should have been me you know and I1

would then I1 would go to church and see behind these women with their teenage kids and

think you know my baby will never be a teenager like them you know and I1 was so

upset and I1 would have I1 had a hard time sitting in church watching them I1 couldnt

stand to look at moms with their little kids you know and I1 would just and I1 would and

I1 started to doing the crying thing again too where id cry and cry and dave would just be

like now whats wrong you know and I1 mean it had been months you know and he

didnt really understand
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actuaacqua I1sign llyliyily

K well you know its really like theres a person that died so we forget that

M well it was wierd because I1 would look I1 remember one time I1 was walking through

the mall on my way back from lunch break looked over at a mom with her little baby and

I1 thought and it wasjust all of a sudden I1 missed holding my baby id never held it

never touched it I1 missed it I1 missed holding it I1 missed the cuddling you know I1 never

nursed it but I1 missed that you know and it was a really wierd feeling it was very

significant feeling of loss like I1 had actually held it actually had it and it was gone and it

was a really strange feeling id had that feeling for a couple of weeks and it almost drove

me nuts I1 was just like this is too wierd I1 cant stand it you know and thats when I1

started being sad all of the time about it and I1 told dave im just so sad this is so

depressing for me when my mother had a miscarriage my sister in law was asking about

it at christmas cause shesashes never had one she has two babies but she hasnt had a

miscarriage and she was like what is it hard and I1 said yes its hard and its a very

strange feeling you feel like its never going to go away until you have another baby so

you can kind of forget that you lost that one and you know have a positive instead

of sad and my mother in law was shaking her head and she was like ya I1 think that

thats true and my mom felt the same way and I1 thought that you know and even

though I1 was planning on waiting a long time to have another baby I1 was glad because

finally once I1 was able to realize that I1 really missed that baby you know I1 hadnt had it

but even though I1 missed it it certainly made it so much easier to me to get passed it

because like after I1 had that really bad month where this is the month the baby was going

to be bomborn and 1I you know I1 missed it and all this stuff but I1 really admitted to myself

you know how awful I1 felt about it you know and its just like you think well ive

done everything I1 drink all my milk and I1 you know I1 ate everything right and I1 treated

myself right and you know you just think what happened

K you start to think what did I1 do
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M ya ya what happened to me how did I1 lose it wasalaswlaswras I1 not going to be a good mother

you know you just kind of get this scared feeling like you know and then id just be like

well am I1 ever going to be able to have a baby what if I1 cant have babies you know

you start to worry maybe somethingssome wrongthings with me you know maybe my

bodysblodys just ruined and I1 wont ever be able to carry babies you know and dave would

be like thats ridiculous you know and id just be like well I1 feel that way you

know its scary even now I1 just feel like I1 dont want anything to happen right now

you know I1 just I1 wont let myself get stressed when I1 feel my body get tense were

relaxing wereweire going to eat whatever we like were going to do everything we like you

know cause I1 just really its scary now that im getting to the thir end of the third

month and I1 feel fine and im getting over the sickness a little bit and all of this stuff you

know and I1 had a pretty good experience with this trimester and I1 feel a little better I1 feel

a lot better im looking forward to this baby more than I1 was the first one you know I1

think I1 appreciate the experience more too im just like im more excited for this baby

than I1 was for the first one you know I1 look forward to this baby of course I1 probably

appreciate it more hoping that ill be able to have this one and I1 dont have any bad

feelings I1 dont really feel like im gonna lose this one I1 dont feel that way about it at all

you know its helped im so glad that I1 was able to get over the miscarriage before I1 got

pregnant again too because I1 might have still stayed depressed you know and it might

have been really wierd starting another baby and then thinking you know being still

depressed and you know upset over the first one and I1 was happy by the time I1 got

pregnant again I1 was fine about everything things didnt bother me you know and I1 was

better you know it was sad it was a sad experience but it wasnt as profoundly painful

as it used to be thats really what helped me out so as soon as I1 was able to admit to

myself that there was a bad side to it as well as a positive it took me awhile to get to

that negative part and say this is bad this was painful this is how it was instead of

itll be ok itll be okA you know and I1 guess ive always done that you know with bad in
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my family and its different when it happens to your own body and things like that its

a lot stranger then you realize im responsible for a life now you know and what

happened you know theres no theres no explanation you know it wasnt it wasnt

like I1 had tests done to see if the baby had anything wrong and my RH factors fine I1

know I1 dont have to worry about that you know so it was things things that you really

dont understand and may not know why it happened but it did and you always

wonder why youll always wonder what really happened and you dont know so I1

mean I1 guess thats the agony Is you never really know exactly what happened but its

okA now thats the most important thing its changed a lot about how I1 feel about women

too

K what do you mean

M well I1 mean you just you think of pregnancy as this happy little thing that happens

to people and you dont think of miscarriage as a common thing but it is a very common

thing

K did you know that before you had your miscarriage

M my mother had told me that she had had a miscarriage and I1 was kind of surprised

and then once I1 had mine it was like out of the woodwork all these people were like I1

had one and I1 had one and I1 was just like wow you know

K im not alone

M and its so its it takes away that guilt and failure thing you know instead of well

how come am I1 the only one that you know ever lost a baby youre not you know

my I1 have an aunt who lost about four or five she only had two kids and she wanted

babies more than anything and she only was able actually to have two you know and it

was so strange and you hear her how she was able to be strong through a bunch of

miscarriages just to have those two kids you know because that was so important to

her and I1 just think if I1 had miscarriages like that I1 would be so discouraged I1 would just

be like I1 dont care anymore im not going to have babies you know thats how I1
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shesashes like I1 only had

two

would get and she was just like I1 wanted lots of babies but

and im just like wow how could you be so tough and resiliantresiliaresilient thatnt really

helped me out too shesashes a veryverv nicenice ladyladvjadv theyrethevre not LDS but they live in salt lake

laughs and they and theythevchev really shesashes a really understanding woman ive always

admired her a lot that helped me out too to be surrounded by people who could say

ive shared cassette is inaudible and its not abnormal its not abnormal and that

really changed my opinion about how you know how women are you always think

well theyre just happy little mothers

K they dont have any problems

M they probably all lost one you know you have five or six kids you probably lost

one somewhere along the way

K sure your chances are a whole lot higher

M you know I1 mean you look at them you go to the ward and all these moms with lots

of kids you just think

K theyve probably experienced miscarriage

M they probably have now they change their mind about that kind of thing you know

it makes you realize how resilient women are if they can you know carry something

inside of their body lose and still get over that I1 think that would be hard I1 think its also

important for one reason that you are ready to be a mother before you try to ever have

kids because if you have to lose one and youre not at the maturity level you know you

can see why you know there is this cycle in things that happen and that would be harder

to I1 think with my sister whoschos eighteen wants to get married and I1 was thinking shesashes

probably gonna have a baby right away and I1 was thinking if the same thing happened

to her how will she deal with it you know how would she does she have the life

skills and has she been through enough things that you know this could really ruin her

and she does have a real support group with mom and me right there its helpful now

now and I1 always think that things happen for a reason I1 think ive been through all
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kinds of stuff that I1 think were sort of unnecessary but as soon as one of my friends

goes through it after me im like

K now you know why

M this is exactly why this is exactly why things that happen to me that I1 hate you

know happen because I1 have always felt like that I1 am kind of a big testing ground for all

of these things and that when something that happens to me that I1 dont like I1 always

think somebodyssomebodys going to have this happen that I1 know sometime soon and it

always happens that way so I1 figure im just this storehouse of exotic experiences and I1

can share with you anyone you want laughs you know and it its kind of a thing to

be grateful for I1 mean if you are able to do that having problems all the time and being

able to help other people thats very fortunate thats one thing ive always thought is is

the reason ive always felt positive about that experience and try to think on the positive

side is that I1 always think that sometime its going to happen to one of my friends or

someone where I1 can say ive been through that you know and we can talk about it
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rachel

provo utah

july 14 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 24 sex female

place of birth washington DC

home region west jordan utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

graduate student technical writer

relation to collector colleague and friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social context

I1 had previously spoken a little with rachel about her miscarriage experience I1

conducted this interview with rachel in provo utah july 14 1995 at the home of my

parents in law no one else was present in the room rachel was currently pregnant with

her second pregnancy
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R it just started I1 bled a lot before I1 actually had the miscarriage so um like it started

one thursday night I1 just noticed I1 was bleeding a little bit but I1 didnt really worry about

it cause I1 figured it was ok cause there wasnt a lot of blood or anything it was just

K did people tell you it was common cause thats what people told me

R ya and um so on thursday that was a thursday night and then I1 didnt bleed at all

it was just like pink it wasnt hardly anything and then I1 waited until the next day to

call the doctor I1 actually waited until after I1 got home from work so it was like two

oclock so I1 called them and left a message on a machine this was one of the frustrating

things about it is cause the doctors the nurses never answered the phone or anything

K oh youre kidding

R so I1 leave a message on the nurses phone machine laughs it was still kind of stupid

and I1 said you know I1 was bleeding last night was all and then they called me and

said well just rest and then cause they asked me how much I1 bled and stuff and

then like right after I1 hung up I1 discovered that I1 was bleeding a little more and it was like

red so I1 called them back and I1 said uh its kind of different now laughs

K its getting worse

R ya so so then they told me you know just take it easy rest its probably just your

uterus shedding or something like that they tell you that im like ok and so I1 was

a little worried after that after it started again and then uh so I1 just got in bed and they

told me to stay in bed

K to rest

R no they said stay in bed so I1 thought that I1 couldnt get up or anything laughs

and then um then my husband came home and I1 told him he didnt think it was a big

deal either and then laughs so he was like he wanted to uh invite some friends over

that night and stuff laughs and then like I1 read about it in books and it said you know

usually it doesnt necessarily mean youre having a miscarriage when youre bleeding but
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then it it said I1 dont know but the symptoms they gave for miscarriage werent exactly

what I1 was experiencing it seemed more sudden so I1 didnt worry about it too much but

then it said sometimes you know you bleed for like three or four days and then

thats the same thing you know so um the longer I1 kept bleeding the more id read

about it because and I1 just wanted it to stop

K and did it start to get heavier

R it didnt get a lot heavier until like sunday morning it just started getting really heavy

cause I1 didnt really have to wear like all I1 had to wear was like one of those little pads

you know the little thin ones

K pantylinersPanty

R

liners

ya pantylinerspanty butliners then on sunday morning it just started getting heavier and I1

started getting cramps and stuff then I1 knew you know and then um it was really

wierd because my husband didnt really believe it was happening you know so he

wouldnt give me a blessing laughs or anything hes like dont worry about it but

then finally when I1 had cramps and stuff

K was he in a state of denial or something

R ya I1 guess so and finally when I1 had cramps and stuff he um he agreed to give me a

blessing I1 woke him up like four in the morning laughs and it was pretty good it was

nice cause he sat there for awhile trying to be inspired at four oclock in the morning

laughs and then um he blessed me that I1 would be able to have all the children that I1

wanted to things like that so he helped me so it was it was basically a good blessing

cause ive heard of other ive had friends whovedhove had husbands say that they wouldnt

have a miscarriage and then they did

K oh really and then they did

R ya that would be really traumatic

K it would

R that would be a lot worse
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I1 talked to a nurse at utah valley so I1 talked to her

and she said well call your doctor

K that would be hard

R so umurnurmumm anyway I1 called the hospital because the doctors office told me to call the

hospital and I1 called utah valley and 1I 1I dont know I1 felt kind of bad calling the

hospital because they acted like I1 was so silly to call them laughs and they said well

you should be calling your doctor

so I1 called the doctor and they had this pager thing

and I1 couldnt figure out how to work it youre supposed to dial in your number or

something but it was just like this beep you know on the end of the phone so ive never

done that before my husband hadnt either so I1 just couple times called it then hung up

then a couple of times I1 called and finally the doctor called me back and he said look

im not on duty right now can you call again

K he said that

R ya he didnt like ask what was wrong or anything so I1 called him again and by that

time I1 just said well lets just go to a different hospital so cause it was frustrating

that was one of the most frustrating things and so we went to the orem community

hospital which is where my other doctor works and they were really nice they treated

me really nice and stuff put these blankets over me and stuff

K so youd gone into the hospital

R ya and then they just checked me to make sure I1 was dialatedalateddealateddi and all this stuff I1

guess id passed some blood clotsblots you know that stuff and so I1 wasnt sure what that

was cause id never seen anything like that

K did you read that you save some tissue

R ya so I1 saved that and brought it into them

K I1 couldnt tell

R I1 didnt know what it was

K it all looked the same to me

R your husband didnt know either huh
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K no he like fished in and got some and I1 just said it looks like a blood clot to me

R ya and then umurnurmumm so anyway the doctor was reallyrealbybealby nice and he said you know he

talked about how it was mother natures way of saying just try again you know which

is I1 mean he said it in a way that was better than most people say it laughs because

most people are like well it happens to most people you know something like that

which is not very comforting but um so anyway they were really nice so after that I1

felt pretty good I1 didnt feel great but and then we went home and then it started and I1

hadnt passed the fetus yet so after I1 got home my cramps started getting worse and stuff

so I1 just took an ibuprofen it helped a little bit but it still hurt but I1 mean it wasnt

really really painful and then I1 guess the worst part was passing the fetus I1 didnt feel it

or anything but it was it was just really traumatic you know because I1 didnt know

what to do with it you know what do you do with this just flush it down the toilet

laughs

K you actually saw it

R ya and that was hard because you know it doesnt I1 dont know because this whole

time youre thinking you have this baby inside of you and then theres this big lump

thing well it was you could tell that it was it was the fetus but you really dont think

of it that way you know so it was kind ofwierd and then I1 flushed it down the toilet

and it was it felt wierd to do that because for all this time you have to eat right and stuff

and heres this thing and then you flush it down the toilet its really wierd and I1 think

that was that was hardest thing just not not when it actually happened but remembering

that is the hardest thing just because I1 dont know its wierd K sure it is its like this

this little I1 dont know human that youre throwing away or the beginnings of a little

human

R ya urnum I1 dont know I1 had all of these wierd feelings like you know then I1 started

thinking about abortion whether or not its good trying to think about all of these

different things and it was it was just really wierd and then I1 remember one of the
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things I1 felt was um you know oh well actually on sunday I1 felt pretty good about it

not yay I1 had a miscarriage or anything but I1 was pretty calm and things like that and

like we got home and I1 was just sitting on the sofa and for that that weekend for some

reason you know do you get the deseret news and the church news you know that

one section where they have those questions it was how to cope with miscarriage or

something like that

K thats interesting

R so he was going through all of the newspapers throwing them away and stuff and

um he said do you want to see this church news cause I1 hadnt seen it that was

one of the things that was in it so it was kind of cool

K that that was in the church news

R ya so I1 kind of felt like you know somebody was watching out for me at least

K right well what timing

R uh huh so that was kind of cool

K did you tell people or who did you tell and how did you deal with that

R I1 didnt really tell a lot of people we had told my husbands parents and his

grandmother and a couple of his cousins and it wasnt like we wanted to tell them it was

like something that they kind of guessed so and um my husbands parents called the

day that I1 had my miscarriage cause they always call on sunday and so he said well

you know he told them about it and stuff then I1 guess they called my husbands

grandmother and she called me and wanted to know if I1 wanted to come over for dinner

laughs im like no thanks

K did she know

R well she never had a miscarriage so you know its not the day to go out to dinner

and then even if you felt like going out to dinner its probably best not to do it no you

couldnt cause theres all this stuff falling out of you laughs you know
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K well and a lot of people I1 mean youre in pain for some people its worse than

others

R ya it hurt too and it hurt for a couple of daysdavs but I1 guess the first day was the

worst I1 dont know and then lets see I1 hadnt told my parents I1 told a couple of

people at school and stuff but it wasnt as really hard to tell them as to tell relatives for

some reason I1 dont know why but because I1 dont know you feel like your relatives

expect something it makes you feel like youre not living up to something I1 dont know

its so dumb

K no its not I1 mean I1 think thats a common thing

R ya and another thing that happened was like all my relatives all my husbands

relatives knew about it you know they all knew about it even though we only told like

one person laughs

K thats the grapevine

R ya and so so months afterwards people were asking me when my baby was due and

im just like well I1 had a miscarriage so and then I1 dont know when like people

that I1 told about it cause some people asked me why I1 wasnt in church or things like

that and you tell them and they act like they dont say anything its just wierd

K I1 dont think they know what to say

R its either like people tell you that all these people had miscarriages but I1 dont think

as many people I1 know have had them you know the people that I1 told because cause

they just acted really dumb

K like what would they say or do

R they would well a lot of people just didnt say anything and um and then you know

some people I1 liked the best one I1 liked was when some people just said you know im

sorry you know stuff like that but some of my relatives wrote me letters like my

husbands mother had a miscarriage when she was like five months along

K how many weeks along were you
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R I1 was ten weeks and uh lets see and she wrote me a big long letter about how she

was really depressed and stuff and that was nice but I1 cant really talk to her about it

because her experience was so different from mine and I1 feel like mine wasnt as

traumatic you know which it probably wasntasntw

K but its traumatic I1 mean its traumatic for you you know but I1 guess id put it that

way if I1 compare to someone elsesalses that would be hard

R I1 think so and then uh my sister in law wrote me and she she had had a miscarriage

that she didnt know about because she had gone to the doctor and had a pregnancy test

and then shed gotten her period so hers was really early so her letter was like you

know almost everyone ive talked to has had one which was nice to know I1 mean the

way she said it was nice but some people were really dumb about it laughs so I1 didnt

tell I1 hadnt told my mom I1 was pregnant but then I1 told her she was kind of mad at me

K I1 did that my parents didnt even know I1 was pregnant and then when I1 told them it

was miscarriage how did you feel about that

R well well I1 dont know it was nice to be able to talk to her about it so I1 dont know

it made me think well next time ill tell her laughs so next time I1 told her this time

K had your mom experienced miscarriage

rno
K no one in my immediate family has so I1 felt 1I was this wierdo

R ya ya its just my family I1 mean nobody ever talked about miscarriage so I1 just

thought you know like 1I 1I told you before I1 thought it was like a hereditary thing

K so did I1 laughter

R after I1 was like man I1 was dumb laughs and I1 think thats the way most people

think and then one of the things my sister in law said was that I1 should read books

about miscarriage I1 dont know if I1 shouldveshoul donedve that because they were really scary

you know and the ones I1 read were for people that have repeated miscarriages and stuff

I1 think
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K not just first time

R im not sure but at the same at one time well you know at the beginning it gave all

these statistics and that was kind of encouraging because it told you if you have one

miscarriage umurnurmumm you have about an 89 chance of not having one the next time so I1

mean that was comforting to know but you know I1 read all these stories and im just

going uhhh you know because I1 just did not want to be like the women in those

stories it was really sad what happened to them but where am I1 going with all this

laughs the first day I1 was ok you know I1 was sad about it and then like the second

day I1 stayed home from work and stuff and uh I1 was just really depressed and and I1

think I1 must have had like cause I1 delt with it on an intellectual level I1 delt with it pretty

well I1 mean I1 reasoned it out spiritually I1 dealt with it but somehow emotionally I1

think maybe like the hormones had kicked in by the second day or something because I1

think like I1 was like really really depressed like almost suicidally depressed it was just

really wierd and it I1 dont know it was hard and I1 think urnum and it was just like every

once in awhile id just get that way it was just like this id feel fine and then all of a

sudden id just get really depressed and then id feel fine you know so I1 think it might

have been some hormone thing

K oh im sure it was

R because and then when I1 was reading in that book it said that women who have

miscarriages in their first trimester have its like a lot worse than having postpartum

depression thats what I1 was reading and and that made me feel kind of good because I1

thought you know laughs I1 must have been crazy when I1 was going through that and

uh I1 dont think people understand that either because I1 dont know well its not that I1

couldnt handle it

K theres a huge difference when you think about it miscarriage youve lost something

whereas postpartum depression is just an overwhelming feeling of look what you have
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rrlarl I1

R ya ya and um they actually they said that actually your hormone levels are highest

at the beginning of pregnancy so uh when you lose it then its even worse than at the

end of pregnancy I1 dont know I1 dont know I1 think maybe I1 had now im scared for

postpartum depression that I1 might be wierd about it laughs

K no youll be fine

R but um but I1 think I1 dont know that was kind of hard too just having to go through

that and unjustuhjust made me think about things differently and I1 kind of felt resentful a

little bit sometimes like you know that like my mom said that she had gone into this

this clinic the health clinic and you know all these teenage girls were going in for

pregnancy tests and there are all these pregnant teenage girls and I1 was just thinking

you11you know here are all these here are all these pregnant teenage girls and christie

brinkley was pregnant too laughs

K I1 know didnt it seem like everyone in their dog was pregnant how did you feel

R urnum you know the people that I1 knew were pregnant I1 was like fine but sometimes

id see people in the store and id just arrnrr you know id just have these really hateful

feelings towards people and I1 was like man this is so wierd and I1 was so jealous

and I1 I1 dont know 1I ive never been like that before so that was wierd to deal with

you know after a month a month went by I1 wasnt really like that anymore

K did it seem to get better with time or did time make it worse for you as far as this

jealousy mode

R urnum I1 think it got a little bit better after awhile I1 was just like oh who cares

laughs you know but I1 think the first month or maybe it was the first two months I1

dont know I1 was just so tired and I1 didnt realize how tired I1 was cause when

christmas break hit because I1 had my miscarriage november 13th and christmas break

K so this was just this last november
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R ya when christmas break hit I1 had no classes and I1 could go to work whenever I1

wanted to it was I1 slept a whole lot so I1 think that I1 really needed sleep and things and

that wasnt something that I1 realized as much because when I1 was pregnant I1 thought

well you know actuallyactuallv I1 kind of pushed myself the first time I1 was pregnant more

than I1 shouldveshoul

K

dve

well you dont know did anyone bring over meals and stuff did the relief societysocietv

bring you over a mealmeal9meala

R no in fact they were calling me to take people meals

K did they know that you had had a miscarriage9miscarriagemiscarriages

R

9

no nobody told them so I1 didnt expect them to but I1 think that was that was one

of the things that I1 thought you know that would be so nice because I1 didnt cook

anything I1 didnt have any energy to in fact we called my cousins grandma and we lustjust

saidsald laughing can we come over for dinnerdinner9dinnery

K

9

well its like you had a baby although its early its not maybe like the same but you

know youve lost a lot of blood

R ya its pretty tiring I1 think people think of it as like having your period or something

K and maybe for some people it is like that but still

R and I1 think I1 think it probably is for some people cause just from the way that I1 c

heard people describe it its like and it did feel a lot like that but it was a lot it was a lotlol101

more painful and I1 think it did make me more tired than it would before course m

period really makes me tired laughs urnum no but actually 1I one you know when m

friend had a miscarriage and I1 knew about it pretty early when she had it you know I1

knew about it like the day after I1 took her dinner cause that was one of the things I1

thought that I1 would have wanted you know

K you kind of know better now

R ya and I1 think people are just kind of ignorant about it

K I1 do too I1 dont think they mean to be mean or insensitive
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I1 mean 1I 1I started going to work well lets see I1 went and

taught english 115 on tuesday which is ok actually I1 liked doing that cause it was kind

of a diversion because you know you have to be happy and stuff like that

K well you kind of have to deal with life again

R ya ya and but going back to my regular job was harder than that it was it wasnt as

much fun because I1 had a lot of time just sitting there writing writing on the computer

and stuff and that was kind of hard to get back into but I1 didnt start going back to that

until wednesday then after my job I1 came home and 1I 1I was like I1 dont want to drive
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urnum did anyone fix you dinner

K luana cause she knew and I1 was relief society president and so what am I1 going to

do call the compassionate service leader can you bring me over dinner it was really

awkward so I1 didnt get any others in fact no one in my ward knew in fact I1 moved

from the ward and no one knows except for one person I1 think what was stupid was 1I 1I

wanted that and yet I1 hadnt told anyone but I1 felt bad that no one knew

R I1 was so embarrassed about it and then my husband would like try to cover it up too

which I1 thought was wierd

K it is

R you know but because my father well my fathers a lot different than my husband is

and he just like always blabs everything you know to everyone and im kind of a little

bit like him you know if we have some problem ill tell somebody laughs but um but

you know sam is just like I1 guess he was afraid that I1 would be embarrassed so he didnt

tell people and like I1 was supposed to on wednesday I1 was supposed to drive up to

salt lake with the with the young women and he said I1 could you know they called me

and he said I1 was asleep and and they asked if I1 could drive up on wednesday and he

said ya shell

R ya but if someone has a miscarriage later on they will its just the early ones they

just think oh it happens so often

laughs you know and by the time wednesday came I1 was just like

uhhh I1 dont think ill go
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up to salt lake laughs and it turned out that they had they cancelled it so I1 was

really gladgiad

K but you mentioned you were embarrassed why were you embarrassed as far as

people knowing that you had a miscarriage

R I1 dont know why I1 wasw embarrassedas I1 guess I1 think um I1 dont know when I1 talked

to my friends theyre embarrassed because um like they were so happy about it and

they didnt expect it to happen and theyre embarrassed because of that and maybe thats

why I1 was embarrassed I1 dont know

K did you talk about it to people

R ya but see I1 didnt I1 wasnt really I1 didnt talk to a lot of people about it so but the

people that I1 did talk about the two about it I1 was embarrassed you know for that

reason because id talked about it and I1 was excited about it and stuff so you know

cause I1 was so dumb that I1 didnt expect it to happen laughs

K thats not dumb you know

R but thats thats what I1 think my feelings were and then um but I1 dont know why I1

would be embarrassed I1 guess because of the weakness or something or maybe I1 thought

that there was something wrong with me or something not that 1I 1I thought that there

was something wrong but that other people would think

K that other people would think that there was something wrong

R ya ya and sometimes my students were such a pain at the end of the semester

because I1 had a shine class and I1 was like uhhh laughs and urnum and sometimes I1

just wanted to say you know do you know whats been happening to me lately

laughs but I1 never did

K I1 remember I1 remember coming back um after like two after missing two class

periods of 115 teaching and they were like it was on a friday I1 went back friday and

they were like whats wrong what did you have whats your problem and I1 said I1

just didnt feel well and they were like well we I1 had the flu and I1 came and you
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know you know I1 thought I1 should just tell them and then theyd feel this big you know

but I1 didnt I1 just thought well whatever

R ya and im glad I1 didnt tell them otherwise you know then you bring this whole

other thing into your classroom lk1 miscarried when I1 was married for seven months so

its like then people started bugging me about it I1 was like leave me alone

K its almost like throwing salt on a wound I1 mean especially when youve had a

miscarriage R the worst one is when people talk about what it feels like to be pregnant

when youre pregnant your husband will be more sympathetic towards your

sicknesses things like that and im like uhhruhh I1 dont think so laughs I1 think most

people that I1 talked to had different experiences than I1 did but it helped a little I1 think it

was more helpful when when I1 got to play the part on the counselor instead of being

counseled church I1 think helped I1 talked about my blessing and stuff cause that was

one thing I1 think you know I1 felt pretty good about that um I1 thought you know

heavenly father wants me to have children I1 didnt really feel like he had some personal

vendetta against me or something but I1 was like oh I1 hope you dont make me make

this a never ending trial for me you know

K you didnt see it as something that you were being punished for

R no I1 didnt really see it as a punishment sometimes I1 kind of slipped into that you

know when I1 was getting depressed but um 1I 1I knew that it was wrong even when I1

felt that way so and I1 think that that is one of the stupidest things about people in the

church to feel that way cause im like its totally against any doctrine we have but

people still feel that way I1 think theyre dumb laughs so and I1 tell people that too

cause some people say something like I1 think god was punishing me im like god

doesnt punish us really you know

K I1 agree and I1 think thats one of the hardest things in our church

R and especially he wont punish us with miscarriage you know I1 dont think at all
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K thats a pretty I1 mean to talk about a loving heavenly father thats a pretty mean

thing to do if that were

R right ya and I1 think I1 mean it was probably a good experience for me to have cause

it makes me more grateful and things like that but I1 can look at it that way maybe you

know if it happened to me because of that or because it would have been I1 mean maybe

the fetus had some defect or something I1 dont really I1 dont know I1 kind of I1 kind of

think you know with your first pregnancy that its like it must have something to do

with like immune system or something cause it happens so much more

K cause your bodysblodys just getting it right ive read that its actually much more common

for a woman to have a miscarriage on the first time than any other time

R its like one out of three

K I1 guess your body is trying to get used to this thing

R 1I 1I dont know I1 dont know

K I1 dont either laughter

R but thats one of my little theories

K doesnt it help you to look at it that way to look at it more or less this is mortality

this is how things happen or do you see a lot of intervention of god you know I1

guess he didnt want me to have this or

R I1 dont know its kind ofwierd because I1 cant I1 cant really I1 dont really know how

to see it doctrinally cause ive had people you know the only thing I1 know for sure is

that you know your miscarried um children arent sealed to you and your children arent

sealed to you unless theyre bomborn alive which some miscarriages are born alive so I1 dont

know but um but anyway and then um so I1 thought you know then its just nothing

but then um and thats kind of the way we viewed it at first my husband and 1I but

then when 1I one of our friends you know the one that had the really hard experience of

five months miscarriage and stuff she had she actually had twins and one of them she

miscarried like the one at the end of the first trimester and then the other was like at
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so you know and then now were like

oh who knows

K no one really does I1 certainly dont know

R that thats kind of one of the things that I1 think is kind of difficult to deal with

because theres no doctrine about it As far as church goes oh and I1 was going to say
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twenty two weeks and he gave her a lot of blessings and stuff because he was her

hometeacherhome andteacher stuff and we were pretty good friends with them we took care of their

kids

K they already have one other child

R ya and I1 think thats good for them to already have one too when that was happening

but umurnurmumm I1 think he kind of changed his point of view a little bit and I1 im still like I1

dont know whats going on laughs but he kind of views it that youll be able to be

pregnant with that child in the resurrection you know or something and I1 think a lot of

people do see it that way

K ive never thought about it that way

R and and uh cause he said you know and I1 was talking to another friend of mine we

were just discussing the doctrine of it cause I1 always thought that it was its a

confusing doctrine because nobody says anything about it you know and she said she

said that she had had a religion teacher who actually told her that so that was kind of

interesting to me that a religion teacher would actually say that so I1 dont know im kind

of like whatever laughs

K I1 never really looked at it not to sound callous but I1 never looked at it as a human

being I1 just felt like early on something had gone wrong you know the pictures that you

see and two weeks four weeks it it just never looked real human to me and so I1 guess

thats kind of how I1 dealt with it is that it wasnt ever really human cause it just never

fully developed

R ya and I1 dont know how like at first we were like well well just have to wait

until the next one cause that body wasnt good
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you know I1 was I1 was like really sick after having my miscarriage I1 still had morning

sickness and stuff and I1 would get these really nauseating headaches and id have to

like like I1 dont know whether maybe it was stress cause my mom gets headaches

sometimes

K did you get morning sickness when you were pregnant the first time

R I1 didnt really have it that as bad as I1 did the second time

K I1 think its common not to and that if you do is usually kind of like but some women

dont have any and you know they have a healthy baby thats fine but the sicker you are

supposedly the better is

R I1 was glad I1 was sicker the second time cause I1 was like

K I1 know same here even though I1 was so sick like how did it help you to to feel

sick

R to feel sick because I1 really felt like I1 was really pregnant and 1I and id talked to

you about that before

K ya I1 remember that

R so I1 was like hmm thats good

K ya it was kind of a mixed blessing you know because I1 was like so sick I1 thought I1

was going to die

R and I1 actually wasnt it was funny cause I1 wasnt as sick like I1 was only sick like

during the second month or second into the third month towards the end of the third I1

didnt feel very sick but even compared to how I1 felt after my miscarriage I1 think

laughs ohhjohh it was better than that because after my miscarriage I1 was just so tired

well I1 think one of the things was is I1 didnt feel like I1 deserved to rest because you

know

K because it wasnt like you had a full blown baby kind of thing

R ya so I1 never rested and maybe thats why I1 was I1 mean I1 had these awful headaches

and they were they were bad headaches they made me like neausousneau
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R and you know over and over when I1 hear everytimeevery thistime happens to someone

people in the hospital or somebody are stupid like that and I1 just think man K at

least at least it helps me be like im not going to be that way

R ya thats one of the things that 1I that was one of the consolations about the whole

thing I1 felt like you know at least I1 can help people cause of that
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sherri

provo utah

july 31 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 31 sex female

place of birth lafayette indiana

home region alpine utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

homemaker part time graduate student

relation to collector colleague and friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social context

sherri shared her miscarriage story with me at my in laws home in provo

utah july 31 1995 we were accompanied by two children sherris little girl and my

little girl

well its been awhile since I1 thought about my miscarriage and I1 think I1 thought

about it more often when I1 was pregnant with madeline urnum and when we were trying
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to conceive her than I1 do now I1 find that now that I1 have a baby it its not as initially a

painful memory but I1 did have an experience recently a woman in my neighborhood had

a miscarriage umurnurmumm she had been she was like four four and a half months along and went

in for her first ultrasound and she took her other children with her and when they went in

the baby was dead and it was very hard for her and I1 just wrote her a little note she

didnt really seem to be wanting to talk about it with many people I1 wrote her a little

note and as I1 wrote it a lot of the feelings of the miscarriage came back to me because I1

was remembering you know how it felt but we had um we didnt have any children at

the time

K so this was the first time you tried

S the first pregnancy and um and we had been married about a year and a half and

started trying to have a baby and then um we conceived her about not her im thinking

other now but we conceived this baby about um ohA maybe after three months and we

told very few people we told my mother you know my parents and we told one of my

brothers um who lives in minnesottaMinn becauseesotta we think we conceived the child at their

house laughter

K did you let them know that

S yes thats why we called them

K and how far along were you when you were telling people that you were pregnant

S urnum well I1 told them like within the first month but didnt tell anyone else urnum I1

didnt tell anyone we didnt tell my husbands family for example and I1 didnt tell anyone

else in my family that I1 can remember I1 might have told one of my sisters who im really

close to whoschos in college urnum but im not sure of that I1 think shed actually just left on

her mission but im not sure of the timing so um anyway 1I 1I made a real point of not

telling people at work because I1 was in a I1 managed a group of about a hundred people

and um and I1 knew that people would speculate a lot if I1 became pregnant about what I1

was going to do and I1 didnt want that kind of speculation interfereinginterfere withing my ability to
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do my job or I1 just didnt want to have people talking about it so that made it

particularly difficult when I1 had the miscarriage um everything seemed to go pretty

well with the baby until right before I1 was supposed to meet with the doctor urnum you

know im sure ive forgotten a lot of the details urnum no I1 know thats not totally true I1

think I1 think I1 was about a month along is all um five you know four or five weeks

when I1 started bleeding

K was it spotting or was it bleeding

S urnum it wasnt just spotting it was often enough and enough blood that I1 was worried

that there was a problem and I1 called the doctor and he he had me go in for a an

ultrasound to see um how things were and you know im sorry I1 really dont remember

just how many weeks I1 was along when this happened cause the miscarriage itself didnt

occur for several more weeks so um

K it was a long one

S ya and so um we went in and had the ultrasound and they saw a fetus and heard a

heartbeat we heard the heartbeat it was very exciting

K well thats interesting and you heard a heartbeat

S uh hmmamm we heard a heartbeat but they said the baby was smaller than it should be for

the number of weeks it was along anyway I1 do remember going one evening with my

husband to um whats it called now its now called sams club and it used to be pace I1

think you know the big discount warehouse we went there one evening and I1

remember gushing I1 remember it was so much blood it was it was more than youd have

in a period like if you were to forget you know your pad just gushing and having a few

experiences like that you know you know im sure im forgetting a lot of little details I1

remember a lot about how I1 felt I1 remember having some problems and going to the

doctor because I1 was spotting and he he was concerned and said I1 should be resting and

that I1 should not be doing a lot of stressful things well I1 went the day before I1 was

supposed to travel to california for a work thing and my manager had come and asked
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asked me to do this our company was acquiring another company a small company and

I1 was supposed to go to california and work out the arrangements for how uh we would

um take over some of their product lines and stuff like that and I1 was really about the

only person whow knewho enough about the product to do it it seemed I1 mean I1 knew more

than most people about it so um I1 had to go in the next day and say im sick I1 cant go

im well enough to be at work but I1 cant go you know laughs and so we found

someone else to go so I1 felt like oh you know people are going to see through this

and um anyway so I1 had a lot of pretty continual bleeding a little then a few gushes

and stuff until um ten months along ten weeks along ten months wellweliweil that was a long

pregnancy wasnt it laughter ya ten weeks and the doctor 1I 1I tried to do a lot of

reading you know I1 think I1 had the what to expect when youre expecting book and

some things and I1 was very you know the doctor said well he didnt know maybe it

was a fetus that wasnt going to you know survive urnum if it was small I1 thought well

well maybe its not getting enough blood and I1 thought well if this baby lives will it

be um physically or mentally you know retarded because its not nourished well

enough or I1 thought am I1 going you know it could be a problem with the placenta

and would I1 then be in bed the whole time you know and we did really want a baby

you know and um anyway so so I1 had a lot of fear and and didnt know what to

happen and 1I 1I kind of wished it would all be over you know and I1 think I1 think I1 had

a blessing perhaps before the miscarriage occurred anyway when I1 was about ten weeks

along I1 had the actual miscarriage and the miscarriage itself lasted about a week long 1I 1I

was bleeding very heavily and had all the tissue and stuff for a week and a lot of the kind

of labor pains and stuff and now that ive experienced real labor and her birth was a long

arduous labor laughs um I1 know that what I1 felt in the miscarriage was not as painful as

labor but it was very painful and um and I1 remember lying in bed for you know a

couple of hours at a time um and every few minutes just kind of having to to focus

inward or breath very deeply and hard in order to handle the pain and um it was going
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on so long and sometimes I1 wouldnt have the pain its kind of like I1 think the uterus

would start contracting at certain times to move out the tissue and my husband you

know didnt stay home from work because it seemed to be going on you know for so long

and I1 remember one night in calling the um I1 had him call my doctor like it was at one in

the morning because I1 was in so much pain and um it just seemed to be going on and

on and and it had been going on you know I1 remember when I1 started to have the

miscarriage you know just kind of feeling a mixture of sadness and and relief urnum and at

the point was glad really that I1 hadnt told a lot of people I1 was pregnant on the other

hand I1 was home for a week from work because of my position anyone we were hiring in

the department I1 was supposed to approve and we happened to be doing a lot of hiring

and some other things so I1 had some managers who reported to me who needed to speak

with me so id be at home and id call in for an hour you know do some things and theyd

say so1s0 is everything ok yajustyagust kind of sick you know well hope you get

better and and it was very hard for me because it was one of the most it wasnt just

that week of the miscarriage that was hard but the whole maybe five or six weeks before

that it was one of the most exhausting um emotional experiences I1 had had because it

was so it was so uncertain and I1 couldnt talk to anybody about it urnum because 1I

because I1 just didnt they didnt know I1 was pregnant and I1 didnt want to have that you

know

K so it would almost be like you have to announce youre pregnant and then have

everyone get excited and say but im having a miscarriage

S well right especially after I1 was a month along and started having the bleeding I1 didnt

want to tell anybody about it because I1 didnt want to go into a lot of that detail you

know to go into that kind of detail especially a lot of the people I1 worked with were men

I1 didnt want to embarrass them with details of blood you know stuff like that another

thing that happened during the miscarriage was um I1 really wanted to know what had

gone wrong especially because it had lasted so long and because we knew there had been
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a heartbeat you know we knew there had been a living fetus and um so I1 would collect

all the tissue from the toilet and I1 spent probably several hours fishing this stuff out of

the toilet and I1 didnt know what was the placental tissue what was just blood clotsblots what

was fetal tissue and umurnurmumm I1 had a little jar I1 put in I1 kept it in the fridge you know and

washed my hands a lot

K was your husband at home during this time9timea

S well he was at work you know hed come home from work but he didnt come in and

fish it out or anything like that but hed see the little jar but um and I1 ended up taking

in three different samples to the hospital what happened is I1 had a lot of pain and blood

and tissue and kind of one day and thought that was it and so I1 took that into the

hospital and then then it kept coming for another week and then finally I1 thought it was

done um it seemed to have stopped for awhile and um ah so I1 even went back to work

after id been away from work for a week so I1 think I1 took three different samples in and

I1 remember being very disappointed because we eventually got billed for three different

lab tests but we didnt get any information on why the pregnancy had failed so anyway

we were disappointed about not getting any results back and like I1 said there was a

there was an initial time when I1 thought id been done then it just dragged on for about a

week and um then I1 thought I1 was done and I1 went back to work and um I1 had this big

management training seminar that the company was over I1 was over in the seminar with

you know all the managers who work for me and my manager the director was kind of in

the back and in the middle of all this I1 realized that I1 was having some more bleeding

within a building that wasnt you know where my office was and so I1 went to the

bathroom and um felt like I1 needed to collect the tissue still I1 mean 1I because I1 really

wanted to know what was happening and some of the tissue that came out this last time

was a gray color

K so you could actually see tissue9tissued
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I1 said im very weak um im not going to be able to

do a lot right now but this is what is been happening

S ya there was the red clot stuff and then there was gray tissue but I1 never saw

anything that was in the shape really of the fetus I1 think the first when it first like that

first day when I1 thought it was all over there wasw aas lump of tissue that came out that oh

it was maybe two inches long and I1 thought it might be the fetus but and that was one of

the reasons that I1 thought it was all over was because of the shape of the but in

retrospect having seen so much other tissue I1 realized it was probably just a lump of

tissue and its hard for me to know if the gray tissue was placental tissue or fetal tissue

or but it wasnt the clot stuff anyway so I1 had to save it and so chuckles I1 put it in

like a piece of toilet paper and um kind of hid it in this bathroom went out to the

receptionist and I1 said im having a miscarriage do you have a plastic bag I1 can use to

put this tissue in laughs and they had a plastic bag and I1 went back and I1 got it and I1

um when I1 came back to work that day early in the morning I1 had gone and talked with

my manager who was a very close personal friend of mine and probably the close

enough that I1 probably would have told him I1 was pregnant but I1 had decided not to but

he and his wife um had tried you know for five years to have a child and not been able

to well they had tried for like four years had a baby then tried another four or five years

and been able to conceive so so they do have they did have one child and um I1 knew he

understood kind of the concern she had never had a miscarriage the wife his wife had

never had a miscarriage anyway but that morning when I1 got back I1 thought you

know im sure he can see all through this you know like sure sherris been sick a

week sure blah blah blah you know anyway 1I 1I talked to him very briefly I1 said

ive had a miscarriage im back

and I1 said ive been really

concernedconc youemed probably thought I1 was really blakeyflakey or that you hadnt you know

figured this out and he was very concernedconc umemed but I1 was anxious to leave you know

when I1 talked to him and in retrospect I1 wish I1 had talked to him more because because

he was a very close friend I1 consider one of the closest friends ive ever had and um he
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you know we spent hours talking about my relationship with my husband when I1 was

dating him and we broke off our first engagement and got engaged a second time and then

this manager this friend you know knew a lot of it but he and I1 had talked a lot about

his concerns about infertility and stuff and so I1 felt but anyway after I1 had been in this

other building and everyone was in this seminar and id left in the middle I1 went back in

and whispered to him that I1 was still having problems and I1 needed to go home and you

know but but I1 think that one of the things that I1 feel the saddest about regarding the

miscarriage is that I1 felt so lonely I1 felt like it was one of the most painful physical

experiences and emotional experiences that I1 had ever had and and I1 couldnt really share

it with anybody I1 just felt so lonely cause I1 thought no one can understand what this

means to me and um and I1 wish I1 had talked to him more about it because he was a

good friend and was someone I1 could talk to there was a woman at work that I1 did talk

to about it right about the time it happened urnum a friend and and that was helpful

urnum but even afterward I1 just I1 just really didnt talk to many people about it urnum and I1

think part of it for me I1 I1 feel like you know to tell someone about your your giving

birth its a happy experience but to describe a miscarriage I1 dont know if people really

want to hear about it

K unless theyve had one themselves

S ya but even then you know

K well its a depressing thing because really its involving death

S well ya and 1I there was a second friend I1 spoke to at work after it happened she

was a lay midwife and she recommended a book to me which I1 read urnum I1 dont

remember what it was called but it had collections of women talking about miscarriages

stillbirths early miscarriages late miscarriages children who died early urnum and that was

helpful but um then for me I1 always think of a miscarriage in regard to one my ability

to conceive a child and we tried for about a year after that to conceive and I1 dont think a

year after a miscarriage is necessarily a long time you know a year to conceive but we
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well we had this friend good friend who um we spend a lot of time with this manager

of mine and and we were building a house near where he lived and wed often stop in and

talk and he and his wife were having problems and we had friends who were having

problems and we kind of convinced ourselves we werent going to be able to have a child

thing you know and I1 think the experience has given me a lot more empathy for people

who do have miscarriage or who have trouble conceiving urnum the other thing I1 always

remember regarding that is that like I1 said I1 only told one brother about it and I1 have

another brother who is always full of advice and a little self righteous and he didnt know

that we had been trying to have a baby and that we had lost this baby so he said some

things to us a couple of times when all this was going on um like well you know you

dont want to put off starting a family we were building a house you know its a nice

thing to build a house but children are important you know

K he didnt know about

S no and I1 thought it was really insensitive then he and his wife I1 found out they

were pregnant they were pregnant um just a few months maybe five months after wed

had the miscarriage and I1 remember when we found out that they were pregnant I1 felt a

lot ofjealousy and anger you know especially because he was very ambiguous about

having this child his fifth child he and he was under a lot of pressure at work and um

kind of through things he would say kind of gave us the impression that his wife wanted

the child more than he wanted the child you know it just didnt seem fair to us you

know we were very excited for them to have this baby but we wanted one so much you

know and then that he was saying these things to us well we were visiting their home

maybe um couple of weeks after we found out that we were having this baby and and

had been you know talking in moments when we werent angry and resentful cause we

werent the whole time you know laughs um about how you know funny it was here

we were thirty just starting to have children and they were having their fifth and were

only four years older than us and and um we had kind of thought that maybe that they
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werent having more children you know and then realized that if we stopped having

children when we were you know thirty four that we would only have a couple

anyway so we were sitting around their kitchen table one night and talking to them

about this and said you knowknows we realize that our perspective was funny you know that

wed been thinking of you as so much older than us and we realized you werent and and

said something like you know we realized that if we stopped having children at the age

of thirty four we wouldnt have very many and my brother said well before you can

stop youve gotta start you know and it was just so hard and I1 was I1 was so hurt

K did you want to say something to him

S well in fact I1 wrote this letter to him and um I1 showed it to my husband and he said

you cant send that letter he said in spite of your brother being insensitive he

probably didnt mean to hurt your feelings and he said whats your brother going to

say if he reads this letter hes going to feel very bad and it will probably just make

things very awkward so and I1 think it was true but it helped to kind of write out my

feelings in a letter

K sure I1 mean in some way you probably wanted to make him feel bad

S well or well the thing that was hard for me was and in fact I1 still think he thinks this

about us a little bit that um that we are kind of this yuppycuppy couple money house um

career thing dont care about children and religion and stuff like that which really isnt

true and I1 think the thing that was really hurtful for me as much this that he would say

this and it would remind us of our pain is that it connoted that he he thought we werent

doing what we should do that we should be having children and we werent and I1 felt so

misjudged and um it was that was really bothersome so I1 always think of that when I1

think of miscarriage and stuff like that but its ok you know now that we have a baby

but during the pregnancy I1 remember being very frightened because my doctor she was

small for her gestational age she weighed plenty when she was bomborn like 7lbs71bselbs 3ozboz but for

the first couple of months she was small and the doctor would mention that well she
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wasnt small enough that he was concerned but just for him to say that brought back

memories of a small fetus with something wrong going to happen things like that
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enrcaccar

kathy

provo utah

august 1 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 26 sex female

place ofbirth la grange illinois

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

housewife water aerobics instructor

relation to collector personal friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

social context

kathy shared her miscarriage story with me in her home in provo utah august 1

1995 we were the only two adults in the room we were accompanied by my baby

daughter who was sleeping and her two children were napping in other parts of the house
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kathy well my first miscarriage I1 was three and a half months pregnant urn and my I1

had already had a successful pregnancy and so I1 had a two and a half year old daughter

and had never even considered the thought of miscarrying and when I1 started bleeding it

was kind of an interesting set of circumstances mymv husband had just lost his job and so

the stress level was really high we didnt know what we were going to do we had just

purchased this lot purchased our lot and we were planning on building a home and had

were in we were in a contract to finish our home and so we had no idea how we were

going to do that urnum and we just bought a big car laughter

K so youre just going what

kathy it was such a shock and so um you know we had decided that we would you

know maybe see we didnt have any insurance and so if we needed medicare or

something that would take care of it so the level of stress in our lives was pretty high at

the time and to be honest I1 was not happy at all that I1 was pregnant and you know

thats kind of the irony of the whole thing I1 dont know I1 was just very disappointed

and you know but after a month you just deal with it and you know its just a part of

your every day life its part of your reality you will be having a baby and and you

know in this culture the idea of regret is just an impossiblityimpossibility you know you just go on

and have your baby and so um I1 was about three and a half months along started

bleeding and just was shocked I1 didnt even consider it my mom had six children never

had a problem with miscarriage nobody I1 had ever known I1 had heard of one woman

when I1 was young that had a bunch of miscarriages and I1 just thought oh man that

would be the worst thing you know

K but you never think that its going to happen to you

kathy I1 never thought it would happen to me urnum and 1I 1I it was actually the day

before mothers day ill remember now because I1 had my miscarriage on mothers day

and 1I and I1 went to the doctor and he was very you know not really sensitive to it he

said well ya you will probably you know I1 took a pregnancy test it was positive
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and he said well youre bleeding so much youll probably lose this baby and just

here is some medication to get through it you dont have insurance so lets not do a

dac cause it will probably be too expensive and so since I1 was I1 was prettpretty far

along it was pretty messy you knowknow9knowd A lot more than I1 had amticipatedaniticipatedanticipated and I1 just he

told me it would be like a heavy period which it wasnt it was very a lot lot more and

it was uh I1 really felt not very many people knew I1 was pregnant um the reaction of

my husband was very odd he was supportive at first but then he like left all day

mothers day to go visit his mom laughs and so I1 was home alone having this

miscarriage and it was extremely painful urnum you know going through the labor pains or

whatever the contractions were very painful and uh just felt devastated very sad

thought I1 was gonnajustgonnagonn thoughtjustajust my heart would break and I1 hadnt told his family I1

hadnt really told anybody so I1 called my mom and she was you know helpful but m

little girl was home with me and we had just potty trained her she was two and a half it

was just very traumatic for her because I1 was bleeding so much and then I1 would run to

the toilet and just gush and she somehow she saw I1 had just potty trained her and

somehow she saw what was in the toilet and it was just tons and tons of blood and

she immediately stopped using the toilet so that was hard it was just a really bad thing

I1 was very it was bad so after about a week 1I 1I had a really bad depression

K after thatthat9thata

kathy ya afterwards and I1 think a lot of it was uh relating related cause even a week

later I1 was still testing positive to a pregnancy test which was wierd so I1 still had those

hormones in my body apparently is what the doctor said and uh it was just a really uh

it was it was the worst depression ive ever had you know and it was good cause it

helped me be more sympathetic id always been on the other end of peoples

depressions and I1 just wanted to crawl into the bottom of my bed and die and my

husband just was very gary was just very not not didnt understand didnt give me

remotely what I1 needed and 1I 1I felt very distant from him and very estranged from
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him and that was something that I1 felt like ok now were separate and what had

brought us so close you know at one point having

K having melissa

kathy you know when we had melissa I1 just felt this tremendous bond with him and

even being pregnant while im pregnant I1 just feel this immense closeness and bond with

him even more than when im not pregnant I1 just feel like very bonded to him and it

was just such a drastic cutoffcut andoff I1 just felt I1 am separate this im alone on this even

though its his baby he is just not even um and you know I1 can see now he really

didnt know what to do or how to give me the support he just wanted to avoid it and get

out so he was gone a lot and uh you know im sure I1 was a pleasure to be around

laughs but I1 was just so oh just such hopelessness id had it was like a huge paradigm

shift and one day I1 was pregnant you know and that was where I1 was geared and the next

day all of a sudden I1 wasnt and my plans were different I1 mean all of a sudden I1 just felt

like I1 wasnt doing anything valuable which was uh I1 just felt like I1 was doing something

so important while I1 was pregnant and once I1 stopped being pregnant I1 did I1 just felt

worthless like any activity that I1 was involved in was just worth nothing urnum and I1

wasnt headed towards anything just a real hopelessness urnum so anyway

about six months later got pregnant again and the doctor said to wait about six months

and again greg was still unemployed and again it was not planned and then we were

just moving into the house in fact we were in the house in this house and so it was in a

brand new ward and uh and wed just I1 mean been in two weeks but gary still didnt

have a job we were in this huge house that we didnt know and wed closed on this we

had already taken out the loan so we had to you know we just thought ok were in

this house well just sell because we cant ever make the payment because we were living

on unemployment you know and so again the stress level was still so high and I1 was

always worrying and always just you know just trying so hard to just go back to work

I1 knew I1 could you know I1 knew that I1 had a job for me and feeling like I1 had to be home
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I1 was

just brand new you know in the ward and I1 said im in the ward and

I1 mean he
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with my daughter and anyway so 1I then I1 started bleeding again and this was after

about seven weeks went in to the doctor and they did an ultrasound and saw that there

were two fetuses and that one of them had was there was no heartbeat but the other one

there was a very strong heartbeat and he said youll probably pass this one and you

may or may not be able to as youre passing that hold on to this one

K the other one

kathy the other one and at the time I1 was teaching water aerobics and I1 had a pretty

good uh thing of support with my classes the ladies knew that I1 was pregnant and

they knew that I1 uh you know they heard that id miscarried and a lot of them I1 think

blamed you know blamed oh youre exercising too much you know but at least

they were there and they just the phone calls and the support you know they brought

flowers over and that was nice and because I1 think I1 was exercising I1 didnt hit the

depression like I1 thought that I1 would urnum and the only thing is that I1 think that I1 was

exercising and I1 was a little bit earlier the pregnancy was shorter urnum but there was it

was very interesting during that week I1 um I1 was waiting to see if I1 would still keep the

baby and my husband gave me gary gave me a blessing and it said um that you will

have this baby you know it said that one baby will pass but youll have this baby and

so I1 just I1 went on that and even though for three or four days I1 continued to just bleed

and bleed and bleed and bleed and bleed I1 thought well you know its just the other

baby I1 will have this baby there was no I1 didnt even consider that I1 wouldnt have this

baby and so after about it took a week you know of just you know and everyone

around was saying kathy youve probably lost the other baby theres no way you

could keep bleeding like this and have it and so finally I1 went in to dr

so they did

an ultrasound and he looked in there and he said theres nothing here theres just

nothing here youve not only miscarried you dont even have signs of a pregnancy and

you dont even have you know it doesnt even look like you were pregnant
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I1 just felt so peaceful and

you know it was just such an inspired blessing I1 mean just even the way he gave the

blessing I1 knew that it was just it wasnt him he was just a voicevolce for the lord and it was

just a very powerful experience between us and uh he immediately withdrew again

chuckles the second he found out I1 mean he was right by my side until we found out

that I1 lost it and he immediately just withdrew and uh which was just wierd didnt

understand it
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voicevolce

said you were but and he said we need to do a dac and he was just amazed

that I1 thought I1 was still pregnant but I1 was shocked just whatwhat9lwhattl let me see theres

no baby in there laughs and I1 was just shocked and at that point I1 just was so

confused and questioned my faith and questioning what had happen with that blessing

and so then 1I dr gave me the dac which hurt like crazy

K they didnt give you anesthetic

kathy he didnt give me anything we didnt have insurance and I1 just said just keep it

as cheap as you can and he just scraped it and I1 thought I1 was gonna die it just hurt

so bad and so anyway while I1 was in there with him I1 knew he was my bishop and 1I

you know I1 didnt know him very well but I1 just said I1 1I have some questions I1 I1

received a blessing that said I1 would have this baby and it was a very you know it

was just a very powerful experience and he said wellwelweliweilwei youI1 know you just never

know and just didnt offer anything that made any sense

K to you thanks bishop laughter

kathy just didnt give me anything so I1 was that was a very interesting time because I1

felt like I1 had been promised something that I1 didnt get you know and tried so hard to

make sense of it well maybe you know maybe ill have this baby in the milleniummillennium or

whatever you know im still a mother to these children

K what about gary how did he feel about the blessing

kathy he I1 mean at the time I1 just I1 just stood there you know and just said im

gonna have this baby and I1 just felt like ok its alright
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urnum and laughs six months later got pregnant again

K fertile mrytle

kathy ya no fertility problems found out that I1 was pregnant again and I1 was just

confident that I1 would miscarry again I1 didnt even I1 didnt even let myself get excited I1

just thought oh well ill just have a miscarriage

K Is it just a boy thing or what laughter

kathy ya just a boy thing

K youd think after one time maybe hed leamlearn

kathy I1 know he just couldnt give me a thing and I1 dont know if I1 wasnt good at

telling what I1 needed I1 mean I1 would try but I1 was just sooustjust grasping help me help

me to understand this help me to figure out whats going on and I1 did blame myself for

both of them because I1 felt like I1 was under such stress and that life was so hard and and

it really would have been hard to have a baby at those times urn and then almost felt

guilty for being a little bit relieved you know I1 wasnt really I1 was relieved and

devastated all at the same time laughs it was just wierd all of the dynamics that go on

and so at that point I1 thought ok I1 cant somethingssome wrongthings with my body im not

going to have anymore children

just great just great ill just have

another miscarriage and just be pregnant again and with both of those pregnancies I1 was

very sick had all the morning sickness stuff

K the ones that you miscarried

kathy ya

K now thats odd

kathy especially the first one just violently violently sick

K well I1 guess cause it was longer than the two and a half months

kathy ya ya the second one wasnt quite as strong urnum anyway went on to have that

baby and that was baby tara but the interesting thing to me was the way that the men

dealt with it urnum there like garys dad and my dad really felt uncomfortable saying

anything and I1 could tell they felt extremely awkward and didnt quite know what to say
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I1 just I1 mean I1 just you know tears welled up there is a man that can look me in

the eyes and express sympathy and he felt terrible I1 mean he he was hurting for me

and he shared some of that pain and I1 I1 told him later I1 just said you know you are

the only man

unjustumjust sorry you know looking down just not able to say anything that would mean

anything I1 mean it was just like a token apology almost almost offensive at the time

when youre in that much pain to have somebody just struggle because they feel like they

have to it made just like you know just dont even try because youre you dont know

what its like and you dont really care that much I1 mean it means nothing to you I1 didnt

look pregnant I1 didnt you know it wasnt a baby you know and gary kept saying

its not a baby kathy its just not a baby and all the token things that people say I1

mean it was just amazing how you know the body wouldnt have been strong enough

for the baby and the doctors were extremely insensitive you know dont think of this

as a baby um the body couldnt have made it so just go home and be grateful that this

happened and there just wasnt a hint of gratefulness really you know urnum no and I1

remember thinking you know if I1 ever have an opportunity im really going to try to

promote sensitivity in the medical profession for us because it was just so odd it was

just an odd experience just going I1 mean it was kind of I1 just felt distant from my body

anyway because it hurt and I1 didnt feel good and it was such shock and just to have

these doctors totally and completely insensitive to it was just amazing to me just really

sorry kid youll feel better in a few days you know youll feel sad expect to feel

sad dr said expect to feel sad for a few days and I1 said I1 will expect it all

but anyway there was one man who was a sunday school teacher in my first pregnancy

in my last ward where we lived before and he he came up to me and he said he put his

hands on my shoulders and he said I1 am so sorry he said I1 found out and I1 am so

sorry

and I1 didnt even know him that well you know he was a great sunday

school teacher and just a really nice guy urnum but just a really genuine didnt feel

uncomfortable at all in expressing sympathy to me
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K was he married

kathy he was married

K do you know if his wife had had a miscarriage you wonder

kathy ya and I1 never knew I1 never knew if his wife had had one or not but it was

just but even though cause gary had experienced it and he didnt give me that at all at

all I1 mean he was never able to just even he felt uncomfortable just letting me cry you

know hed always try to talk me out of it you know itll be fine dadadadada and

it was just wierd urnum

K have you talked to him about it since

kathy no I1 mean its and when we do have a hard time 1I you know when were talking

about how I1 need things from him sometimes ill say you know and you werent there

for me on my miscarriages you know when I1 find other places times that hes just not

there for me emotionally and hell just makes a motion of being quiet and I1 know its a

boy thing and I1 know that so many women have a problem with their husbands and hes

like well im an emotionally sensitive guy usually you know and I1 said well for me

youre not you know and I1 dont know but its interesting you know and I1 thought

ok maybe hes going through his own sense of loss

K I1 think so

kathy and he needs something and I1 didnt feel any sorrow for him I1 just felt anger at

him not being able at giving me what I1 wanted and I1 think if I1 would have said im

sorry this has got to be hard on you too lets just do this together that it might have

opened up a door because I1 dont think he really knew

K I1 wonder if he didnt he didnt probably know how to deal with his sorrow and that

was the only way he knew how to do it

kathy ya well he says sometimes hell say well I1 hate to see you suffering and I1 hate

to see you sad I1 always rely on you to be strong and happy I1 cant stand coming home
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I1 felt like id lost a part of me and now its gone im different

now im not busy doing anything you know and I1 felt I1 used to let myself you know

relax and sit down and just kind of relax and not feel guilty laughs and the second I1 had

the miscarriage I1 couldnt do that I1 felt like oh no I1 dont deserve to sit down because

im not doing anything

and seeing you sad a sad wife is what he kept saying I1 cant stand having a sad wife

and you know and 1I 1I appreciate that laughter but its still hard for me

K I1 need to feel bad sometimes

kathy ya but I1 did find it very valuable to talk to other women once I1 started you

know once people kind of found out that I1 had it was amazing to me how many women

have had miscarriages I1 was just really you had a miscarriage you know

K because its not talked about at all

kathy its not talked about

K you know its interesting interesting how its not to me it is a death of an individual

and maybe not I1 mean depending on how far along you are I1 dont know everyone looks

at it differently but its still something was alive and then probably died even if it were

just you know for a real short time and and that idea of feeling like youre pregnant is

real you start thinking you have these expectations and get excited or whatever and then

its gone

kathy and you have this sense of loss I1 felt like I1 had just lost like a part of me you

know as if anyone were to even lost an arm or something they say that after you lose a

limb or a body part that you still have the sensations of of having that body part and I1

was so used to feeling a life in me even though I1 couldnt see it or really I1 mean my bod

felt different I1 mean almost instantly my body started feeling different once I1 lost the

baby you know and uh its just a really you know and there would be sympathy if

you lost any other its a part of you that you lose and I1 thought of that more than I1

thought ive lost a child

and um and I1 noticed a change in my eating all of a sudden im

like oh I1 dont care if I1 have sugar I1 dont care if I1 you know my bodysblodys not worth
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mainmaln

as much now that im not pregnant which is interesting but I1 do even now that ive

stopped nursing I1 feel im not as careful I1 thought im not gonna wastew myaste money on

taking good care of my body I1 want to spend it on the kids because my body just

K its done whatw itshat done for my children and now im off on my own

kathy ya its just kind of a feeling of not as much value which is interesting

K that is but its not true

kathy im just exploring laughter one thing I1 really wanted to talk to my mom urn

that as soon as I1 found out I1 really really wanted to talk to my mom

K even though shesashes never experienced

kathy even though shesashes never experienced it I1 just I1 knew that she would be able to

sorrow with me uh and she did you know she didnt come down but she sorrowedsorrowersor

you

rowed

know and it was interesting and I1 think she felt this a loss you know because that

was her grandbabygrand whateverbaby I1 dont know I1 really and you know shesashes the one I1 really

wanted to be with too when I1 have the baby you know when I1 have the baby I1 want my

mom and my husband there those are like the two mainmaln people that need to be with me

but it was nice to have you know the people that did find out and were able to express

their sympathy but I1 did have feelings of guilt I1 had a lot of feelings of guilt because I1

thought like it was kind of my fault like I1 wasnt super excited to have them and I1 was

super stressed out I1 thought you know isnt this interesting that I1 miscarried the two

babies that I1 couldnt have paid for anyway you know and now the baby that I1 did

have insurance for I1 kept you know and its just not understanding the whole thing you

know like it did work out nicely but at the time it didnt it makes me wonder if there

really is a divine plan of when you have your babies or when it all works out you

wonder how divinely inspired it is

K or if its a combination of all of them do you wonder how it does seem like there is

some kind of divine help just because when one looks back in retrospect like when I1 look

back at my experience this was a better time for us even though it would have been fine
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and we would have handled it this is a better time and yet you feel bad because you

dont want to think that that other one wasnt important

kathy right I1 do feel like tara s little spirit her little self was one of the babies that I1

was pregnant with

K really

kathy ya I1 absolutely do that that she just needed a stronger body to come down to

but I1 also feel like theres another one at least one other one that is is mine and that at

some point you know because of my beliefs or whatever that I1 will be a mother to that

baby it will either come to me at a different time you know in another healthier body

or you know in the milleniummillennium ill just be a mom of four kids my kids the worst part is

I1 hate the very most being pregnant I1 love having kids but I1 hate being pregnant and

thats the thing that I1 keep having is the pregnancy laughter and I1 dont get to reap the

benefits

K especially when those doctor bills start coming after your miscarriage it just hurts

because it was like what do I1 have

kathy to show for this

K lots of pain lots of money and ya theres nothing because once you have a baby its

like you have to pay those bills

kathy but its worth it

K youre not happy but its like but we have something precious we dont mind paying

these bills its worth it but ya that was hard

kathy you know that was hard for me to

K getting them in the mail I1 just remember getting tears in my eyes it made me so mad

we shouldnt have to pay for this
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robin

provo utah

august 6 1995

personal narrative

INFORMANT DATA

age 38 sex female

place of birth burly idaho

home region provo utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasioncaucasianCau

occupation

casion

writer reading teacher

relation to collector personal friend

marital status married

contextual DATA

socialzorinl contextcnnteyt

robin shared her miscarriage story with me in her home in provo utah august 6

1995 we were the only two people in the room two other three sons were upstairs
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erycry veryverv busy times of mymv life very stressful

busy times of my life where I1 just didnt have time to to dwell on it much the first

miscarriage was uh my youngest was two daryl had just gotten out of the hospital and

was at home flat in bed and I1 was three months along and everyone knew that I1 was

pregnant in fact because he had been in the hospital people had been really helpful you

know wonderful and uh I1 was away from home and was in denver it was my first time

away from home so which is just silly I1 mean I1 was the mother of three boys I1 was

you know I1 dont know I1 think twenty six or something youd think I1 would just have

been fine with it but the first thing I1 did when I1 realized daryl couldnt help me at all he

had had this back problem and he was flat there was nothing he could do so uh I1 called

my relief society president who had been in close contact with me and she drove me to

the hospital and uh they were able to get me in and do a dac and I1 didnt realize that

that was really a blessing that I1 didnt just have to lay there in agony for for how much

longer but umurnurmumm when I1 woke up I1 remember wanting more than anything else to know if

it had been a boy or a girl not because I1 would be really sad if it was a girl that she had

not progressed to full term but because I1 wanted to know if I1 could have a girl laughs

you knowknow9knowd

K I1 keep making boys you had threethree9threet

R uh huh

K so all of your miscarriages happened after you had your boys or in betweenbetween9

R theyve all happened after and um my friend who was with me she came in after

right after I1 woke up and I1 said to the nurse could you tell if it was a boy or a girlgirl9girigirla

and the nurse looked at her and then she looked at me and she said no it was too small

you dont want to know anyway

R I1 had six miscarriages two of them were further along and I1 guess ill probably

compare those two because the other ones I1 hadnt really become terribly attached to the

pregnancy and theythevchev were all during

in other words they were trying to protect me and

my friend just no way no do not even talk and of course I1 guess they were assuming
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I1 was in a state that I1 couldnt make a wise decision in fact I1 was really kind of irritated

with them I1 mean I1 respected the fact that they were trying to be careful and help me

but really irritated me after I1 went home I1 thought thats an okA question theres

nothing wrong with that im really ok about this and I1 was ok about it I1 was okA about

the whole thing my mother had had twelve children and she told me right from the

beginning that if youre going to have children expect to have miscarriages thats a part of

life

K thats interesting I1 wish someone had told me that I1 had no idea

R ya I1 was grateful for that because she just wanted me you know she had had two or

three I1 guess and she just wanted me to know that that was part of being a mom so uh I1

accepted it without a whole lot of problem in fact I1 went in to my six week checkupcheck

and

up

the doctor was so concerned you know are you ok and I1 said ya I1 think this

is probably good timing as far as all this has worked out because daryl was still down

and datadatadata and I1 had these three little babies my arms were full not that I1

wouldnt have had room for another one or was very excited about having another one

but I1 didnt have that empty longing for for a little baby and so I1 pretty much dealt

with that one without too much problem it wasnt until I1 realized that I1 was going to

have problems getting pregnant and then probably staying pregnant that it started kind of

building thats when I1 started regretting the miscarraigemiscar wasraige years later and umurnurmumm

wondering if I1 had should I1 have done something different if I1 hadnt been under so much

stress and um oh daryl and I1 had had relations right before I1 started intimate relations

right before I1 started spotting and I1 just I1 just connected that and not really logically but

I1 just connected that you know I1 shouldnt have done that or laughs so my

doctor said how did you do that if he was flat on his back laughter men find

ways laughter

K that desire is very strong
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myverymavery

R yes it is anyway and so 1I the next few I1 just lived through like I1 said it was not

really a problem but I1 remember I1 would tell my very close friends and my husband of

course that I1 was pregnant and then id miscarry and it was not really terribly traumatic

it w asjustarjust whats going on so I1 went to a doctor or two you know and nobody really

could tell me what needed to happen except that they wanted to test daryl and he wasnt

terribly interested you know in fact he worked in a clinic and he just was embarrassed

that everybody would know and you know its ok so I1 didnt push him anyway so I1

got we moved up here and I1 got to a point where I1 had just pretty much decided that

there just werent anymore children and id had my last miscarriage in mesa and so and

no pregnancy for I1 guess after two years we got here and and so when I1 got pregnant I1

was like I1 guess I1 better compare that one that was the most that was by far my most

traumatic one because we had we had pretty much put it aside its not going to

happen well go on and be happy with these three boys um but in the meantime I1 was

writing stories about miscarriages and adoptions so it was still very much apart and I1

was having these dreams you know just very not even just after miscarriages but just

every so often it was theres this you know in arizona it was on the indian

reservation we went to visit and uh a native american woman walked up to me and

handed me a baby and I1 knew that was ok and she knew it was okA and I1 was so happy

laughs and I1 woke up and it was so real and anyway so this this fifth miscarriage

was I1 was so sure I1 was absolutely certain that this one was going to happen I1 had no

doubts so sure that I1 didnt hesitate for one minute to tell the world I1 got on the

telephone and I1 called my friends all over the united states and I1 told them I1 was

pregnant and they were so excited you know and um and I1 was excited to share it

with them and and I1 was sick

K were you

R but that that was okA

K thats interesting so you were sick
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I1l

up and I1 didnt know quite what to do I1 didnt I1 kept hoping that maybe if I1 stayed

down layedbayed flat took a bath paragoncparagoricParagoparagonePara orgoric something and so I1 called dr

icauseicausi

R ya I1 was sick and then a week before I1 miscarried it was gone and brenda said to

me youre still sicksicko everytimeEveryeven time id see her youre still sick rightright9righta youre still sicksicko

because for her

K its a good sign

R it was As soon as she wasnt sick anymore that she knew that eventually she was

going to miscarry well I1 didnt believe her laughs I1 wasnt going to think about it I1

believed her I1 just wasnt going to think about it and and I1 didnt tell anybody that I1

wasnt sick but about a week later I1 started um I1 had left I1 had told noreen that I1 just

couldnt take a risk of staying in the presidency I1 just couldnt do it and we had this big

social they released me immediately and we had this big social that I1 would have been in

charge of and that night at the social my back just ached so bad and I1 kept thinking 1I 1I

still refused I1 was in denial you knowknow9knowd it was just gas or something so 1I 1I went home

with just this terrible backache and in the middle of the night I1 woke up and just hurt and

went to the bathroom and realized I1 was spotting actually I1 was bleeding pretty

heavily and I1 just I1 knelt down you know 1I 1I didnt want to wake daryl up I1 knelt

down and I1 just begged heavenly father to not let it happen I1 just I1 couldnt believe it

cause I1 was so sure I1 was so sure that this one was going to be real and I1 just couldnt

face it I1 just didnt I1 didnt want to face it but the pain got so bad I1 had to wake daeldanldandaeidae

and I11

told him what was going on and I1 remember what he said he said to me are your

nipples still tendertender9tenders and9 I1 hadnt noticed for four or five days

K hadnt thought about itait9

R no and I1 just burst into tears because I1 realized they werent anymore that the

hormone was gone and at that point I1 knew for sure that that there was just no hope

and so uh the thing that the thing that was so sweet about that experience was being

with daryl and a profound amount of healing took place in his um his willingness to take
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care of me and to do whatever was necessary to rub my back you know I1 just went in to

the tub and because there was no way to get to the hospital it was happening too

quickly and and he rubbed my back and he pulled my hair into a ponytailpony andtail he talked

to me and he wiped up the blood and he cleaned me up and put me back in the bed where

it all had started and you know and I1 knew that I1 was safe and loved and just treasured

by this man and that we had shared something very very sad but that we were ok id

almost forgotten this

K im sorry I1 hope its not bad memories

R no its ok

K youre making me cry because it reminds me ofbryan

R and for me bryan is in my estimation just naturally very tender and sweet guy and

daryl has had to learn that he hasnt had that I1 think hes naturally that way but his

childhood just kind of squelched it out of him and hes had to releamrelearnrelead it and that was

one of the first profound indications to me that he really had that we had developed a

love for you cant develop it unless you go through those kind of experiences together

anyway I1 just remember I1 wrote up a paper that I1 should give to you right after that

happened I1 dont know if it will be helpful to you but it its almost a little too

sentimental but when I1 read it I1 go man I1 was really into this laughs and its very

personal but it I1 think it might help somebody it might be beneficial for you because it

was I1 had just spent but from the moment I1 heard to the moment I1 miscarried I1 had

spent every waking hour praying that this child would live even though I1 had tried

desperately not to I1 looked at my profile in the mirror ten times a day to see if I1 was I1

mean I1 was really into this you know every little baby that I1 saw I1 was just I1 could

make this I1 could hope again I1 had been given permission to hope again which I1 thought I1

couldnt you know everytimeevery I1time would see a picture of my little boys as a baby I1 would

kiss them and you know I1 was just like oh my gosh this is so wonderful and and

one of the profound things with that miscarriage was I1 had I1 had literally let go uh of
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I1 wouldnt trade

those experiences because they I1 learned so much actually I1 think I1 think that

happened I1 think the thing that taught me the most that I1 im almost reluctant to express

it I1 remember thinking I1 mean I1 was so emotionally drained physically devastated in

every way that was the thing that triggered this unbearable sadness that somehow I1 had

lost favor with god ive never experienced that before in fact my trials had always

brought me closer to a realization that god loved me in a profound way I1 always had

always a sense that all would be well that this was for my good I1 never questioned it

but on this on this one I1 really questioned whether he loved me and uh and it was

something I1 needed I1 needed to experience I1 needed to know that feeling and to come to

a point of faith in fact it came as I1 helped my sister through a very difficult birth

everythingsEvery finethings etc

any future family and I1 had redirected my future and I1 had made plans and I1 had dreams

and aspirations and they were exciting ones and I1 was gonna have a lot of fun you know

I1 wasnt gonna mope around after I1 was gonna have a lot fun in my life and when at the

moment I1 knew I1 was pregnant it was so easy it was so easyeasvearv just to turn my back on it

to just let it go completely it just was so it just faded in comparison to be a mother

again because I1 knew I1 knew that there was nothing like that all of this all of this was

nothing in comparison and so at that point to have to fold those those memories for

this for the baby up and put them in my heart somewhere deep down where I1 just you

know didnt have to even think about them again laughs because it was just too they

were too vibrant but I1 turned again ok alright ill go this direction

but she just had this horrible horrible breach birth and as I1

talked her through her feelings of loss of faith cause she had been so faithful and so

prayerful and so hopeful that it would be an easier experience it wasnt it was harder

that umurnurmumm we both it was the talking her through it that that really brought me to an

understanding that faith is not that something wont happen or that things would be

better or or that a miracle will take place that faith is going through unbelievable trials
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I1and still be able to say I1 know god loves me and I1 love him and I1 found that so it

was certainly well worth it
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gretta

boston MA

april 1997

personal narrative

informantdataINFORMANT

age

DATA

28 sex female

place of birth wiesbadenwiesbaderWies germanybaden

home region salt lake city utah USA

religionlds

ethnicity caucasian

occupation homemaker

marital status married

relation to the collector personal friend

contextualdataCONTEXTUAL

social context

gretta shared her miscarriage story with me in her home in boston

massachusetts in april 1997 we were the only two people in the room grettasgretta1gretsasGr settas son

age two was napping in another room in the apartment during the interview
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G well I1 remember the day the numerical day and that was the day of my first

appointment with the obstetrition I1 was eleven eleven and a half weeks at the time and

1I 1I was very anxious with this pregnancy anxious to get into the doctor because I1 had

these these feelings of anxiety I1 think it was because I1 had done some things I1 had taken

some motrinmatrin on two occasions I1 forgot it was before I1 realized no I1 knew I1 was

pregnant I1 just forgot that that was off limits I1 had had a migraine and id had a really

intense back packing trip where my quadriceps had frozen up so I1 took some motrinmatrin for

that and I1 let these things worry me I1 got home and robert said you cant have those

anyway I1 was worried with this pregnancy I1 kept I1 called the doctors office to make

the appointment and so finally finally the day came and I1 was so excited and I1 went

in I1 just love my doctor so

K this is your second pregnancy

G this is my second pregnancy and um my obstetrition I1 just loveiove shesashes a wonderful

woman anyway we went through the nurse you know and then dr wu came in she

was listening for the heartbeat and just kept going on forever and ever and ever and im

hearing like Is that it and shed say no thats your body and she kept doing it

forever and ever and I1 put my head back onto the table and im thinking oh no and

then she turned off the machine and then I1 really thought oh no and she said I1

couldnt get the heartbeat but its ok sometimes you cant this soon lets do an

ultrasound anyway so she she said if if something is wrong itll come back to me and if

not just go ahead and make an appointment for a month down the road so 1I 1I left the

office and I1 realized how terrible I1 was feeling so I1 went to a pay phone to call robert to

page him and I1 just burst out crying I1 couldnt even talk to the pager and finally did tell

him you know that she couldnt get a heartbeat so he he was just going into a case and

his doctor just told him to go ahead and leave so he was going to meet me over at the

ultrasound anyway I1 waited my turn the woman helped me up and looking at the

screen and I1 saw a shape of a big kidney bean and it was just there and I1 realized later
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I1 remember him saying that after I1 woke
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I1 othloth I1

remember so she called because I1 had to go have a dac I1 hadnt started to miscarry I1

never had any signs or symptoms and I1 still felt very pregnant I1 was tired and nauseated

and stuff and she told me that I1 would still feel pregnant a week or two after the

procedure urn that the hormones are still flushing themselves out but she called the

OR or whatever so she got me in on a tuesday morning and so this was friday and

tuesday morning she said you can call me if anything comes up

it wasnt moving and so she left pretty quickly and another woman came in and pretty

quickly told me well im very sorry but we we dont get a heartbeat the baby is dead

and so I1 remember just lying on the table just crying thinking that I1 couldnt believe that

this was happening I1 just never thought you know I1 was worried I1 just thought those

were crazy fears so uh they said that the baby it looked about the size of a nine week

baby so here it had been two and a half weeks that I1 had been carrying a dead fetus so

they had me get dressed and go back to dr wus office As I1 was leaving the building

thats when robert walked in and so of course told him and it was terrible we had the

presence of mind to put quarters in the meter thats like the boston mentality laughter

so we went back to dr wus office and waited for her she was sad to see us because she

knew but she took us in her office and was wonderful this was friday may

so we went home and

I1 think I1 went to bed robert his doctor was really great he just said just dont come

back not even knowing that this was going to be the case urnum but robert is the one

who called our families and told our parents I1 just couldnt we had we had called them

right after we had found out I1 was pregnant I1 was about six weeks along we had told all

our friends we just cant keep that news all to ourselves I1 dont know how people do

that laughter so everybody knew this was pretty close to three months by now we

were very well settled in this and so excited you know entrenched in this new

pregnancy and so were our friends and family anyway and I1 just couldnt call and so I1

went to bed and slept while robert called I1 remember him saying that your parents

want me to tell you how much they love you
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up getting to tuesday was pretty hard that day was friday it was just a wash out

terrible saturday was a birthday party for andrew and I1 went to that I1 couldnt stand

the thought of being home with these terrible feelings and thoughts staring at these four

walls so I1 thought this would be a nice diversion and I1 went to the partypart and im glad

because that was kind of like the first step to to go out friday I1 came home and closed

up and that opened me up and somebody said to me oh I1 heard your pregnant

congratulations and you know I1 I1 think that was good I1 wasnt ready to talk about it

yet but it it helped me

K to make the first step

G ya you know I1 had to say one of those oh you know I1 was and im not and

I1 was very raw my feelings were on the surface urn the same thing happened at church

the next day but more and more people were finding out and the things they said to me

were incredible like a close friend at church who knew that I1 was going to my first

appointment on friday said I1 havent had time to call you because things have been

really busy but ive been thinking about you I1 somehow knew that this was going to

happen and she said youre in my thoughts and prayers and you know just things

like this by the time sunday rolled around and after the things people came up to me and

said I1 felt so different from the way I1 felt friday I1 felt like um this wasnt my load to

carry all these people had come in you know and shouldered a piece of it and were

helping me and I1 knew that they were thinking of us and I1 could feel that you know

beyond a shadow of a doubt so I1 was getting better but I1 started to feel lousy and I1 think

I1 was starting to dilate sunday morning I1 called the doctor before I1 went to church we

went to church and I1 was fine but monday is when I1 got pretty sick I1 was like on the

couch with cramps and uh and I1 was thinking that I1 was not going to make it to tuesday

mornings appointment I1 thought wed have to go in but I1 went to bed and I1 woke up

and it was morning so we went to the family planning center which was an experience in

and of itself although not as bad as some other womens stories that I1 have heard but
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easiereasler

well you know first of all to make the appointment there I1 had to tell the secretary you

know I1 had an HMO for insurance and she said something to me like well you realize

dont youvou that theyllthev11 onlyonlnonan paypav for it if its a medical necessity and you know I1 would

have stayed after learning this news and I1 just thought to myself how can you say

that what what do you define as necessity if I1 was just told that the baby im carrying

is dead so I1 felt like I1 was dealing with a different mentality and the words too

family planning clinic bothered me but um its tucked away right in the front of

brigham and womens hospital and um you go up and you park I1 felt a tinge of I1

dont know like dirtiness or evil because you had to tell the parking attendant the valet

where you were going and he said oh over there you know and theres a private little

lot I1 just I1 just didnt like it going there I1 didnt want anybody to think that I1 was going

there of my free will and accord

K thats what surprises me is that your doctor herself wouldnt have performed

G she did

K oh ok they had to do it at this place

G you do it there she said she did tell me that she could do it in her office but

everything is easiereasler over there theyve got a nursing staff specifically for this and she

said she actually asked my permission and when she said its easier over there I1 trust her

such that even thought I1 didnt like the idea I1 said it was ok urnum I1 just love this doctor

and too she was going to be the doctor performing it and so I1 said ok

K so you felt better

G but still it bothered me but the trust was greater than the bother so we went through

the security and the guard was there and it was eight in the morningmomingcoming so nobody else was

there and they took me back to a room put me in a gown and thinking well at this

point 1I 1I guess I1 was already thinking im glad it happened to me this way rather than

other stories ive heard you know where the women bleed and bleed and bleed at home

and that terrible fear they have you know in the middle of the night at the toilet you
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I1 mean in a way I1 had the same experience as far as a woman

one of the nurses came in to me while I1 was waiting for my dac and she said um oh

youre the one who um must have the spontaneous abortion I1 think is what they call

it and I1 just remember you know saying no no you know no I1 mean just the

word abortion to me um you know thats a wholewhoie the pro choice pro life thing is a

very complex thing but for me personally I1 just didnt want them to think that you

know because I1 wanted this baby so that was just the mainmaln thing you know it was like

no wait I1 wanted this baby this wasnt something I1 wanted to happen

easiereasler

mainmaln

know crying thats just terrible so I1 had a nurse I1 had my husband I1 had my doctor

um anyway I1 was having contractions and so um dr wu said it was made much easiereasler

because mymv body had already prepared for it so anyway they gave me an IV I1 wasnt

out but I1 had I1 had medication clearly I1 just uh they started um I1 remember just looking

at this mobile on the sealing you know robert was holding my hand uh it didnt last

very long urnum that surprised me I1 thought it would take longer but it was

uncomfortable and robert I1 remember saying afterwards that I1 know that hurt you and

I1 said how did you know that and he said well your heart rate your heartbeat

accelerates when your you know when your

K experiencing pain

G experiencing pain and he said you know I1 could hear and hes so used to being

in an operating room you know you know he know these little nuances that others

wouldnt notice but um anyway it was over pretty quickly and I1 think we came home

at about eleven oclock and so eight to eleven they were just really really nice to me

urnum when we left the waiting room was full and im glad I1 got there before all that

because I1 just wouldnt have wanted to sit across from people who may there electively

but thats not fair to say urnum thats like making judgments but I1 didnt want anybody to

think that I1 was there electively

K you didnt want any

so that you
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know and then she felt really bad and apologized and said oh you know im sorry

its the wording but for me it just had a different kind of meaning so

G ya well lets see so we came home and my brother and his wife pete and susan were

at our house with josh and um um the ward was wonderful they brought us dinner for

five nights thats more than than we had when josh was born

K thats interesting

G people brought presents by called um wrote letters

K I1 think youre very much loved in the ward

G this ward is amazing

K well you do a lot

G I1 couldnt believe it and too women that they told me their stories or shared their

experiences and I1 think that that weve come a long way because people used to keep it

so private and I1 think ive been a beneficiary of all these womens experiences leading up

199 well that was 1996 you know and your experience with this subject urnum ive

clearly benefittedbene asfitted a result of what has happened to people before

K right how have you benefittedbene

G

fitted

how

K ya can you be more specific how its helped you

G for one thing the openness people willing to talk urnum because even though people

were willing to talk some people would say things like you know I1 dont know if you

realize but this happened to us last year and they didnt tell anybody not a soul and

at this point you know coming home after this procedure just several days into this

experience I1 couldnt fathom not talking about this how could you go on without the

help and support of your loved ones and friends and you know acquaintances so thats

thats one way which I1 think things are changing and that change for the better at least

it helped me and then too especially in our religious community people were praying

for me um saying things that were very meaningful to me and they also knew how to
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handle this urnum saying the right things things that were not offensive or touchy I1 dont

know I1 cant say enough good about them I1 really did feel so bolstered I1 felt ok I1 felt

sad but I1 felt that were okA and im so glad now that I1 have this experience so that I1 can

help somebody else you know this is just another its a really stupid cliche but notch

on my belt its another life experience for me and now I1 can use it because I1 had no idea

about this subject at all and how can I1 in fact I1 think I1 avoided the discussion when it

would come up at homemaking meeting or wherever just cause I1 had nothing to say I1

had nothing to put in

K you had no experience

G ya so 1I in a way I1 was grateful that I1 had this experience now I1 could use it to help in

a way that people were helping me urnum so actually what happened everybody was so

great and I1 felt so strong and my testimony was strong and um 1I 1I felt that heavenly

father was there for us however hard this was you know he was with us urnum I1 dont

know exactly when it got hard but I1 felt kind of like I1 was riding this wave and the image

in my mind is that the wave crashed into the sand it wasnt that the support somehow

dried up or disappeared because it didnt it was just that I1 now needed to figure out how

to deal

K how to make meaning out of it

G ya you know the phrase id always use was how do I1 process this information and

put it on the shelf I1 couldnt figure out how to do that that might be when the grief

began I1 didnt know what this meant for us as a couple or how this would affect

childbearing in the future if something was wrong with me or something was wrong with

ben um I1 I1 just didnt know what to do with it I1 was very weepy and I1 think I1 think

you experience the baby blues

K ive actually heard that many women who miscarry have a sort ofpostpartum

depression

gyaagya
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K ya ive heard different things like that

G did you have that

K urnum 1I 1I dont even remember yava well yesves I1 did I1 mean I1 think I1 just was just

profoundly sad because I1 think it was scary for me because it was my first pregnancy and

so I1 had this great fear that I1 may never get pregnant you know that was like heavy on

my mind was will I1 ever be pregnant again ya and I1 just didnt know if I1 would

which isnt to say that your second pregnancy or your third or any pregnancy after after

you know having a successful pregnancy doesnt make miscarriage painful but I1 think

that was my main fear it was just very heavy and so I1 think in that sense I1 was almost

obsessed with that idea

gthatsgthafssthatsGT interestinghats because um not having had a pregnancy before your miscarriage you

probably had no idea that women have a period of blues afterwards and and I1 did and it

was hard for me to deal with so I1 wonder how much harder it would be for somebody

who didnt necessarily know what to expect physiologically and emotionally urnum lets

see I1 went and saw dr wu two weeks after the procedure for a checkupcheck andup at that time

I1 was expecting to have the results back because she saved the tissue and was going to

send it in the pathologists were hopefully going to be able to tell us what happened but

the results werent back yet and I1 felt let down at the appoinmentappointment because 1I 1I really

built myself up because I1 really wanted to know but she said it takes four to six weeks

to grow these cells you know it will be coming but I1 was ok so it was hard and I1

dont remember specifics about this time but the next real thing I1 remember was waking

up in the morning because the phone was ringing josh and I1 had had a hard night we

were up late and so I1 had slept in the phone rang at nine and I1 thought who is calling

this early laughter came out and it was a message from dr wu and she said weve

got some really interesting news please call me when you get a minute and so I1 called

her right back and they said well we got the path report back its very interesting its

turner syndrome and um you know I1 had no idea what that was and she told me
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I1 dont know this conversation was very profound but it was short

and it didnt give me very much information she was in a hurry and recommended to me

that I1 go see her friend who was a geneticist and talk about the implications of this

finding so I1 made the appoinmentappointment immediately to go see this geneticist but it wasnt

until the end of june so I1 think this was the beginning of a very tough time I1 think the

grief had already come in but after I1 had this little bit of knowledge and too what do I1 do

with with this knowledge this is really when it came into play I1 was just a basket case

I1 had no idea on how to go on with my day you know if I1 dropped a sandwich on the

way to the highchairhigh I1chair would just cry I1 would find myself in front of the bookcase to read

books to josh and I1 would be just like staring into space how long I1 had been like that

or I1 remember being in the bathtub and just you know crying and how long had I1 been

in the bath I1 was just so so in trouble and um that was that was an eternity to make it

to this appointment laughs

K I1 wish you would have called me

G you know its a strange time you dont know how or what to tell

K no you dont you dont thats true
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briefly on the phone she was busy and had to run but its um its a missing

chromosome its called 45 XO 0 for the negative chromosome the chromosome that

isnt there so it could be 45 XX or 45 XY but theres nothing so anyway whatw thishat

means is that the baby always develops as a girl because shesashes got the one x its

diagnosed either at birth or at puberty which doesnt go through puberty because she

doesnt have secondarycondanse she doesnt have ovaries and so she wont have secondary sexual

characteristics she looks like a girl but um well shesashes got a flat chest and a thick neck and

short in stature and um dr wu said on the phone I1 said what about retardation you

know what is that like and she said well she said that some of them are retarded

but most of them are fairly normal intelligence and I1 remember her saying of fairly

normal intelligence
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urnum but

anyway so we waited for this appointment and robert was on a terrible rotation he was

going to come and he didnt make it I1 had a list of questions and this woman it turned

out she was the head of the department over there and she was very intelligent and was

able to answer my questions for me and when I1 had these questions answered and

explained in more detail and im not saying this is dr wus fault because I1 understand

how busy she is and I1 have so much respect for her I1 love that woman but it wasnt

enough for me to know and then survive for this time but finally I1 was able to get some

knowledge and unlike you when you had your miscarriage I1 remember you had this

craving for knowledge you went to the library reading up about it I1 wasnt able to do

that I1 think I1 was holding it at bay and trying to keep a safe distance although it was

always there she talked and answered questions and said that it was a fluke that the way

the tests were read its not going to be happening to us again and um if urnum if the

miscarriage is due to chromosomal reasons turner syndrome is the leading reason why

the leading cause but so many people dont know because so many women experience

their miscarriage at home and um and then again I1 was so grateful how this happened

because I1 had medical help all along the way and I1 was in a safe environment you know

with a doctor and a nurse and my husband who could explain things anyway I1

remember this appointment with the geneticist being very healing and answering

questions and if I1 was still stuck on something there and I1 said but I1 dont understand

this

G and still people were being so great to me but I1 was kind of like I1 have to get my

feet back on the ground and I1 dont know how somebody can help me do that

and she was able to explain it to me in more detail and now looking back on it I1

dont quite remember what all the details were but it satisfied me and that kind of helped

me you know file this and process this and you know say ok im going to put it

here um and go on and try to go on it wasnt instantaneous but sometime last summer

I1 wasw atas the sink cleaning dishes and I1 remember stopping and pausing and thinking uh

I1 feel good and I1 feel happy like the way I1 used to maybe im you know getting
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better but but 1I its not gone from me and like you have your shoes that remind you I1

was thinking the other day I1 feel like im wearing im wearing something like a sweater

you know how I1 dont know if youre this ay but when I1 come home I1 like to take off

my coat and my sweater whatever and just get comfortable be in a t shirt

K yup in sweats laughter

G ya and and I1 kind of feel like I1 have this shirt on like its always going to be there

not necessarily heavy sometimes sometimes im sad but um I1 think its just going to be

apart of me

K would you ever not want it to be a part of you

G no no 1I 1I honor this experience and and I1 knew that from the very beginning one

of my first thoughts I1 was on the bed at the ultrasound and I1 thought I1 cant believe this

is happening to us I1 would have never have guessed then I1 also thought ok I1 can

turn around and use this to help somebody else that was one of my earliest thoughts

about this and so no its not what I1 wanted but I1 think that heavenly father you

know has a plan you know that I1 need to leamlearn and robert need to leam it was a hard

year very very hard other things about the year were incredibly hard urnum but 1I im

glad to have gotten through and I1 still think about the baby it was due thanksgiving day

and you know so many people in the ward were expecting babies so I1 saw the

progression of their pregnancies and then the babies started to come and I1 was so excited

for them but I1 cant help but think that that would be me I1 would be walking around

with a little infant in my arms right now and um it was interesting going home it was

our first time going home for christmas in four years so we were home and roberts two

cousins were pregnant the same time I1 was we were all expecting weeks of each other

and one of his cousins had the baby early and had the baby on thanksgiving day and it

was a little girl and I1 remember looking at this baby at his grandmothers party and just

looking at her thinking this is my little girl thanksgiving day and its a girl and its
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not to say that this baby would have been a girl well I1 guess she would have with the

turners syndrome anyway that was a little bit strange

K I1 bet so do you feel like do you kind of feel like that the spirit of your baby had gone

into that baby

G no no and that wasws a big issue for me right around the time of the miscarriage

what happened to the spirit did it count

K because theres really no doctrine well there is no doctrine and sometimes you make

meaning for yourself I1 guess

G well to get back to our cousins baby I1 didnt feel like that was mine but um I1 wanted

to know we all come to earth to get a body and did this body count Is that spirit now

moving on or did the body fail and somebody in the ward said this to me somebody in

the ward who had had a miscarriage said my husband and I1 just looked at it like ok it

didnt work out were all going to try again the baby my husband and I1 were going to

try it again and so that same she she felt like that same spirit

K would come to another body

G ya theyre going to prepare another body so you know I1 dont know and im getting

goosebumpsgoose nowbumps thinking about it I1 hadnt thought about this in awhile but I1 think I1

think we kind of hear other peoples stories and thoughts and ok that sounds good that

gives me comfort ill sit with that for awhile or ill accept it

K thats really the only option that you have at this point in time

G ya and uh somebody else my parents neighbor mrs hughes said something that

was at the time very comforting but I1 cant remember what it was

K darn laughter

G I1 know but something like those spirits are are in your family and and theyll come

to you

K ya I1 think thats one thing that I1 have found as I1 talked with other women because I1

never I1 looked at it so like almost biologically scientifically because um maybe even of
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bryans influence not that bryan felt that he didnt feel emotion but I1 think I1 looked at

it so differently in the beginning and then as I1 went on the hurt and pain were still there

and then talking with other women on top of that I1 began to realize I1 really did feel like

that I1 was missing um like I1 guess it brought me comfort to know that yes this was

that that was a spirit and that that is I1 mean its a spirit that maybe I1 couldve had the

opportunity to to give life to and that perhaps I1 will be able to meet that spirit again

someday you know who knows when um I1 I1 dont know if that same little spirit is

ashlin or not you know I1 dont know I1 dont know how it all works

G thats right

K I1 almost tend not to feel that way I1 mean I1 know a couple of the women who I1 dont

know if you remember reading their stories but they felt like that their subsequent babies

you know that those were the same spirits that they had miscarried urnum I1 havent felt

that way I1 think ive kind of felt like I1 want it to be a separate individual that id like to

get to know

G do you think youve done that to put off the pain

K maybe I1 dont know

G or its just an impression

K I1 think its almost more of an impression but it also maybe a desire you know almost

a desire to have more children its this idea you know you want to keep them separate

or something

G but see now thats interesting because your miscarriage came before ashlin and see I1

havent had anything subsequent to the miscarriage I1 just took from people who had

comforting things to say urnum I1 felt good with them I1 really wish there were something

about it in church doctrine

K wish we could get some more information light laughter we just need to ask the

questions
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G ya I1 do too and this is so common like after this happened I1 was just astounded

by the number of people especially in our ward who came up and said I1 had one last

march or you know we had two and and additionally mormon women who are

living a certain health standard were healthy people both the men and the women and I1

was really astounded that this is so common even among healthy people and people who

place a value on family and um and too my doctor said I11 out of 4 pregnancies end in

miscarriage its just unbelievable how common it is

K and but isnt strange cause 1I 1I didnt ever I1 mean I1 never thought it would happen to

me because no one that I1 knew of at the time in my family had miscarried you know so I1

really felt like a freak almost but then you know as I1 would share or talk about it then

ya more and more women came out of the woodwork

G see now thats where I1 think we run up or hit the brick wall if more people would

talk about it we would be able to go somewhere with it

K right not feel so isolated because I1 remember I1 felt a real sense of isolation

G maybe we could get some answers maybe there could be a teaching from the church

on on what this means to us in terms of an eternal family or um you know like I1 said

before I1 felt like I1 benefittedbene sofitted much from the experience of others before me its

interesting but because its so common I1 wonder why there arent more uh teachings on

it or hard nosed facts about it they all seem to be speculations or wives tales

K the only two things I1 can think of is one were just not asking the question you know

for revelation to to maybe be allowed to come I1 dont know or secondly I1 think also its

a really its a very complex issue and typically you know scientists have a difficult

time knowing when I1 mean one we dont even know when the spirit enters that body

you know is it at birth or is it earlier I1 mean I1 have my own personal feelings and beliefs

when it enters into the body but um you know we dont even theres no doctrine on

that urnum not really anyway and then and then theres no doctrine wellweilweli I1 guess with

that you know when does life actually begin so ya its just a real complex thing these
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I1 wanted it pinned down like what

was the cause of the miscarriage could it have been the hike I1 went on I1 was carryingcaming a

35 ib pack and hiking through waste deep water and I1 was two months pregnant when

we went on that hike and you know I1 took the medication was it because of that Is it

because of something with the sperm you know what happened and we did find out

they know that in turner syndrome its the only chromosomal problem that happens

because of the sperm every other chromosomal abnormality comes from the mother

downs and you know whatever but um and that that helped me and it wasnt because

I1 could say ha it was your fault laughter but it helped me to know what it was

that it was a fluke it was just a random thing and we dont have a predisposition for this

to happen again

K and did that help alleviate the guilt that you felt

G ya very much so you know I1 felt like oh the poor baby

ivelve

are good questions did you have feelings of guilt why what were these guilt feelings

about

G I1 did have feelings of guilt um I1 failed the baby I1 failed my husband why didnt my

body work and I1 wanted to know why this hap

you know we couldnt

give this baby a body but I1 dont think that was overriding in any way shape or form

urnum luckily for us we were able to explain the guilt away we we could say from a

medical standpoint no it wasnt you and I1 remember a friend in the ward saying too

the same thing they failed you know they failed that baby but she was the one who

said they worked through this in her mind and just thought ok my husband and I1 and

the baby were all going to try again this time it didnt work were going to do this one

again and I1 found that way of thinking to be very comforting friends and family are

really great and I1 think its so helpful always when you acknowledge it and dont try to

sweep it under the rug you know you dont go around necessarily wanting peoples pity

well you just dont but its its nice when you have people saying so how are you

doing you know I1 bet that was a tough thing you know they just kind of
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acknowledge it even though its hard to bring it up and theyre probably fearful of hurting

you I1 think it says a lot about their integrity and also their concern for you and see this

is the hard thing because thinking of myself I1 would have been too afraid to approach

somebody else and I1 think it shows a level of maturity and I1 dont think 1I 1I know I1

didnt have that I1 was cluelessuelessfluelesscl and I1 appreciate other people who acknowledge this so

people continue people in my life continue to be really great how about you

K I1 definitely think so I1 mean I1 think its um having another child ashlin cassette is

inaudible so much and it happened you know quite awhile ago now so its hard to

compare myself urnum but im still finding I1 think people who experience

miscarriage cassette tape ran out
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